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ABSTRACT 

This thesis investigates the use of fuzzy logic and neural networks in the design of power 

system stabilisers. 

Power system stabilisers are used to enhance the damping of low frequency oscillations 

in the shaft speed of the generators used in a power system. The most widely used power 

system stabiliser is a lead-lag compensator known as a conventional power system 

stabiliser. The design of conventional power system stabilisers is based on linearised 

model of the power system for a specific operating point. The gain settings of the 

conventional power system stabiliser are fixed. Thus, the conventional power system 

stabiliser has a nearly optimum response for the specific operating condition for which it 

was designed. However, operating conditions of'a power system change as a result of 

load changes or unpredictable disturbances. The performance of the power system is 

especially important when major disturbances such as faults occur in the system. The 

main disadvantage of the conventional power system stabiliser is that it cannot adapt to 

changes in operating conditions. 

In recent years fuzzy logic power system stabilisers have been considered as better 

alternatives to conventional power system stabilisers. Because of their capability of 

handling uncertainties they are generally more robust than conventional power system 

stabilisers. Compared with conventional power system stabilisers, fuzzy logic power 

system stabilisers have better performance over a wide range of operating conditions. 

In spite of the aforementioned fact about fuzzy logic power system stabilisers, their 

performance depends on the operating conditions, too. The performance of the fuzzy 

logic power system stabilisers with fixed parameters will be optimum for a specific 

operating conditions and will degrade for other operating conditions. However, this 

degradation is less compared to the conventional power system stabiliser. 

In order to achieve an optimum response, two strategies have been followed in this 
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thesis: 

In the first strategy, an attempt has been made to tune the fuzzy logic power system 

stabiliser while the generator is operating on-line. Two schemes have been used. In the 

first scheme a feedforward artificial neural network has been employed to tune the fuzzy 

power system stabiliser. In the second scheme a fuzzy logic system has been used to do 

the tuning. 

In the second strategy, adaptive power system stabilisers have been designed using 

artificial neural networks and fuzzy logic: 

Firstly, a hierarchical artificial neural network has been proposed as an adaptive neural 

network power system stabiliser. The architecture of the hierarchical neural network 

consists of two sub-networks. One sub-network is used for the system identification 

of the nonlinear power plant involved and the other one is used as a stabiliser. The 

weights of the neural network stabiliser are adjusted according to the difference 

between the output of the neural network identifier and a desired output. The neural 

network stabiliser and neural network identifier are trained in different stages by the 

backpropagation algorithm. 

Secondly, two adaptive fuzzy logic power system stabilisers have been developed using 

the concept of fuzzy basis functions. In the first scheme, which is known as an indirect 

adaptive scheme, the power system is modelled by differential equations with nonlinear 

parameters which are functions of the state of the system. These nonlinear functions may 

not be known, except that some linguistic information is available about them. Utilising 

this information, fuzzy logic systems are designed to model the system behaviour. The 

control law is obtained using the uncertainty principle. Based on the Lyapunov's 

synthesis method, adaptation mles are developed to make the controller adaptive to 

changes in operating conditions of the power system. In the second scheme, a direct 

adaptive fuzzy logic power system stabiliser have been developed. The linguistic mles, 

regarding the dependence of the plant output on the controlling signal, have been used to 

build the initial fuzzy logic power system stabiliser. This is different with the first 
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scheme because the linguistic mles are directly used to constmct the adaptive fuzzy logic 

power system stabiliser. Based on the Lyapunov's direct method, an adaptation mle is 

developed in order to make the fuzzy logic power system stabiliser adapt to the changes 

in operating conditions of the power system. 

Finally the responses of the power system for various power system stabilisers proposed 

in the thesis have been obtained using nonlinear simulations. Their performances have 

been compared for various operating conditions and system configurations. A 

performance index has been defined to conduct quantitative comparisons. Concluding 

remarks have been given on the basis of the results obtained. Finally, some suggestions 

have been given for further research. 
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ACRONYMS 

AFPSS Adaptive Fuzzy Logic Power System Stabiliser 

ANN Artificial Neural Network 

APSS Adaptive Power System Stabiliser 

ANNPSS Adaptive Neural-Network-Based Power System Stabiliser 

AVR Automatic Voltage Regulator 

CPSS Conventional (Linear) Power System Stabiliser 

DAFPSS Direct Adaptive Fuzzy Logic Power System Stabiliser 

DOF Degree of Firing 

FBF Fuzzy Basis Function 

FLC Fuzzy Logic Controller 

FLS Fuzzy Logic System 

FNN Feedforward Neural Network 

FPSS Fuzzy Logic Power System Stabiliser 

LAPPS S Indirect Adaptive Fuzzy Logic Power System Stabiliser 

NFPSS Fuzzy Logic Power System Stabiliser tuned by a Neural Network 

PSS Power System Stabiliser 

TFPSS Fuzzy Logic Power System Stabiliser tuned by a FLS 
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NOTATIONS 

General notations: 

/ Performance Index of the PSS 

K Speed scaling factor 

Kj Acceleration scaling factor 

Fuzzy logic notations: 

—^ Fuzzy implication operator 

* Triangular norm (T-norm) operator 

o Composition operator 

© Union operator 

\i^(x) Membership degree of the numerical variable x in the fuzzy set A 

Power system notations: 

Eg The infinite bus voltage as a phasor 

E' Internal voltage of a generator behind the transient reactance as a phasor 

E" Internal voltage of a generator behind the subtransient reactance as a 
phasor 

P^ The air-gap electrical power of a generator 

P^ Terminal active power of a generator 

(2; Terminal reactive power of a generator 

R^ Thevenin resistance of the network 

r ^ Mechanical torque applied to a generator 

Tg The air-gap torque of a generator 

V^ Terminal voltage of a generator as a phasor 

Xg Thevenin reactance of the network 

X^^ Reactance of the transformer 

6 Rotor angle 

Vll 



Notations viii 

(Hj. Angular speed of the shaft 

AcOj. Speed deviation with respect to the synchronous speed 

Notations representing the parameters of a synchronous machine: 

£yy Exciter output voltage 

iyy Rotor (field) circuit current 

L^^^ Saturated d-axis mutual inductance between stator and rotor windings 

^adu unsaturated direct-axis mutual inductance between stator and rotor 
windings 

L^ ĵ saturated q-axis mutual inductance between stator and rotor windings 

Lfj Self-Inductance of the field circuit 

Li Leakage inductance of the stator 

R^ Armature resistance 

Rf^ Rotor (field) circuit resistance 

XJ Direct-Axis transient reactance of a synchronous machine 

Xf Direct-Axis subtransient reactance of a synchronous machine 

\l/yy Rotor circuit (field) flux linkage 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Power System Stability 

Power system stability may be broadly defined as that property of a power 

system that enables it to remain in a state of operating equilibrium under normal 

operating conditions and to regain an acceptable state of equilibrium after being 

subjected to a disturbance [1]. Since power systems rely on synchronous machines 

for generation of electrical power, a necessary condition for satisfactory system 

operation is that all synchronous machines remain in synchronism. This aspect of 

stability is influenced by the dynamics of generator rotor angles and power-angle 

relationships. 

Electric power systems are highly complicated systems that contain nonlinear 

and time varying elements. Their dynamics cover a wide spectmm of phenomena, 

which are electrical, electro-mechanical, electro-magnetic, and thermal in nature. The 

highly interconnected nature of power systems makes their operation and control a 

complex process. Thus disturbances in some elements may affect the whole system 

operation and stability causing poor power quality or even intermption of power 
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supply [2, 3]. 

The stability of power systems was first recognized as an important problem in 

1920 [4]. Results of the fiirst laboratory tests on miniature systems were reported in 

1924 [5]; the first field tests on the stability on a practical power system were 

conducted in 1926 [6, 7]. 

Early stability problems were associated with remote hydro-electric generating 

stations feeding metropolitan load centres over long-distance transmission lines. For 

economical reasons, such systems were operated close to their steady state stability 

limits. In a few instances, instability occurred during steady state operation. 

Instability occurred more frequently following short-circuits and other system 

disturbances [8]. The stability problem was largely influenced by the strength of the 

transmission system, with instability being the result of insufficient synchronising 

torque. 

As power systems evolved and interconnections between independent systems 

were found to be economically attractive, the complexity of the stability problems 

increased. When the problems of power system instability became more serious, they 

required the attention of power engineers [9]. Since 1950, extensive research has 

been conducted to overcome power system stability problems. 

For the purpose of analytical studies, researchers have classified power system 

stabiUty into two categories [10,11, 12]: 

1. Steady state stability (or dynamic stability) 

Steady state stability corresponds to the stability of the power system around an 

operating point. If the system is able to maintain synchronism after small changes has 

happened in operating conditions, it is said that it has steady state stability. 
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Typical perturbations under this category may be small, randomly occurring 

changes in loads or small alterations in reference voltage settings. If the system is 

stable, it is expected that after a temporary small disturbance the system will retum to 

its initial state. For a permanent small disturbance the system will acquire a new 

operating point after a transient period [2]. In both cases the synchronism of the 

system should not be lost. The size of small disturbances may be measured by the 

criterion that the perturbed system remains in an approximately linear region [2]. 

These type of disturbances can lead to long term sustained oscillations [10]. In the 

literature, steady state stability is also referred to as dynamic stability. 

2. Transient stability 

Transient stability refers to the ability of the power system to maintain stability 

after a sudden and severe disturbance. System faults, line switching, and large 

changes in loads can be considered as severe disturbances that lead to transient 

stability problems. It is usually assumed that the system under study is stable before a 

large disturbance happens. If the system has transient stability, the system 

oscillations resulting from large disturbances are damped. However, transient 

stability of the system depends very much on the initial operating condition of the 

system and the nature (i.e., the type, magnitude, duration, and location, etc.) of the 

disturbances that are applied to the system, and on the post-fault system 

configuration as well [2]. 

1.2 Power System Control 

Many techniques have been proposed to overcome the stability problems as 

mentioned in Section 1.1. These include load frequency control and govemor control 

[13, 14, 15], capacitor switching control [16, 17], and excitation control [18, 19, 20]. 
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Out of these methods, most attention has been given to excitation control. The 

reasons for this can be summarised as follows: 

1. The synchronous generator excitation loop has a small time constant compared to 

the govemor time constant. Therefore, excitation control gives a faster reaction to 

disturbances. 

2. Excitation control can have a large effect with a relatively small control energy. 

3. ItL practice, it is easier to deal with the control of the electric field circuit rather 

than the mechanical govemor. 

4. Excitation control requires less cost compared to other methods. 

1.3 Excitation control of power systems 

In the last few decades, considerable attention has been given to the excitation 

system and its role in improving power system stability [12, 21]. By using a voltage 

regulator in the excitation control system, the voltage profile at the consumer end can 

be improved with respect to the change of the demand for reactive power. At first, 

manual voltage regulators were used. Nowadays, all the generating units are 

equipped with Automatic Voltage Regulators (AVRs). Using negative feedback of 

machine terminal voltage, the AVR applies a control signal to the generator 

excitation. The AVR can be approximated by a linear first order transfer function as 

shown in equation (1.1): 

^̂ «'̂ ' = (rfe '̂" 
Early researchers suggested the use of high-gain AVRs to increase the steady 
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State power limits of power systems [22, 23]. A high-gain AVR was also 

recommended for reducing the steady state error of the system output. Gradually it 

became apparent that the voltage regulating action of the high-gain AVRs had a 

negative impact upon the steady state stability of power systems. It was observed that 

oscillations of small magnitude and low frequency often persisted for long periods of 

time. Insufficient damping of these oscillations may limit the ability of generators to 

transmit power [18]. In some cases, inappropriate selection of the voltage regulator 

may greatly decrease the system damping and may even lead to negative damping 

[14, 24]. However, this did not seem to have serious problems in early 

implementation [25]. 

In order to enhance the performance of the AVRs, researchers proposed the use 

of power system stabilisers (PSSs). These stabilisers inject a supplementary control 

signal to the excitation control loop to improve the damping characteristics of the 

system [25, 26]. Over the past four decades, many types of PSSs have been 

extensively studied, and some of them have been successfully used in the industry. 

1.4 Conventional Power System Stabilisers 

In the literature considerable efforts have been placed on the application of 

PSSs, which are designed on the basis of conventional linear control techniques. 

These kinds of PSSs are known as Conventional Power System Stabilisers (CPSSs) 

[28, 29, 30]. The CPSS usually employed by the utility industry is a lead-lag network 

using the speed deviation as input. The fundamental concept for the design of such a 

CPSS is to compensate the phase lag resulting from the AVR, the exciter, and the 

generator so that a supplementary damping torque component in phase with the rotor 

speed is generated [10]. This supplementary damping torque can be employed to 

enhance the dynamic stability of the power system. 
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A CPSS consists of three blocks [2]: a phase compensation block, a signal 

washout block, and a gain block. 

The phase compensation block provides the appropriate phase-lead 

characteristic to compensate for the phase lag between the exciter input and the 

generator electrical torque. Normally, two first-order blocks are used to achieve the 

desired phase compensation. More blocks may be used if required, but two blocks are 

usually sufficient. Typically, the frequency range of interest is 0.1 to 2.0 Hz, and the 

phase-lead network should provide compensation over this entire frequency range. 

The signal washout block serves as a high-pass filter, with the time constant 

high enough to allow signals associated with oscillations in shaft speed to pass 

unchanged. Without it, small steady changes in speed would modify the terminal 

voltage. The time constant of the washout block should be long enough to pass 

stabilising signals at the frequencies of interest unchanged, but not so long that it 

leads to undesirable generator voltage excursions during system-islanding 

conditions. These conditions are unusual combination of circumstances and events 

which cause a portion of the interconnected system to separate completely and form 

one or more electrical islands. 

The stabiliser gain determines the amount of damping introduced by the PSS. 

Ideally, the gain should be set at a value corresponding to maximum damping; 

however, it is often limited by other considerations. 

With these three blocks, the CPSS with one input takes the form presented by 

equation (1.2): 

T^s {l^T,s){l^T,s) 
^^^) - ^Pssi^T^,^i^T^s){l+T,s) 
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In this equation the first term is the stabiliser gain, the second term is the signal 

washout block, and the other two terms are two first-order phase compensation 

blocks. 

Using the speed as an input signal has some disadvantages. The speed signal 

can be cormpted by torsional oscillations of the shaft. Also, the effective gain of the 

stabiUser path (machine gain) decreases under weak system conditions when the 

stabiliser is most needed [19]. 

Various PSS input signals have been used, e.g. the shaft speed [27], the ac 

system frequency [26, 31, 32], the accelerating power [33], and a combination of 

shaft speed and electrical power [34]. The rate of change of the terminal voltage has 

also been used [35]. 

The design of CPSSs is based on a linear model of the power system at some 

operating point. The classical control theory, described in terms of transfer functions, 

is employed as the design tool for the CPSS [18,19, 20]. By implementing CPSSs in 

the generating units, the stability limits of the power systems have improved 

considerably. In fact these kinds of PSSs have made a great contribution in enhancing 

the quality of operation of power systems. Their performance at the designed 

operating point can be excellent. However, it can deteriorate with the change in 

operating point. This is because the CPSSs are designed using a linearised model of 

the machine at a prescribed operating point. 

In practice, the systems are highly nonlinear. For example, the gain of the plant 

increases with the generator loading and the transmission line strength [19]. Also, the 

phase lag of the plant increases as the system becomes stronger (the power system is 

interconnected with lower impedances transmission lines). Thus, controller 

parameters which are optimum for one set of operating conditions may not be 
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suitable for another set of operating conditions. This is the major disadvantage of the 

CPSS design method, i.e., it does not guarantee system stability under varying 

operating conditions [36]. This has opened the door for research using modem 

control techniques. 

1.5 IModern Power System Stabilisers 

As mentioned in Section 1.4 the nonlinear nature of power systems makes 

CPSSs inappropriate for varying operating conditions. This nonlinearity raises some 

difficulties such as: (1) how to effectively tune the PSS parameters, (2) how to track 

and compensate for the variation of system operating conditions, and (3) how to 

handle the interactions between the various machines. A lot of research has been 

conducted to overcome these difficulties. Various PSS transfer functions associated 

with different systems have been proposed [18, 19]. Different techniques to 

effectively tune and optimise the CPSS have been studied [37, 38, 40, 41, 42]. 

Effective placing and coordination between different PSSs in a multi-machine 

environment has been introduced [43, 44, 45, 46]. Effect of the output limiter on the 

performance of a PSS has been studied [47]. Augmented PSSs to improve the 

performance of CPSSs have been proposed [48, 49]. A discrete mode PSS, which is 

optimised based on the integral of squared error (ISE), has also been proposed [50]. 

With the increasing demand for quality electric supply, other modem control 

design techniques were introduced: 

Linear optimal control strategy is one of such techniques [38, 39,44, 51, 52, 53, 

54]. The main drawback of linear optimal controllers is that they are also based on a 

linearised system model. Thus, they face the same limitations as faced by the CPSSs. 

Recently, optimisation techniques based on genetic algorithms have been used to 

tune the PSS [55]. 
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Adaptive control was found to solve some of the aforementioned problems. The 

field of adaptive control was developed to control systems which are time-varying. 

These variations may be caused by disturbances on the system or changes in the 

operating conditions. In the past three decades major advances have been made in the 

identification and control of linear plants with unknown parameters [56]. 

Adaptive and self-tuning PSSs have been constmcted as an altemative to 

CPSSs [57, 58, 59, 60, 61]. The advantage of the adaptive power system stabilisers 

(APSSs) is their ability to adjust the controller parameters on-line according to the 

current operating conditions. Researchers have found that under large variations in 

operating conditions APSSs perform better than CPSSs [62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68]. 

In reference [62] an on-line discrete auto regressive moving average identification 

strategy has been used to model the dynamics of the power system. Based on the 

identified model, an APSS is designed by using a self-optimising pole shifting 

control algorithm. In reference [63] adaptive control algorithms which use 

least-squares identification with different strategies have been explained. In reference 

[64] an adaptive proportional-integral (PI) controller has been developed. The gains 

of the proposed controller have been adjusted in real time using the on-line measured 

operating conditions and a look-up table stored in computer memory. In reference 

[65] a multi-input multi-output pole-shifting control algorithm together with a 

least-square system identification has been used to implement an APSS. It has been 

tested on a physical model of a power system. Pole-shifting control algorithm has 

also been used in references [66] and [67] to design APSSs. In reference [68] a 

discrete-time adaptive sliding mode control has been developed and applied to the 

PSS problem. A controllable canonical form of state space realisation has been 

constmcted using the parameters identified by the on-line recursive least squares 

method. All these APSSs are based on adaptive techniques for linear systems. 
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System identification is necessary to design these APSSs. While major advances 

have been made in the design of adaptive controllers for linear systems with 

unknown parameters, such controllers cannot be used for the global control of 

nonlinear systems. Research is going on in the field of adaptive controllers for 

nonlinear systems [69]. 

Robust H^ control and |i, synthesis have been successfully applied to the 

design of PSSs [70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78]. Also robust nonlinear controller 

has been proposed as a PSS [79, 80]. The H^ optimisation and p, synthesis schemes 

provide a theoretical mechanism to deal with uncertainties in a system. In the design 

process of PSSs based on H^ control and |i synthesis a model with an uncertainty 

description is used for the power system. The uncertainties are due to incomplete 

knowledge of the physical system and system abnormal operating conditions. Robust 

controllers minimise the effect of external disturbances on system output in terms of 

a defined norm. This norm is defined such that it can put the various types of 

disturbances into a single framework [81, 82, 83]. 

Nonlinear control techniques have also been used to design PSSs [84, 85, 86, 

87]. In reference [84] the concept of exact stochastic feedback linearisation is used to 

design a nonlinear excitation controller for a single machine-infinite bus power 

system. In reference [85] a combination of H^ control theory and an exact feedback 

linearisation technique has been used to set up an excitation control for a 

multimachine power system. Simulation studies showed that the proposed controllers 

can improve the dynamic performance of the power system and enhance its stabiUty. 

Reference [86] presents a nonlinear variable stmcture and self-adjusting PSS. 

Reference [87] uses the differential geometric linearisation approach to design a PSS. 
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Adaptive PSSs, H^ control and nonlinear control techniques demonstrated that 

it is possible to achieve much better performance than the CPSS. However, most 

modem control techniques require extensive mathematical calculations, which 

implies the need for high speed processors and high implementation costs. 

Recently artificial intelligence techniques have been applied to the design of the 

PSSs. One of these techniques is based on the use of ANNs [88, 89, 90]. Another 

possibility is the use of fuzzy logic based controllers. Fuzzy logic offers excellent 

prospects in control and, because of its simplicity and relatively low cost of 

implementation, is rapidly gaining popularity in the design and implementation of 

many practical controllers. 

1.6 Fuzzy Logic Control 

Unlike classical design approach which requires a deep understanding of the 

system, exact mathematical models and precise numeric values, fuzzy logic 

incorporates an altemative way of design. It provides a tool to control complex 

systems using a higher level of abstraction originated from accumulated knowledge 

and experience. Fuzzy logic control techniques have been found to be a better 

altemative to conventional control techniques where fairly accurate mathematical 

models are not accessible or difficult to obtain. By using fuzzy logic, the control 

system designer will be able to reduce development time and costs with good 

performance. A fuzzy logic system (FLS) is unique- in that it is able to simultaneously 

handle numerical data and linguistic knowledge. It is a nonlinear mapping of an input 

data vector into a scalar output. To date, a FLS is the only approximation method that 

is able to incorporate both types of knowledge in a unified mathematical manner 

[91]. By a proper design, a FLS can approximate any nonlinear function [92]. 
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During the past several years, fuzzy logic control has emerged as one of the 

most active and fmitful areas for research in the applications of fuzzy set theory [93]. 

Fuzzy logic is a logical system which is much closer in spirit to human thinking and 

namral language than traditional logical systems. The Fuzzy Logic Controller (FLC) 

based on fuzzy logic provides a means of converting a hnguistic control strategy 

based on expert knowledge into an automatic control strategy [94]. 

A basic feature of the FLC is that a process can be controlled without knowing 

the exact dynamics of the plant in terms of mathematical expressions. The operator 

can simply express the control strategy, learned through experience, by a set of mles. 

These mles describe the behaviour of the controller using linguistic terms. The 

controller then infers the proper control action from this mle base which emulates the 

role of the human operator or a bench-mark control action. 

Such kind of knowledge exists in many industrial control processes. Obviously, 

the control mles are model-independent: no matter how (mathematically) complex 

the process is, an experienced operator can still give some control mles. Thus, PLCs 

are suitable for poorly-understood systems. 

PLCs are easier to develop than conventional controllers. In the design of a 

conventional linear controller, the following steps are taken after selecting the 

sensors [95]: 

1. Modelling: Build a mathematical model describing the process. 

2. Linearisation: Linearise the model. 

3. Control design: Solve system equations. Make a prototype design based on 

classical control criteria. 

4. Simulation: Simulate the design. If not satisfied, go to step 1. 
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For a FLC, the steps are: 

1. Analysis: Analyse the process. This analysis can be qualitative. 

2. Acquisition of rules: Acquire control mles from experienced operators. 

3. Simulation: Simulate the fuzzy controller. If not satisfied, go to step 1. 

For processes that are difficult to model but have straightforward control mles, 

the PLCs are easy to design and implement. Since the fuzzy controllers are designed 

directly from the input-output properties of the process, the development time will be 

shorter for PLCs than for conventional controllers. 

1.7 Application of Fuzzy Logic in the PSS Design 

Fuzzy control has been applied to the design of power system stabilisers (PSSs) 

in a number of publications [96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 

108, 109]. Using fuzzy logic control, researchers have been able to develop a new 

generation of effective, reliable and cost effective PSSs. In all these papers, after the 

design is completed, the parameters of the fuzzy power system stabiliser (FPSS) are 

kept constant. Recently, some attempts have been made to adjust the parameters of 

FPSSs with various techniques [110, 111]. Reference [110] has used fuzzy logic 

techniques to optimise and update the controller parameters on line. Reference [111] 

has used genetic algorithm to optimise the parameters of a FPSS. 

The performance of the FPSS depends on the operating conditions of the power 

system, although it is less sensitive than conventional linear power system stabilisers 

(CPSS) [36]. 
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1.8 Artificial Neural Networks 

Research on artificial neural networks (ANNs) has advanced rapidly in recent 

years. Because of the various advantages they offer over the conventional computing 

systems, ANNs have attracted considerable attention as a candidate for novel 

computational systems. Use of ANNs in control systems has progressed at a steady 

pace during the past years. A good review on the applications of ANNs in control 

systems is given in references [112, 113, 114]. 

The advantages of ANNs are as follows: 

1) They are adaptive: they take data and leam from it. Thus, they infer solutions 

from the data presented to them, often capturing quite subtle relationships. This 

ability differs radically from standard software techniques because it does not 

depend on the programmer's prior knowledge of mles. ANNs can reduce 

development time by learning underlying relationships even if they are difficult 

to find and describe. They can also solve problems that lack existing solutions. 

2) ANNs can generalise: they can correctly process data that only broadly 

resembles the data they were trained on originally. Similarly, they can handle 

imperfect or incomplete data, providing a measure of fault tolerance. 

GeneraHsation is particularly useful in practical appUcations because real world 

data is noisy. 

3) The ANNs are nonlinear: they can capture complex interactions among the 

input variables in a system. 

4) ANNs are highly parallel: their numerous identical, independent operations 

can be executed simultaneously. 

However, ANNs have some disadvantages as follows: 
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1) They can be difficult to account for their results. ANNs like human experts 

express opinions that can not be easily explained. 

2) Choosing the optimum architecture for ANNs is not straightforward. 

3) ANNs can consume large amounts of computer time during training. 

1.8.1 Application of artificial neural networks in the PSS design 

ANN applications in power engineering extend in many areas including 

security and contingency analysis, machine modelling and identification, fault 

diagnosis, harmonic source monitoring and identification, alarm processing, load 

forecasting, state estimation, economic load dispatch, etc. [115, 116, 117, 118, 119]. 

Compared with the applications in other areas of power systems, ANN 

application in power system stability control is still a new area. References [88, 90, 

120, 121] had been published in this area, when this work (the thesis) started. In 

reference [88] an ANN was used to tune the parameters of a conventional PSS, in 

reference [90] an ANN was trained to simulate the function of an adaptive power 

system stabiUser, whilst in reference [120] an ANN was applied to tune a FPSS. The 

performances of the ANN PSSs introduced in references [88] and [90] are dependent 

on the CPSS or APSS. A multi-input ANN PSS was investigated in reference [121]; 

the generator speed deviation and the electrical power deviation as the plant's outputs 

together with their delayed values and the delayed stabilising signal in the excitation 

system were used as the inputs. 

Research is going on in the area of applying ANNs to the power system 

stability control. Parallel to this thesis, references [122, 123, 124, 125, 126, 127, 128, 

129, 130] have been pubUshed recently. In reference [122], similar to reference [88], 

an ANN is used to tune the parameters of a conventional PSS. The proposed 
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controller in reference [123] is first trained off-Une using a pole placement based 

state feedback gain technique at different operating points. The trained ANN 

parameters are updated and mned on-line using the speed deviation as the 

reinforcement signal. Reference [124] uses two ANNs called inverse dynamic neural 

network (IDNN) and error reduction network (ERN), respectively. The IDlSnsr 

represents the inverse dynamic of the plant and requires training. The control error 

due to interactions between generators is predicted and compensated through the 

ERN. Reference [125] combines the advantages of the ANNs and fuzzy logic control 

to constmct a PSS with learning ability. Reference [126] presents a coordinated 

excitation/governor ANN based controller. The proposed ANN based controller 

replaces the global action of the voltage regulator, PSS, and speed govemor controls. 

AppUcation of an ANN to integrate the AVR and the CPSS into a single controUer is 

also described in reference [127]. An enhanced adaptive ANN control scheme, based 

on the adaptive linear element (Adaline), is proposed and tested by applying it to a 

multimachine power system in reference [128]. Reference [129] investigates the use 

of modular neural networks for PSS modelling. Modular neural networks leam 

different aspects of'a problem by partitioning the data space into several different 

regions. A self-leaming algorithm based on the leaming capabiUties of ANNs is 

proposed as a PSS in reference [130]. This algorithm aims to leam the inverse 

dynamics of a controlled system. 

1.9 Scope of the Thesis 

1.9.1 IVlotivation for the thesis 

This thesis involves the use of fuzzy logic and ANNs to design effective PSSs. 

The objective is to incorporate the advantages of intelligent control to enhance the 

damping of dynamic and transient responses of an industrial cogenerator system. 
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Recent advances in intelligent control (specially control based on fuzzy logic 

and ANNs) have motivated power engineers to make use of different sorts of 

intelligent control to enhance power system operation. Although, there are reports of 

using fuzzy logic and ANNs in power system stability applications, lack of a 

complete survey and comparison of different schemes of PSS design using fuzzy 

logic and ANNs is observed. Historically, fuzzy logic PSSs have been employed with 

a static mle-based framework. ANNs have been mostly used to imitate other PSSs, 

e.g., CPSS or APSS. 

There is a need for new concepts in fuzzy-logic and neural-network based 

control to be examined in the field of PSS design. Especially, different schemes to 

constmct adaptive PSSs which make use of adaptive fuzzy logic controllers and 

ANNs should be investigated. 

The following questions were raised which motivated the conductance of this 

research: 

• If not enough information is available about the plant under study, how can 

fuzzy logic or ANNs be employed to design an effective PSS? 

• If some linguistic mles are available from the experts, how can these mles be 

used to implement a reliable PSS? 

• How can an optimum PSS be designed by combining fuzzy logic and ANNs 

to operate in a wide range of operation conditions? 

• How can a FPSS be tuned using another fuzzy logic system? 

• How can stable adaptive PSSs be designed using fuzzy logic or ANNs? 

• After using various schemes to design PSSs based on fuzzy logic and ANNs, 

which of them has the best performance? 
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1.9.2 Original contributions of the thesis 

The original contributions of this thesis are summarised as follows: 

1. Two static FPSSs (fuzzy logic PSSs with fixed parameters) based on Mamdani 

mle-based fuzzy logic controller [131] and polar FPSS [102] have been designed and 

simulated. 

2. Two real-time tuning schemes of the FPSS have been proposed. In the first scheme 

an ANN has been employed to tune the FPSS. The resultant PSS is called a 

neuro-fuzzy PSS (NFPSS). In the second scheme a fuzzy logic system (FLS) is used 

to tune the FPSS. The resultant PSS is called a tuned fuzzy logic PSS (TFPSS). 

3. An adaptive PSS has been proposed and designed using a hierarchical stmcture of 

ANNs. It is called an adaptive neural network PSS (ANNPSS). 

4. An indirect adaptive fuzzy logic PSS (lAFPSS) has been proposed and designed. 

The design is based on the Lyapunov's synthesis method [132]. Therefore, the 

stability of the system is guaranteed with this PSS. In the design procedure, it is 

assumed that not enough mathematical information is available about the nonlinear 

plant under study. 

5. A direct adaptive fuzzy logic PSS (DAFPSS) has been designed using the 

Lyapunov's synthesis method with similar specifications to the lAFPSS. The 

DAFPSS needs less computations compared to the lAFPSS. 

6. A performance index is defined and the performance of the proposed PSSs have 

been compared and discussed through nonlinear simulations. 
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1.9.3 Organisation of the thesis 

This thesis consists of ten chapters. The remaining nine chapters are organised 

as follows: 

A background of the theory of fuzzy logic control is given in Chapter 2. History 

of fuzzy logic, fuzzy logic systems, and fuzzy basis functions are discussed in this 

chapter. 

Chapter 3 is an overview of power system modelling. Power system model for 

dynamic (steady state) stability and power system model for transient stability are 

discussed in this chapter. 

A method for the design of a conventional PSS in the frequency domain is 

explained in Chapter 4. 

Fuzzy logic PSSs with fixed parameters are discussed briefly in Chapter 5. Two 

methods are discussed, namely, a FPSS based on the Mamdani fuzzy controller and a 

polar FPSS following the proposal made by Hiyama. 

The application of fuzzy logic and ANNs in the design of adaptive PSSs are 

discussed in the following chapters. In Chapter 6 two schemes for on-line tuning of 

the FPSS are proposed. The chapter covers the explanation of these two schemes, 

namely, on-line tuning using ANNs and on-line tuning using fuzzy logic systems. 

Chapter 7 is dedicated to the design of an adaptive PSS by employing a 

hierarchical ANN. It explains how two artificial neural networks can be used to 

identify a power system plant and to stabilise the system adaptively such that it 

follows a desired response. 

Adaptive fuzzy logic PSSs are proposed in Chapter 8. These PSSs are designed 

on the basis of Lyapunov's synthesis method. The stability of the system is 
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guaranteed by using these AFPSSs. Two schemes are proposed: a direct scheme and 

an indirect scheme. It is assumed that an exact mathematical model of the plant is not 

available in designing these AFPSSs. 

The performances of the proposed PSSs are investigated and compared in 

Chapter 9. The system dynamic performance is inspected by applying a disturbance 

in the reference AVR voltage and a step change in the mechanical input power. The 

system transient performance is examined by applying a three-phase to ground fault 

at the sending end of the transmission line. Three different operating conditions and 

system configurations are considered for various tests. 

The final concluding remarks are given in Chapter 10. Summary of results are 

discussed and suggestions for further research are given. 



Chapter 2 

Fuzzy Logic Control Theory and Background 

"Most of human reasoning is approximate rather than exact. In a way that is 

not well understood at present, humans have a remarkable ability to make rational 

decisions in an environment of uncertainty and imprecision. We can understand 

distorted speech, decipher sloppy handwriting, park in a tight spot, understand 

poetry and summarise complex stories. In so doing, we perform no computations in 

the conventional sense of the term. We do manipulate information, which is what 

computation does, but the objects of our reasoning are generally not numbers but 

fuzzy patterns without sharply defined boundaries." 

Lotfi A. Zadeh- The pioneer of Fuzzy Logic. 

2.1 Introduction 

One of the successful appUcations of fuzzy sets and systems theory to practical 

problems is fuzzy logic control. The present interest in fiizzy logic theory is largely 

due to the successful applications of fuzzy logic controUers (PLCs) to a variety of 

consumer products and industrial systems [133]. PLCs are very usefiil when an exact 

21 
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mathematical model of the plant is not available, however, experienced human 

operators are available for providing quaUtative mles to control the system. 

During the past several years, fuzzy logic control has emerged as one of the 

most active and fmitful areas for research in the appUcation of fuzzy set theory [93]. 

The pioneering research of Mamdani and his coUeagues on fuzzy logic control [134, 

135, 136, 137, 138] was motivated by Zadeh's seminal papers on the Unguistic 

approach and system analysis based on the theory of fuzzy sets [139, 140, 141, 142]. 

AppUcations of fuzzy logic control in water quaUty control [143], automatic train 

operation systems [144], automatic container crane operation systems [145], nuclear 

reactor control [146], fuzzy logic controller hardware systems [147], fuzzy memory 

devices [148, 149, 150, 151], and fuzzy computers [152, 153] pointed a way for an 

effective utiUsation of fuzzy logic control in the context of complex iU-defined 

processes that can be controlled by a skilled human operator without the knowledge 

of their underlying dynamics. 

Fuzzy logic, which is the logic on which fiizzy logic control is based, is much 

closer in spirit to human thinking and namral language than the traditional logic 

systems. BasicaUy, it provides an effective mean of capturing the approximate, 

inexact nature of our knowledge about the real world. Viewed in this perspective, the 

essential part of the fiizzy logic controUer (FLC) is a set of linguistic control mles 

related by dual concepts of fuzzy impUcation and the compositional mle of inference. 

In essence, the FLC provides an algorithm which can convert the linguistic control 

strategy based on expert knowledge into an automatic control strategy. The 

methodology of the FLC appears very useful when the processes are too complex for 

analysis by conventional quantitative techniques [94]. 
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2.2 History of Fuzzy Logic 

The precision of mathematics owes its success in a large measure to the efforts 

of Aristotle and the philosophers who preceded him. In their efforts to devise a 

concise theory of logic the so-called "Laws of Thought" were suggested [154]. One 

of these, the "Law of the Excluded Middle", states that every proposition must either 

be true or false. 

It was Plato who laid the foundation for what would later become fuzzy logic, 

indicating that there was a third region (other than tme and false). Some other 

philosophers echoed his sentiments. However, it was Lukasiewicz, PoUsh logician, 

who first proposed a systematic altemative to the bivalent logic of Aristotle [155]. 

In the early 1930s, Lukasiewicz described a three-valued logic, along with the 

mathematics to accompany it. With the third value, he extended the range of tmth 

values from {0, 0.5, 1} to all rational numbers in the interval [0, 1], and finally to all 

numbers in [0, 1]. EventuaUy, he proposed an entire notation and axiomatic system 

from which he hoped to derive modem mathematics. 

Later, in 1937 Black, a quantum philosopher, published a paper called 

"Vagueness: an exercise in logic analysis" [156]. In this paper he expressed the need 

to bridge the gap between a mathematical model and experience. He defined the first 

simple fiizzy set with a curve that is now caUed a membership function. 

The same need was expressed by Zadeh [157], when he was dealing with 

biological systems, three years before he acmally proposed the new paradigm of 

mathematics based upon the concept of a fuzzy set: 

... There are some who feel this gap reflects the fundamental inadequacy of the 

conventional mathematics- the mathematics of precisely-defined points, 
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functions, sets, probability measures, etc.- for coping with the analysis of 

biological systems, and that to deal effectively with such systems, which are 

generally orders of magnitude more complex than man-made systems, we need 

a radically different kind of mathematics, the mathematics of fuzzy or cloudy 

quantities which are not describable in terms of probability distributions. ... 

The notion of a multi-valued logic, caUed^zzy logic, was mtroduced by Zadeh 

in 1965 [93]. The basis of the idea started early in 1950s, when he wrote an article 

about an electronic director of admission based on IF-THEN mles. The system was a 

primeval decision-maker expert system. This article declared the unportance of 

multi-valued logic with values between tme and false [158]. Zadeh believed that 

fuzzy logic would find home in psychology, pWIosophy, and human science. He 

suggested it would play an important role in control. 

At first, fuzzy logic was not welcomed by many scholars. It faced a lot of 

resistance. One of the reasons behind this resistance was its name. Many people did 

not realise that fuzzy logic is not a logic that is fuzzy but a logic that describes 

fuzziness. The opposition against fuzzy logic increased in the early 1970s. Rudolph 

E. Kalman, the inventor of the Kalman filter, and WilUam Kahan, a mathematician 

and coUeague of Zadeh, were amongst those who opposed fuzzy logic [158]. 

In spite of the resistance against fuzzy logic by a number of scientists, fuzzy 

logic has found its place in well formulated theory and appUcations. In 1973 Zadeh 

published one of his most influential papers, which is a key paper outlining a new 

approach to the analysis of complex systems [142]. This paper laid the framework for 

fuzzy logic control. In fact it brought fuzzy logic out of the web of theoretical 

esoteric to the dayUght. It showed how engineers could use fuzzy logic. 

In the same year Mamdani and AssiUan of Queen Mary CoUege, in the 
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University of London, were looking for a device that could leam by itself to regulate 

the pressure of a steam engine. They succeeded in implementing the fuzzy if-then 

mles to control the steam engine. The results were better than using numerical 

methods and modelUng. This application laid the ground for today's fuzzy logic 

control systems [131]. 

Fuzzy logic theory is acmaUy an altemative view to the concept of uncertainty 

[159]. The traditional view of this concept insists that uncertainty is undesirable in 

science and should be avoided by aU possible means. The altemative view is tolerant 

of uncertainty and insists that science cannot avoid it. According to the traditional 

view, science should strive for certainty in £ill its manifestations (precision, specifity, 

sharpness, consistency, etc.); hence, uncertainty (imprecision, nonspecifity, 

vagueness, inconsistency, etc.) is regarded as unscientific. Accordmg to the 

altemative (or modem) view, uncertainty is considered essential to science; it is not 

only an unavoidable plague, but it has a great utiUty. Klir [159] beUeves that the 

transition from the traditional view to the modem view of uncertainty has 

characteristics typical of processes, usually referred to as scientific paradigm shifts 

[160]. The paradigm shift initiated by the concept of a fuzzy set and the idea of 

mathematics based upon fuzzy sets has similar characteristics to other paradigm 

shifts recognised in the history of science. 

The paradigm shift is still ongoing, and it wiU Ukely take much longer than 

usual to complete it. This is not surprising, since the new paradigm does not affect 

any particular field of science, but the very foundations of science. In fact it 

chaUenges the most sacred element of the foundations- the AristoteUan two-valued 

logic, which for millennia has been taken for granted [159]. 
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2.3 Fuzzy Logic Systems 

Block diagram of a Fuzzy Logic System (FLS) which is widely used in fuzzy 

logic controllers and signal processing appUcations is shown in Fig. 2.1 [91]. A FLS 

Fuzzy Logic System 

Crisp Inputs 

xe U 

RULES 

FUZZIFIER 

A^eU 

INFERENCE Fuzzy Input Sets ^ J i^rc,ivx:,i> v^^ i_̂  puzzy Output Sets 

DEFUZZIFIER 

? A„e V 

Crisp Outputs 

(y = fix)) e V 

Fig. 2.1 Block diagram of a fuzzy logic system (FLS). 

V 

maps crisp inputs into crisp outputs. It contains four components: ftizzifier, mles 

base, inference engine, and deftizzifier. Once the mles have been estabUshed, a FLS 

can be viewed as a non-linear mapping from crisp inputs to crisp outputs, and this 

mapping can be expressed mathematicaUy as y = f(x). 

The fuzzifier maps crisp numbers into fuzzy sets. It is needed in order to 

activate mles which are in terms of linguistic variables, which have fuzzy sets 

associated with them. 

Rules may be provided by experts or can be extracted from numerical data. In 

either case, mles are expressed as a coUection of IF-THEN statements, e.g., "IF 

speed-deviation is negative big and accelerating power is positive big, THEN 

controUing input should be around zero". This sample mle reveals that we wiU need 

an understanding of: 1) linguistic variables versus numerical values of a variable 

(e.g., negative big versus -5 rad/sec); 2) quantifying linguistic variables (e.g., 

speed-deviation may have a finite number of linguistic terms associated with it, 

ranging from negative big to positive big), which is done using fuzzy membership 
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functions; 3) logical connections for linguistic variables (e.g., "and", "or", etc.); 4) 

implications, i.e., "IF A THEN B". AdditionaUy, we wUl need to understand how to 

combine two or more mles. 

The inference engine of the FLS maps fuzzy sets into fuzzy sets. It handles the 

way in which mles are combined. Just as we humans use many different types of 

inferential procedures to help us understand things or to make decisions, there are 

many different fuzzy logic inferential procedures. Only a very smaU number of them 

are acmaUy being used in engineering appUcations of fuzzy logic. 

In many applications, crisp numbers must be obtained at the output of a FLS. 

The defuzzifier maps output sets into crisp numbers. In control appUcations, for 

example, such a number corresponds to a control action. 

In what foUows, the four elements of the FLS are explained in more detail, so 

that a mathematical formula can be derived that relates the output of the FLS to its 

inputs. 

2.3.1 Fuzzification 

The juzzifier maps a crisp point XQ = [XQ^, ..., XQ^V into a fuzzy set A^ in U. 

The most widely used fuzzifier in engineering appUcations is the singleton fuzzifier 

which is nothing more than a fiizzy singleton. A^ is a fuzzy singleton with support 

*o if |i^ (jc) = 1 for jc = XQ and ^^^(Jc) = 0 for all other xeU when X^XQ. 

Basically, a fuzzy singleton is a precise value and hence no fuzziness is introduced by 

fuzzification in this case. This strategy has been widely used in fiizzy logic control 

appUcations since it is natural and easy to implement. 

In the case that a singleton fuzzifier is used, the supremum operation in the 
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sup-star composition of equation (2.10) disappears, i.e., 

M>') = ^^Pxe AS^ASx)ir\i^_,B(x,y)] = liA^Bi^O^y) (2-1) 

So, in this case, if a minimum impUcation is used 

[igiiy) = min(\ip,(xQ^),..., [ipi^ixQ^), \iG,(y)) (2.2) 

and if a product implication is used 

M 3 ' ) = ^^F{(̂ ol)•••̂ ^F;(̂ op)̂ ^G'(3') (2.3) 

Singleton fuzzification may not always be adequate, especiaUy when data is 

cormpted by measurement noise. Non-Singleton fuzzification provides a means for 

handling such uncertainties totally within the framework of the FLS. In reference 

[162] a non-singleton fuzzifier is one for which p,̂  (jr) = 1 for J: = JCQ , where XQ is 

the mean value of the noisy input data, and |i^ (x) decreases from unity as x moves 

away from x^. This non-singleton fuzzifier has a triangular fuzzy membership 

function, whose vertex corresponds to the mean value of the input data. The base of 

the triangle is twice the standard deviation of the noisy input data. 

2.3.2 Rules 

A fuzzy rule base consists of a set of Unguistic mles in the form of "IF a set of 

conditions are satisfied, THEN a set of consequences are inferred". Since the 
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antecedents and the consequents of these IF-THEN mles are associated with fuzzy 

concepts (linguistic terms), they are often called fuzzy conditional statements. In the 

fiizzy logic control terminology, a fuzzy logic control rule is a fuzzy conditional 

statement in which the antecedent is a condition in its application domain and the 

consequent is a control action for the system under control. BasicaUy, fuzzy logic 

control mles provide a convenient way for expressing control policy and domain 

knowledge. The fuzzy mle base is a collection of IF-THEN mles, which can be 

expressed as: 

R^^^: IF Ml is F{ and u^ is F[ and... u^ is F^, THEN v is G' (2.4) 

where 1= 1,2, ..., M, F\ and G' are fuzzy sets in C/,- c R and V czR, respectively {R 

denotes the set of real numbers), u = L^ U2 ...«J ^ U^xU2'x^ •••'xU ̂  is the input 

vector, and v e V is the output, u and v are linguistic variables. Their numerical values 

are X G f/ and y e V, respectively. F\ and G' are quantified through fuzzy membership 

functions defined for each of them. 

In the case of a two-element input vector for a PSS, an example of a fuzzy 

IF-THEN mle is: 

IF the speed deviation is negative small and the accelerating power is negative 

medium, THEN the PSS controlling signal should be negative big. 

here MJ = speed deviation, F[ = negative small, ^2 = accelerating power, F{ = 

negative medium, v = controlling signal, and G' = negative big. 
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2.3.3 Fuzzy Inference Engine 

In the fuzzy inference engine fuzzy logic principles are used to combine fuzzy 

IF-THEN mles into a mapping from fuzzy input sets in t/ = C/j x 172x ... x C/ to 

fuzzy output sets in V. Each mle is interpreted as a fuzzy implication 

F | X F^ X ... X F^ ^ G', which is a fuzzy set in C/ x y with a membership degree 

M'F{x...xF^->G'(^l' •••'V>'^ = ^^F{(̂ l) * ••• * V-Fii^p) * M> ' ) (2-5) 

Let F{ X F^ X ... XF^ ^ A and G' ^ fi, then 
y 

^^F{x . . . xF^^G ' (^ l ' • • • 'V^) = v^A^B^^^y) (2-6) 

The operator "*" stands for a triangular norm or T-norm [159]. The most 

commonly used operations for a T-norm are "minimum" and "product". Thus the 

membership degree corresponding to minimum implication is 

^ A ^ B ( ^ ' 3 ' ) = '"''"(l^Fi(^i)'---'I^F^(^p)'I^G'(>')) (2.7) 

and the membership degree corresponding to product implication is 

^tA-^fi(• '̂3') = I^F{(^l)-^^F^(^p)M>') (2.8) 

Suppose that JCQ is the crisp value of the input vector to the FLS at a specific 
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instant of time. After fuzzification it will convert to a fuzzy set A^ whose 

membership function is 

^^A,(̂ 0) = I^AJ^OI) * - * ^̂ A,/̂ Op) (2-9) 

where A^^. c: U,^(k = 1,..., p) are the fuzzy sets describing the inputs. 

Each mle R^^^ determines a fuzzy set B^ = A^o R^^^, in which operator o 

stands for the composition operator. The membership degree of this fuzzy set is 

determined by 

li-B'iy) = St^PxeAS^ASx)0\^A-,B(^'y)^ (2-10) 

where y is the numerical value of the output of the FLS and sup is the supremum 

operator which will be equal to the max operator in the case of discretised inputs and 

outputs. Equation (2.10) is called the sup-star composition. It is the input-output 

relationship in Fig. 2.1 between the fuzzy set that excites a one-mle inference engine 

and the fuzzy set at the output of that engine. 

The fmal fiizzy set A^ = A^o[R^^\ R^^\ ..., R^^^, which is determined by aU 

the mles in the mle base, is obtained by combining B^ and its associated membership 

fiinction for ail I = 1, 2, ..., M. Normally, in engineering applications, the mles are 

connected using the fuzzy union operation, i.e., A^ = B^®B'^® ...®B^ with the 

membership degree 
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\3iy{y) = max{\iB,(y), \ig2(y), ..., llB^iy)) (2.11) 

The symbol "©" stands for the union operator. 

It is also possible to combine mles additively. Kosko caUs such a FLS (with an 

appropriate fuzzifier and defuzzifier) an additive FLS [161]. The membership degree 

of the output of the fiizzy inference engine in such an additive FLS wiU be calculated 

as 

, , Wi^i5,(y)-HW2My) + . . . + w ^ ^ g ^ ( y ) 
\iy(y) = (2.12) 

W1+W2+...+WM 

where Wj, W2, ..., Wj^ of the combiner can be thought of as providing degrees of 

belief to each mle. In the case that some mles are more reliable than others, such 

mles would be assigned larger weights than less reliable mles. If such information is 

not known m advance, it is possible to either set aU the weights equal to unity or use 

a training procedure to leam optimal values for the weights. 

2.3.4 Defuzzification 

The defuzzifier produces a crisp output for the FLS from the fuzzy set that is the 

output of the inference engme in Fig. 2.1. Many defiizzifiers have been proposed in 

the literature [163]. In engineering appUcations, one criterion for the choice of a 

defuzzifier is computational simplicity. This criterion has led to the foUowing 

candidates for defiizzifiers: 
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2.3.4.1 Maximum Defuzzifier 

This defuzzifier examines the fiizzy set V and chooses as its output the value of 

y for which \iyiy) is a maximum. It can lead to peculiar results or can hung up. The 

former occurs for the situation depicted in Fig. 2.2(a), in which the maximum 

defuzzifier would choose y = 1 as the output of the FLS; this value totaUy ignores 

the fact that \iy(y) is distributed from y = 0.2 to y = 1. The latter occurs for the 

situation depicted in Fig. 2.2(b), in which the maximum of \iy(y) occurs for a range 

of y V£dues rather than at a unique point. 

2.3.4.2 IMean of Maxima Defuzzifier 

This defuzzifier examines the fuzzy set A^ and first determines the values of y 

for which yiy(y) is a maximum. It then computes the mean of these values as its 

output. Unformnately, it can also lead to some pecuUar results. If the maximum value 

of \iyiy) only occurs at a single point, then the mean of maxima defuzzifier reduces 

to the maximum defuzzifier, and the discussion about Fig. 2.2(a) appUes to it. 

Another simation that makes the mean of maxima defuzzifier fail to have a good 

result is depicted in Fig. 2.3. The output fuzzy set consists of two separated triangles 

^M)-) 

0 0.2 

i 
1.. 

0 

My) 

/ 
0 0.2 

/ 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 2.2 The overall fuzzy set obtained at the output of fuzzy inference engine 
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that both have the same peak amplimdes. The mean of maxima defuzzifier assign a 

crisp value yg = 3'i+>'2 
to the output of FLS, at which point the membership 

function \iy(y) has zero value. This makes no engineering sense! 

2.3.4.3 Centroid Defuzzifier 

This defuzzifier determines the centre of gravity (centroid), y, of A^ and uses 

this value as the output of the FLS. From calculus, it is known that 

y = 
l^yii-v^y^^y 

j \i'v(y)dy 
(2.13) 

where S denotes the support of |Xy(y). Frequently, S is discretized, so that y can be 

approximated by the foUowing formula which uses summations instead of 

integrations: 

0 

My) 

- I — t — h 

0 yi yo y2 

Fig. 2.3 Example for which mean of maximum defuzzification malces no sense 
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I 

X yiMyi) 
y = '-^ (2.14) 

X Myi) 
i= 1 

The centroid defuzzifier is unique; however, it is usually difficult to compute. 

Kosko et. al. has interpreted y as a conditional expectation [164]. 

Pacini and Kosko [165] prove that for product inference and additive 

combining of mles, y can be computed using centroid information about the 

individual M mles. While this result does not extend to other t-norms and t-conorms, 

it does provide some adhoc justification for what is probably the most widely used 

form of defuzzification, namely, the height defuzzification. 

2.3.4.4 Height Defuzzifier: 

Let y' denote the centre of gravity of the fuzzy set B^ (which is associated with 

the activation of mle /?(')). The height defuzzifier first evaluates p.5,(y) at y' and 

then computes the output of the FLS as 

M 

I y'l^B-if) 
yu = '-^ (^-1^) 

I v^B^iy') 
1=1 

It is very easy to use equation (2.15) because the centres of gravity of 

commonly used membership functions are known ahead of time. Centre of gravity of 
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three commonly used membership functions are shown in Table 2.1. The centre of 

gravity of 5 ' in equation (2.15) is given by Table 2.1, regardless of whether 

minimum or product inference is used. Equations (2.14) and (2.15) look alike, but 

they are different. 

Although (2.15) is easy to use, it suffers from a deficiency that is not obvious to 

the newcomer. Whereas ŷ , makes use of the entire shape of each antecedent's 

membership function, because this information is embodied in |ig/(y'), it does not 

make use of the entire shape of the consequent membership function. It only uses the 

centre of gravity of each consequent membership function. Regardless of whether or 

not the consequent membership function is very narrow, which indicates a very 

strong beUef in that rale, or is very broad, which indicates much less beUef in that 

mle, the height defuzzifier gives the same result. This has led to the modified height 

defuzzifier. 

2.3.4.5 Modified Height Defuzzifier 

As in the height defuzzification, y' stands for the centre of gravity of the fuzzy 

set B^. The modified height defuzzifier [163] first evaluates li^iif) and then 

computes the output of the FLS as 

Table 2.1 Centre of gravity of commonly used membership functions 

Centre of 

gravity 

Type of membership function 

Symmetric triangular 

Apex of the triangle 

Synunetric trapezoidal 

The midpoint of its 

support 

Gaussian 

Centre value of the 

Gaussian function 
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M 

X (yit5<(^'))/(a')2 

ymh = 4 ? (2.16) 

X (M5^'))/(^')' 
1=1 

where a' is a measure of the spread of the consequent for mle /?('). For triangular 

and trapezoidal membership functions, 0' could be the support of the triangle or 

trapezoid, whereas, for Gaussian membership functions, a' could be its standard 

deviation. The modified height defuzzifier is also easy to use, although the a' 

parameters must be specified as weU as f and ligiif). 

2.3.5 Possibilities in Choosing FLS Configuration 

From the detailed discussions about the four elements which comprise the FLS, 

it is seen that there are many possibiUties to choose from. The designer must decide 

on the type of fuzzification (singleton or non-singleton), functional forms for 

membership functions (triangular, trapezoidal, Gaussian, piecewise Unear), 

parameters of membership functions (fixed in advance, tuned during a training 

procedure), composition (max-min, max-product), inference (minimum, product), 

and defuzzifier (centroid, height, modified height). Just choosing from the 

parenthetical possibUities leads to 2'^ = 32768 different FLS's. 

2.4 Fuzzy Basis Functions 

ft is possible to describe a complete FLS with a mathematical formula that 

maps a crisp input x into a crisp output y = f(x). From Fig. 2.1, it is observed that 

such a formula can be obtamed by foUowing the signal x through the FLS. The crisp 
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input X is converted to a fuzzy set A^, when it passes through the fuzzifier. It is 

converted to a fuzzy set Â , by passing through the inference block. FinaUy it is 

converted to fix) after passing through the defuzzifier. In order to write such a 

formula, specific choices should be made for fuzzifier, membership functions, 

composition, inference, and defuzzifier. 

For singleton fuzzification, max-product composition, product inference, and 

height defuzzification, leaving the choice of membership fiinction open, it is easy to 

show that [166]: 

M p 

z n ̂ pf^'i) 
l=li=l 

In order to obtain equation (2.17), yigiif) from equation (2.3) is substituted 

into equation (2.15). Equation (2.3) is written as 

M^^') = ^iF{(^ol)•••^^F^(^op)M3'0 ^,l\ ^ riM'̂ oi) 
U = l 

^C,(yO (2.18) 

It is assumed that membership functions are normalised, so that \iQ,{y^) = 1. 

Furthermore, for notational simplicity, XQ^ is relabeUed to x^, so that /(JCQ) is written 

as fix). 

For other selections of the elements of the FLS, similar formulas will be 
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derived. When Gaussian membership functions are used. 

., , , -[U-i/)/o/f 
I^F?(^,) = e (2.19) 

where / = 1, 2,..., p and 1 = 1,2,..., M (recall that;? equals the dimension of JC, and M 

equals the number of rales). 

The FLS in equation (2.17) can also be represented as 

M 

y = /(AC) = X yH^^ (2-20) 
/ = I 

where ^,{x) are caUed ̂ wzzy basis functions (FBFs) [166] and are given by 

p 

Yiv^ff^i) 

X n ^̂ F/(̂ .) 
/ = 1 i = 1 

where I = 1, 2, ..., M. Now the FLS can be referred to as a fuzzy basis function 

expansion. Doing this is very useful, because it places a FLS into the more global 

perspective of fiinction approximation. However, the FBF in equation (2.21) is valid 

only for very specific choices made for fuziffier, membership functions, 

composition, inference and defuzzifier. Although by changmg any of these elements 

equation (2.21) wiU no longer be valid, the interpretation of a FLS as a fuzzy basis 
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function expansion still remains valid. Formulas that are comparable to equation 

(2.21) can be derived for many other possibiUties. 

The relationships between FBFs and other basis functions have been 

extensively studied in reference [167]. They are more general than radial basis 

functions, generalised radial basis functions, and hyper-basis functions [168]. For 

very special choices of their parameters, they bare stmctural resemblance to 

generalised regression neural networks [169] and Gaussian sum approximations 

[170]. 

The denominator in equation (2.21), which is a result of the height defuzzifier, 

serves to normalise the numerators of the FBFs. Generally, FBFs are nonlinear 

functions of radial basis functions. Equally spaced FBFs are possible only if the mean 

values (centres) of the antecedent membership functions can be chosen by the 

designer. If these values are estimated by means of a training procedure, then 

unequaUy spaced FBFs will be created. In the case that numerator of (2.21) is radially 

symmetric, FBFs can be referred to as normalised radial basis functions [91]. 

In the design of adaptive fuzzy logic power system stabilisers (AFPSS) 

proposed in this thesis, the concept of FBFs wiU be used (refer to Chapter 8). 



Chapter 3 

Overview of Power System Modelling 

3.1 Overview of the Chapter 

In this chapter, the mathematical models used for the synchronous machine are 

explained. The models suitable for smaU-signal stability and transient stabiUty 

problems are described. These models will be used in simulation smdies. 

3.2 Introduction 

In this chapter the modelUng aspects of the power system under smdy wiU be 

discussed. Although the models introduced in this chapter have been thoroughly 

discussed by power engineers in the past [2], an overview of the models used in 

simulation smdies is necessary. This chapter is mostly based on the work done by 

Kundur [1]. 

PSS's designed in this thesis will be appUed to industrial cogenerator systems. 

A cogenerator combines the generation of heat and electricity in a single unit in a 

way that is more efficient than producing heat and electricity separately in boiler 

plant and at the power station. In other words, cogeneration is the energy process 

41 
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whereby waste heat, produced during the generation of electricity, is utilised for 

steam raising or heating [171]. 

Security of supply is of paramount importance in industrial environments. An 

on-site cogeneration scheme can enhance the security of both heat and electricity 

suppUes. In particular, it is possible to design the electrical connections to ensure 

continuity of supply for the complete failure of the Grid. 

A primary design criteria for parallel connection of a cogenerator to the power 

pool is its abiUty to maintain stabiUty on the occurrence of a power system 

dismrbance that can result in unstable operation. The abiUty of the cogenerator to 

maintain stability under aU operating conditions must be considered at the design 

stage. Operating conditions to be considered wiU mclude system normal as weU as 

small and large scale disturbances such as short-circuit type faults. 

From the viewpoint of a cogenerator, the rest of the system is large enough to 

be considered as an infinite bus. Therefore, one-machine infinite-bus system wiU be 

modelled for two different problems: small-signal stabiUty and transient stability. 

3.3 Small-Signal Stability and Transient Stability 

Small-signal stability is the ability of the power system to maintain 

synchronism when subjected to smaU dismrbances [1]. hi this context, a dismrbance 

is considered to be small if by Unearismg the equations that describe the resulting 

response of the system a relatively accurate analysis can be performed. InstabiUty 

that may result can be of two forms: (a) steady increase in generator rotor angle due 

to lack of synchronising torque [10], or (b) rotor osciUations of increasing ampUmde 

due to lack of sufficient damping torque [10]. In today's practical power systems, the 

small-signal stabiUty problem is usually due to insufficient dampmg of system 
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oscillations [1]. For the small-signal stability problem the procedure of deriving a 

linear model for the power system will be explained. 

Transient stability is the ability of the power system to maintain synchronism 

when subjected to a severe disturbance such as a fault on transmission lines, loss of 

generation, or loss of a large load. The system response to such dismrbances involves 

large excursions of generator rotor angles, power flows, bus voltages, and other 

system variables. Transient stability is influenced by the nonlinear characteristics of 

the power system. If the rotor angles of the machines in the system remain within a 

certain bound, the system maintains synchronism. If loss of synchronism occurs, it 

will be usually evident within 2 to 3 seconds of the initial dismrbance. 

3.4 Power System IModel for Small-Signal Stability 

In this section, the small-signal performance of a synchronous machine 

connected to a large system through transmission Unes is reviewed. A general system 

configuration is shown in Fig. 3.1(a). Analysis of systems having such simple 

@ ^ 

^2 

CZ3-
P _ _ _ _ -, 

^ ^ ^ 1 I Large | 
n system 

(a) General configuration 

^ x . 
@Y^ 

E B\ 
Infinite bus 

(b) Equivalent system 

Fig. 3.1 Single machine connected to a large system through transmission lines 
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configurations is very useful in understanding basic effects and concepts. For the 

purpose of analysis, the system of Fig. 3.1(a) may be reduced to the form of Fig. 

3.1(b). 

In the following sections, the smaU-signal stability of the system of Fig. 3.1(b) 

will be analysed. At first the synchronous machine wiU be represented by the 

classical model. Then, the model details will be increased to account for the effects of 

the dynamics of the field circuit and the excitation system. The block diagram 

representation and torque-angle relationships will be used to analyse the 

system-stabiUty characteristics. The block diagram approach was first used by 

Heffron and Philips [172] and later by deMeUo and Concordia [10] to analyse the 

smaU-signal stabiUty of synchronous machines.' 

3.4.1 Generator represented by the classical model 

With the generator represented by the classical model and all resistances 

neglected, the system representation is as shown in Fig. 3.2. Here E' is the voltage 

behind Xf, which is the direct-axis transient reactance of the generator. The 

magnimde of E' is assumed to remain constant at the pre-dismrbance value. Let 8 be 

the angle by which E' leads the infmite bus voltage Eg. A phasor diagram which 

m ^ 

Vt 

n^—W^ 
jXj J^tr J^E 

E'zbn ' ' u^B^o 

Fig. 3.2 The equivalent system when the generator is represented by the classical model 
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shows the relative positions of machine quantities is shown in Fig. 3.3. As the rotor 

oscillates during a disturbance, 8 changes. 

For this model, it can be shown [1] that 

d_ 
dt 

Acô  

A8 

^D 

2H 
COQ 

Ks 
2H 
0 

Aco,. 
r 

A8 
+ 

1 
2H 
0 

AT.. (3.1) 

where Acô  is the per unit angular speed deviation of the rotor, H is the per unit 

inertia constant, T^ is the applied mechanical torque, K^ is the damping factor, 8 is 

J.—•O^o 

d-axis 

Fig. 3.3 Phasor diagram of machine quantities for the classical model 
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rotor angle in electrical radians, COQ is the base rotor electrical speed in radians per 

second, and K^ is the synchronising torque coefficient given by 

F'F 
Ks = ^ c o s 8 o (3.2) 

This is the state-space representation of the system in the form x = Ax + bu. The 

elements of the state matrix A are seen to be dependent on the system parameters H, 

Kj), Xj, and the initial operating condition represented by the values of E' and BQ . 

Vector b is also dependent on H. 

3.4.2 Effects of synchronous machine field circuit dynamics 

In this subsection the system state-space model including the effect of field flux 

variations will be developed. The effect of excitation system wiU be considered in the 

next subsection. 

As in the case of the classical generator model, the linearised equations of 

motion are 

^Ao), = ^{AT^ - Ar, - K^Aa,^) (3.3) 

4-A8 = COQACO, (3.4) 

dt " '̂  

where Ar is the electrical (air-gap) torque. In this case, the rotor angle 8 is the 
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angle (in electrical radians) by which the q-axis leads the reference Eg. Phasor 

diagram which shows the relative positions of synchronous machine variables is 

shown in Fig. 3.4. The rotor angle is given by 

8 = 8, + 8,. (3.5) 

where 8, is the angle by which the terminal voltage phasor V^ leads the reference Eg 

and the steady state value of 8̂  is given by 

d-axis 

Fig. 3.4 Phasor diagram showing the relative positions of machine quantities 
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( X /,cos(p-/?^/,sin(p 
S| = atan ,, V r ——^— (3 6) 
' lyj + i?/,cos(p + Z/jsincpj ^ -^^ 

where V, and 7, are terminal voltage and current, respectively, (p is the power factor 

angle, R^ is the armature resistance per phase and X^ is the quadrature-axis 

synchronous reactance. 

The effect of field flux variations can be represented as 

2-A^fd = -T^^fd - <^oRfd^ifd (3.7) 

where V|/ŷ  is the rotor circuit (field) flux linkage, R.^ is the rotor circuit resistance, 

L^j^ is the unsaturated direct-zixis mutoal inductance between stator and rotor 

windings, Efj is the exciter output voltage, and if^ is the field circuit current. 

Equations (3.3) to (3.7) describe the dynamics of the synchronous machine with 

Acô , A8, and A\\ffj as the state variables. However, the derivatives of these state 

variables appear in these equations as functions of AT^ and Ai^j, which are neither 

state variables nor input variables. In order to develop the complete system equations 

in the state-space form, AT^ and Aif^ should be expressed in terms of the state 

variables as determined by the machine flux linkage equations and network 

equations. It can be shown [1] that 

^ifd = Z-[^ + rn^L'^ds " ̂ ^Y^fd + Z^^i^'«..A8 (3.8) 
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where Lyy is the self-inductance of the field circuit, 

L\,s = 7 ^ ^ 2 ^ (3.9) 
^ads ••" ^fd 

EgiXj- sindQ-RjCosbQ) 
mj = ^ (3.10) 

^Tq 

"'2 - D (L 

^Tq 

^Td 

RT = K 

- ^tr'^^E 

= Xij. + Xg 

D = R^ + 

^ads 

ads + Lfd) 

+ RE 

+ (Laqs + 

+ (L'ads^ 

^Tq^Td 

Ll) 

h) 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

where X, is the reactance of the transformer, Rp is the Thevenin resistance of the 
••fr 

network, X^ is the Thevenin reactance of the network, R^ is the armature resistance, 

Ll is the leakage inductance of the stator, L̂ ^̂  is the samrated d-axis mutual 

inductance between stator and rotor wmdings, and L^^^ is the samrated q-axis mumal 

inductance between stator and rotor windings. 

Also it can be shown that 

Ar, = K^Ah + K^AMffd (3.13) 
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where 

50 

^1 = "l('\'adO + L^qsido)-fni{\\faqO + L'^dsiqo) (3.14) 

where 

^ 2 = «2(V«rfO + V ^ 0 ) - ^ 2 ( ¥ a ^ 0 + ^'arf.'90) + 7 ^ ' ' , 0 
'fd 

(3.15) 

«i = 
£5(7? jSin8o - Xj^cos 80) 

D 
(3.16) 

«2 = 
^_^^ads__ 

D(Lads+Lfd^ 
(3.17) 

'do -

^'•'WiZTIl)-^*^°^\ -/?7^£'5sin8Q 

D 
(3.18) 

^90 = 

^r[¥/do(^ !^'^ j--gflcos8oj -Xj^EBsinb^ 

D 
(3.19) 

^adO - L'adsl^ ^dO (3.20) 

^aqO - ~Laqs^qO (3.21) 
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By substituting the expressions for A/̂ y and AT^ given by equations (3.8) and 

(3.13) into equations (3.3) and (3.7), the state-space representation of the system is 

obtained as follows: 

where 

d_ 
dt 

Ao)̂  

A8 

AV/4 

= 

" l l " l 2 " l 3 

a2i 0 0 

0 ^32 fl33 

Ao)̂  

A8 

_^V/4 
+ 

^11 0 

0 0 
0 b 32 

AT 
m 

l^fd\ 
(3.22) 

""ll " ~2H 

^ 1 
""12 - -2H 

K2 

""^^ - ~2H 

«21 = ^0 = 2 ^ / o 

'32 

COn/? 

^fd 
1 ads 

O'^fd 
a^o. = : ; -^^l W2^'ads + 1 ~ '33 

^fd 

^^^ = 2H 

^oRfd 
hi = -j-^ 

(3.23) 

(3.24) 

(3.25) 

(3.26) 

(3.27) 

(3.28) 

(3.29) 

(3.30) 

AT^ and AE.j depend on prime-mover and excitation controls. With constant 

mechanical input torque, AT^ = 0. 
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ref 

Terminal voltage 
transducer Exciter & AVR 

FMIN 

Fig. 3.5 Thyristor excitation system 

3.4.3 Effects of excitation system 

The input control signal to the excitation system is normally the generator 

terminal voltage V^. Fig. 3.5 shows a simplified model of IEEE type STIA thyristor 

(static) excitation system. The only nonlinearity associated with the model is due to 

the exciter output voltage limiter represented by Epj^j^^ and Epj^jj^. For smaU-signal 

studies, these Umits are ignored because the disturbances are so small that E.^ is 

always within the limits. It is seen from Fig. 3.5 that Ef^ in Laplace domain can be 

given as 

^fd = 

K, 
r^/Vref-Ve) (3.31) 

Assuming that V^^j- is constant during a short period after application of disturbance 

and by linearising equation (3.31), deviation of E^j with respect to the steady state 

value is obtained as 
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^fd = TTTF/-^^^^ (3-32) 

In the time domain equation (3.32) can be written as 

^ A £ , , = - ^ A K , - i - A E , , (3.33) 

From Fig. 3.5 it is seen that: 

^"^ = TTTr ;^ ' ' ' <̂ -34̂  

In the time domain equation (3.34) can be written as 

^AV^ = i-(AV,-Ay,) (3.35) 

In order to obtain the state-space representation of the system the state vector should 

be redefined. Equations (3.33) and (3.35) introduce two new state variables, namely, 

AV^ and AE.j. However, AV, is not a state variable and should be expressed m 

terms of other state variables. It can be shown [1] that 

Ay, = ^jAS + ^gAv^y (3.36) 

where 
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dO qO. 
Ks = Tri-Ra^i+Lin,+L n,] + -^[-R^n,-Lim,-L'^,^m,] (3.37) 

V to 
'aqs-'l^ y 

to 

K^ = ^i^[-Rafn2 + Lin2 + L n2] + ^\-R^n2-Lim2 + L'^J-^-m2] 
^tO ^to\- ^^fd J-

(3.38) 

where e^g and e Q are calculated as follows: 

^do = ^E^do-^E^qO-^LgSindQ (3.39) 

^qO = ^E^qO + ^E^dO + ^B^^^^O (3.40) 

ijQ and i Q are given by equations (3.18) and (3.19), respectively. 

From the previous expressions the state-space representation of the system is 

given by 

d_ 
dt 

Acô  

A8 

Av|//rf 

AV, 

«11 «12 "13 0 0 

a2i 0 0 0 0 

0 a32 033 0 035 

0 ^42 ^43 ^44 0 

0 0 0 ^54 a55 

Aco^ 

A8 

A¥/d 
AV, 

l^fd 

+ 

'b'l 

0 
0 
0 
0 

Ar (3.41) 

where a „ , 0^2, ^13, ^21 > «32 ^^ «33 ^^ defined by equations (3.23) to (3.30). 

Other coefficients are given in equations (3.42) to (3.48): 



^35 = ^32 

Hi = 

«43 = 

«44 = 

«54 = 

«55 = 

^1 = ^11 

_ ^O^fd 

Ladu 

^ 5 

TR 

Ke 
TR 

1 
TR 

KA 

TA 

1 

TA 

1 
2H 
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(3.42) 

(3.43) 

(3.44) 

(3.45) 

(3.46) 

(3.47) 

(3.48) 

3.4.4 Block diagram representation of the linearised system 

Laplace transformation of equation (3.3) gives: 

'̂"̂  = 2S7b^<^^"-^^«) (̂ •*̂ ' 

The variation of y^y is determined by the field circuit dynamic equation, which 

is given by equation (3.41) as 

J-j^^fd = ^32^5 + a^^A\\ff^ + a^^AEfj (3.50) 

Laplace transform calculation of equation (3.50), after some straightforward 

manipulation, will result in 
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^"^f' = TT77^f'^/^-^4A8] (3.51) 

where 

K,= 

K,= 

T3 = 

a 

a 

35 

33 

a 

a 

32 

35 

a 33 

(3.52) 

(3.53) 

(3.54) 

Using equations (3.49), (3.51), (3.36), and (3.13) and using Fig. 3.5 the block 

diagram representation of the system including excitation system can be derived [1] 

and is as shown in Fig. 3.6. This block diagram will be used in smaU-signal stability 

AV ref 

Exciter & AVR 

©-
K. 

l+sT^ 

^fd i -

K/^U 

AT 

* ( ! > * 

Field circuit 

K, 

l+STn 
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AV. 

Ar. +t 

i-i-

, , . A7^ - f 

K, 

1 

i + ^ r R 

AV, 

1 
2Hs + K D 

AGO, 

(Or 

K, 

"+ -I-
K, 

A8 

Fig. 3.6 Block diagram representation of the linearised system 
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Po^Q. .e JXr t J-tr 
^el^j^el 

^el^j^el 

^ 

'B 

Fig. 3.7 Power system configuration for a transient stability study 

smdies. 

3.5 Power System IModel for Transient Stability 

For transient stabUity analysis, a power system model consisting of a 

synchronous machine connected to a constant voltage bus through a pair of three 

phase transmission Unes is used in simulation studies. A simplified schematic 

diagram of the model is shown in Fig. 3.7. A three phase transformer is used between 

the synchronous machine and the transmission Unes to boost the machine voltage. 

It is assumed that the generator is represented by a model with one d-axis and 

two q-axis amortisseurs. For salient pole rotors amortisseurs are damper windings 

which consist of copper or brass rods embedded in the pole face. Steam and gas 

turbines often do not have special damper windings, but their solid steel rotor offers 

paths for eddy currents which have effects equivalent to amortisseur currents. The 

machine under smdy is driven by a steam turbine. For the purposes of analysis, the 

currents in the amortisseurs may be assumed to flow in two sets of closed circuits: 

one set whose flux is in line with that of the field along the d-axis and the other set 

whose flux is along the q-axis. For system stabiUty studies, it is seldom necessary to 

represent more than two or three amortisseur circuits in each axis. For the sake of 

simplicity only one amortisseur circuit is used along d-axis and two are used along 

q-axis. 
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The following is a sununary of the synchronous machine equations as a set of 

first order differential equations, with time t in seconds, rotor angle 8 in electrical 

radians, and all other quantities in per unit [1]. 

where 

4-AG) = :^JT -T -Kj.A(D ) dt tr 2H m e D r> (3.55) 

I = -OAO., (3.56) 

Id 
= CO 0 , ^Id 

R Id (3.57) 

Tt''--o 'fd^ 
^'^ad-'^fd^^fd 

^fd 
(3.58) 

d^n^ 
dt 0 

(^ - ^ o ^ aq 2q R 
\ '^2q J 

2q 
(3.59) 

aq Iq 
R 

V ^Iq J U 
(3.60) 
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Also 

where 

ad ads 
V ^ ^fd hd) 

(3.61) 

"¥ = L" 
aq aqs 

-i + - ^ + ^ 

[ ' hq hq) 
(3.62) 

e, = -R ir + L" i +E"r d ad q q d (3.63) 

e = -R i -L"Jr + E" q a q d d q (3.64) 

r P i *Pn ^ 
E"j = -L" d aqs 

Ig I 2g 

V 1^ 2qJ 
(3.65) 

E" = L" r 
q ads 

_:£ 1 

K^fd ^IdJ 
(3.66) 

T = e,ij +ei^ +RI. e d d q q at 
(3.67) 

(3.68) 
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where Er. is the output of the exciter. H, Kj-^, R.,, L, ,, Rr,, L.,, R, , L. , 

^2a' ^2a' ^a ^ ^ ^adu ^^ machine parameters. These parameters are calculated 

from the standard parameters of the synchronous machine, which are normally 

provided by the manufacturer. Such parameters for the machine under study are 

given in the Appendix A. 

3.6 Conclusions 

For the smaU-signal stability problem the differential equations of the 

synchronous machine are linearised for the specific operating condition under study. 

The block diagram representation of the system is then obtained which is suitable for 

small-signal stability smdies for the specified operating point. 

For the transient stability problem the nonlinear differential equations of the 

system are solved numerically to obtain system response. 



Chapter 4 

Conventional Power System Stabilisers 

4.1 Overview of the Chapter 

In this chapter, a conventional power system stabiUser is designed on the basis 

of the block diagram representation of the system introduced in Chapter 3. The 

design procedure is performed in the frequency domain. 

4.2 Introduction 

Conventional power system stabilisers (CPSSs) are basically designed on the 

basis of a linear model for the power system. The power system is first Unearised 

around a specific operating point of the system. Then, assuming that disturbances are 

smaU such that the linear model remains valid, the CPSS is designed. Therefore, a 

CPSS is most useful for preserving dynamic stability of the power system. The 

procedure for deriving a linear model for this purpose was outUned in Chapter 3. 

61 
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4.3 Conventional Power System Stabiliser Design 

The basic function of a PSS is to add damping to the generator rotor oscillations 

by controlling its excitation using auxiUary stabiUsing signal. To provide damping, 

the stabUiser must produce a component of electrical torque in phase with the rotor 

speed deviation. 

A simplified schematic diagram of a single-machine infinite-bus system, which 

illustrates the position of a PSS, is shown in Fig. 4.1. The system consists of a 

generating unit connected to an infinite bus through a transformer and a pair of 

transmission lines. An excitation system and automatic voltage regulator (AVR) are 

used to control the terminal voltage of the generator. An associated govemor 

monitors the shaft frequency and controls mechanical power. 

Transmission 

Line 

^r^Jhr 
e •' e 

y Infinite 

//. Bus 

Fig. 4.1 Power system configuration 
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Adding a PSS to the block diagram shown in Fig. 3.6, the block diagram of the 

power system with PSS is obtained as shown in Fig. 4.2. Since the purpose of a PSS 

is to introduce a damping torque component, a logical signal to use as the input of 

PSS is Acô . If the exciter transfer function and the generator transfer function 

between AEf^ and AT^ were pure gains, a direct feedback of Acô  would result in a 

damping torque component. However, both transfer fiinctions between A£yy and 

ATg exhibit frequency dependent gain and phase characteristics. Therefore, the 

CPSS transfer fiinction should have an appropriate phase compensation circuit to 

compensate for the phase lag between the exciter input and the electrical torque. In 

the ideal case, with the phase characteristic of Gpss(s) being an exact inverse of the 

exciter and generator phase characteristics, the CPSS would result in a pure dampmg 

AEfj w_ 

K, I 
Ar. 

Field circuit 
AT 

AV. 

K, 
el A r . ^ t 

-n©-^K!> 
Ar 

K, 

I 
H-sT, 

1 

2Hs + K D 

Aco, 

el 
(Or 

K, 

W + 
AV, A ' + K, 

AS 

Fig. 4.2 Block diagram of a linear model of a synchronous machine with a PSS 
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torque at all oscillating frequencies. 

The block diagram of Fig. 4.2 can be reduced to the block diagram shown in 

Fig. 4.3, where 

^ A ^ 3 
G,{s) = 

TJ^s' + {Tj, + T^)s+l 

(4.1) 

G2{s) = -
K2K2S +K2S 

2HT^s^ -I- (2H + KJ^)s^ + (KJ^diQ + K^)s + (O^iK^ - K2K^K^) 
(4.2) 

H^(s) = 
-2K^Hs-K^KjS + GiQ(K2K5 - K,K^) 

K2S 
(4.3) 

^̂ (̂ ^ = ITTF, (4.4) 

The block diagram in Fig. 4.3 can be further simpUfied as shown in Fig. 4.4, 

AV„/ 

\ 

f s . 
/ " 
^ 

n (. 
\ j p \ j ; 

Gr(s) 

HJ"^ 
n.2\ 

G^is) . 

HA"^ '•^ IV 

AQ)^ 

Fig. 4.3 Simplified block diagram to design a CPSS 
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AV ref Aco. 

where 

Fig. 4.4 The compact block diagram to design a CPSS 

G{s) = 
Gi(s)G2(s) 

l+Giis)G2{s)H\is)H2(s) 
(4.5) 

which is expanded to 

G{^) - 6 5 4 3 2 
a^s +a^s +a^s +035 +02* + a^s + UQ 

(4.6) 

where 

«6 = '^T^TpT^ H 

a^ = Tj[2K^T^H + KJi,i2H-i-KJ^) + 2Tj,H{T^ + T^)] 

a^ = (2H + KJ,)[K^T, + T„(T^ + T,)] + 2T^H{T^ + T, + T^) 

^TJ^Tj,{K{r^(OQ + Kf) 

a^ = {KJ^(0Q + Kf){TJ^ + T^{T^ + T^)\ + {2H + Kfr^){T^ + T^ + Tj,) 

+ 2H{T^ + K^KIK^) + TJ^Tf^G)o(K^ - K2K^K^) 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 
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«2 = (7'A + ^ 3 + ^ i ? ) ( ^ 1 ^ 3 ® 0 + ^ ^ ) (4.11) 

+ (OQ{K^ -K2K^K^)[TJ^ + Tj^{T^ + T^)] + K^i2H + K^^K^K]) + 2H + KfT^ 

fli = (iio{K^-K2K^K^){T^ + T^ + T^) + Kj^KliOQ{K^K^-K^) (4.12) 

+ K^{K^+1) + KJ^(0Q 

a^ = Gio[K^(K^+l)-K2(Ks + K^K^)] (4.13) 

The CPSS is designed for the normal operating point, i.e., P^ = 0.9 pu, with a 

lagging power factor of 0.9 and Eg = 1.0 pu, where P^ is the generated active power 

and Eg is the infinite bus voltage. The transmission line parameters are assumed to 

be Rg = 0.01 pu and X^ = 0.15 pu. Frequency response method is used to design 

the CPSS. Bode plot of the plant without PSS (G(s)) for this operating condition is 

shown in Fig. 4.5. As shown in the figure, a resonance occurs at o)̂  = 8 rad/sec. 

That's why if there is a step change in V^^f, the rotor speed will osciUate around the 

synchronous speed as shown in Fig. 4.6. A PSS is required to damp the oscUlations. 

The CPSS is constmcted of two lead stages cascaded with a wash-out term, 

with the following transfer function: 

XnS n,S+l Xr,S+l\ 
G,is) = X , „ , - ^ g _ f . J-^) (4.14) 

The furst term in equation (4.14) is a highpass filter that is used to "wash out" 

the compensation effect for very low-frequency signals. It attenuates signals with 

angular frequency less than (I/XQ) rad/sec. The use of this term wiU assure no 

permanent offset in the terminal voltage due to prolonged error in the power system 
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Frequency response of G(jw) 
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Fig. 4.5 Frequency response of the plant without PSS 

frequency, such as might occur m an overload or islanding condition. The second 

term is a lead compensation pair that is used to compensate for the phase lag through 

the system. 

The CPSS is a compensator in the feedback path of the system. For the case of 

cascade (series) compensation the effect of the controUer on the closed-loop transfer 

fiinction is dkectly determined. However, the effect of the feedback compensator on 

the closed-loop fransfer function of the system is not easily determined. Therefore, 

techniques for developing feedback compensators are different and usuaUy more 

involved than those for developing cascade compensators [173]. 

The overall transfer fiinction of the system with the PSS is: 
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Fig. 4.6 Response of system without PSS to a 10% step change in V^^f 

^^(^^) - l-G(yco)Gr,co) 
(4.15) 

The overaU transfer fiinction can be approximated by 

Gi(7a)) « G(70)) for (|G(7(O)G^(;03)| « 1) (4.16) 

and 

Gi (7C0)«-
GpU^) 

for (|G(ya))G/7(0)|»l) (4.17) 

The condition when |G(7(o)Gp(7(o)| = 1 is stiU undefined, in which case neither 
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equation (4.16) nor equation (4.17) is applicable. In the design procedure this 

condition is neglected. The aforementioned approximations aUow investigation of 

the qualitative results to be obtained. After the design of G^is) is completed, the 

closed-loop frequency response of the whole system will be obtained and the 

designer will make sure that the stabiliser performance is satisfactory in the 

frequency region of interest. 

Thus, G (s) should be designed such that: 

O \GU(ii)G (j(0)\ » 1 in the vicinity of the resonance region of the system. This 

means that the overall transfer fiinction of the system will be approximately equal to 

I— in the resonance region of the system. Therefore, gain and phase responses 
Gpijiii) 

of — should be desirable in that region. The following two requirements will 
Gpijo^) 

take care of this matter. 

@ ; i—r is considerably less than \G(j(o)\ in that region, a figure of 20 dB wiU be 
\Gp(m\ 

sufficient. 

® Phase of G(7(o)Gp(;co) is approxunately equal to -180 degrees in that region. This 

means that the output of Gp(s) will have an opposite phase with respect to the input 

to Gis) causing a negative feedback (notice positive signs of the comparator inputs 

in Fig. 4.4). For this to happen, Gp(s) must be a lead compensator. 

With the above comments in mind, the CPSS is designed. The designed values are 

f^stab = 30, To = 1-6 sec, Xi = T3 = 0.16 sec and X2 = X4 = 0.01 sec. Fig. 4.7 
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frequency response of the CPSS 
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Fig. 4.7 Frequency response of the cortventional PSS (G (yco)) 

shows the frequency response of this CPSS. Fig. 4.8 shows the log magnitude of 

1/(G (70))) placed over log magnimde of G(jGi), with the aforementioned 

requirements achieved. 

frequency response of GGw) and 1/Gp(jw) 

10" 10 
Frequency (rad/sec) 

Fig. 4.8 Frequency response for log magnitude of G(7(o) and l / (Gp(7(0) ) 
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By applymg the designed Gp{s) to the system, the closed loop frequency 

response will be as shown in Fig. 4.9. As is seen from the figure, the sharp resonance 

closed loop frequency response 
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Fig. 4.9 Closed loop frequency response for the system with CPSS 

which was observed in Fig. 4.5 is made smooth with a smaller magnimde and it 

occurs at a smaller frequency. This means that the CPSS has damped the oscillations 

in the time domain, as is shown in Fig, 4.10. This should be compared with the 

open-loop system response shown in Fig. 4.6. 

4.4 Conclusions 

The CPSS damps the low frequency oscillations in the shaft speed of a 

synchronous machine. Since the design is on the basis of a block diagram of the 

system derived for a specific operating point, the CPSS has the best response for this 

operating point. If the operating condition of the system changes, the performance of 

the CPSS wUI degrade. 
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Chapter 5 

Fuzzy Power System Stabiliser with Fixed 
Parameters 

5.1 Overview of the Chapter 

Two kinds of fuzzy logic power system stabUisers are designed in this chapter. 

The first is a mle-based fiizzy logic PSS which is designed according to Mamdani 

method for designing fiizzy logic controllers. The second is a polar fuzzy logic PSS 

which was first proposed by Hiyama. 

5.2 Introduction 

Unlike the classical confrol design, which requires a plant model for designing 

the controller, fiizzy logic incorporates an altemative way which aUows control 

engineers to design a controller using a higher level of abstraction without having a 

mathematical plant model. This makes fuzzy logic controllers very attractive for 

Ul-defined systems. With the help of fuzzy logic concepts, experts' knowledge can be 

used directly to implement a conttoUer. Fuzzy logic allows one to express the 

knowledge with subjective concepts such as very big, too smaU, moderate and 

73 
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sUghtly deviated, which are mapped to numeric ranges [142]. 

Fuzzy logic control implementation of power system stabiUsers (PSSs) has 

been reported in a number of publications [96, 100, 103, 104, 174]. Due to its lower 

computation burden and its ability to accommodate uncertainties in the plant model, 

fuzzy logic power system stabiUsers (FPSSs) appear to be very suitable for 

implementation. FPSSs can be miplemented through simple microcomputers with 

A/D and D/A converters [101, 175, 176]. The performance of FPSSs depends on the 

operating conditions of the system, although it is less sensitive to changes in 

operating conditions than conventional linear PSSs [177]. 

5.3 Rule-Based Fuzzy Logic PSS 

As explained in Chapter 2, a fiizzy logic controller (FLC) is a controUer 

governed by a family of mles and a fiizzy inference mechanism. The FLC algorithm 

can be implemented using heuristic strategies, defined by linguistically described 

statements. The fuzzy logic control algorithm reflects the mechanism of control 

implemented by human being operators, without using any formaUsed knowledge 

about the controUed object in the form of mathematical models, and without an 

analytical description of the control algorithm. The main FLC processes are 

fuzzification, mles definition, inference mechanism and defuzzification. Thus, in a 

FLC the confroUer inputs are first fiizzified, then the proper fuzzy logic confrol 

decision is inferred based on a defined set of linguistic mles. The FLC output is then 

produced by defiizzifying this inferred confrol decision. A FPSS is a FLC which will 

be designed to stabiUse a power system. 

Fuzzification is the process of transferring the crisp input variables to the 

corresponding fuzzy variables. For the FPSS introduced in this chapter, speed deviation 

(Aco) and accelerating power (AP = P„ - P^) are fuzzified according to membership 
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functions as shown in Figures 5.1 and 5.2. As shown in the figures, these membership 

fiinctions are normalised in the range [-1,1]. Therefore, the acmal inputs, which are 

fed back from the power system to the FPSS, should be scaled. The speed deviation is 

scaled according to the relation A(0* = K • Ao) and the accelerating power is scaled 

according to the relation AP* = K^- AP. Aco* and AP* are the scaled variables which 

are inputs of the FLC. The scaling factors K and K^ are specified by the designer 

according to his knowledge of the actual ranges of Aco and AP. Normalising the range 

of membership functions in the interval [-1,1] makes the design procedure easier 

Usually, one of the main factors that determines the output of a FLC is the selection of 

the ranges of membership functions. 

For each input variable seven labels are defined, namely: NB, NM, NS, ZR, PS, 

PM and PB which stand for negative big, negative medium, negative small, zero, 
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Fig. 5.1 t/embership functions for input Aco 
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Normalised accelerating power 

Fig. 5.2 f̂ ^embership functions for input AP 

positive small, positive medium and positive big. This means that seven membership 

fiinctions are defined for each input. More membership functions will result in more 

smoothness in the response of the stabiliser; however, more mles are then required 

and this will increase the computation requirements. UsuaUy seven membership 

functions are enough for the FLC constmction. For this FLC, with two input 

variables each consisting of seven labels, a (7x7) decision table is constmcted as 

shown in Table 5.1. Every entity in the table represents a mle, which means that 49 

IF-THEN mles are used. The antecedent of each rale conjuncts Aco and AP fiizzy set 

values. An example of the ith mle is: 

If Aco is PS and AP is PM then u is PB 

which means that if the speed deviation is positive small and accelerating 

power is positive medium, then the output confroUer output should be positive big. 
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(A©) 

NB 

NM 
NS 
ZR 

PS 
PM 
PB 

Table 5.1. Decision table constructed with 49 rules 

'0^ I.,.,.,..: 
NB 

NB 

NB 

NB 

NB 

NM 

NS 

NB 

NB 

NB 

NM 

NM 

NS 

ZR 

NB 

NM 

NM 

NS 

NS 

ZR 

ZR 

NS 

NS 

ZR 

ZR 

ZR 

PS 

PS 

ZR 

ZR 

PS 

PS 

PM 

PM 

PB 

ZR 

PS 

PM 

PM 

PB 

PB 

PB 

PS 

PM 

PB 

PB 

PB 

PB 

PB 

As is impUed, u is the output of the FLC. 

NormaUy, mle definition is based on the operator's experience and the 

engineer's knowledge. However, it has been noticed in practice that for monotonic 

systems a symmetrical rale table is appropriate, although sometimes it may need 

sUght adjustment based on the behaviour of the specific system. A system is 

considered to be monotonic if it has symmetrical responses for negative and positive 

values of the inputs. If the system dynamics are not known or are highly non-linear, 

trial-and-error procedures and experience play an unportant role in defining the rales. 

The crisp output of the FPSS is calculated using the concepts explained in 

Chapter 2. Mamdani method [131] is used as the inference mechanism. In this 

method, the output fiizzy set is obtained by an and operator between the degree of 

firing (DOF) and the consequent fiizzy set. The DOF of the ith mle is a scalar value 

which equals the minimum of the two antecedent membership degrees [178]. For 

example, if Aco is PS with a membership degree of 0.6 and AP is PM with a 

membership degree of 0.4 then the degree of firing of this mle is 0.4. Normally, the 

membership fiinctions of the consequent fiizzy sets are cut to the respective DOF; in 
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this way the fuzzy sets infenred by individual rales are obtained. The next step in the 

process is the aggregation of the individual rale outputs to obtain the overall system 

output. Rule aggregation is done by an or operator on the individual rale outputs. If 

maximum operation is used as the or operator, the maximum of the individual output 

fiizzy sets are obtained as the aggregated output fuzzy set. This mechanism of 

obtaining the output fuzzy set is caUed the min-max inference and was first used by 

Mamdani and AssiUan [131]. Fig. 5.3 shows this procedure graphicaUy. For this 

graphical representation, the Ith rale has been assumed to be of the form: 

IF jcj is F[ and X2 is F^ THEN u is Ĝ  

Two rales are used for graphical iUustration. Jhe aggregated output fuzzy set is 

^1(^1) 

^ i ( ^ i ) 

Fig. 5.3 Graphical representation of fuzzy inference mechanism 
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obtained to be F{u). The min-max inference mechanism is simple and at the same 

time sufficient for most practical engineering problems. 

After obtaining the output fiizzy set, it is defuzzified according to the 

membership fiinctions shown in Fig. 5.4. As in the case of mput membership 

fiinctions, the output is also normalised. The designer wiU specify a scaling factor 

K^, to scale the output obtained from the FPSS to a value requfred by the power 

system, according to the relation AM* = K^u. Cenfre of area method is used for 

deftizzification. 

5.3.1 Simulation results 
r 

As in Chapter 4, the FPSS is designed for the normal operating point, i.e., 

Pg = 0.9 pu with a power factor of 0.9 lagging and Eg= 1.0 pu. The transmission 
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line parameters are assumed to be R^ = 0.03 pu and X^ = 0.15 pu. A performance 

index J^ is defined as shown in the following equation: 

Jp = J^\A(iiik)\-t,^ (5.1) 
k = 0 

where Aco(A;) = speed deviation at the ^th sample 

tj^ = kAT = kth sampling time after dismrbance is applied 

Ar = The sampling period 

n = total number of samples for a specific time interval that simulation is performed. 

The optimum values of K , K^ and K^ are determined by minimizing the 

performance index J . For this specific operating point these optimum values are 

obtained to be 0.25, 0.7 and 0.5, respectively. It should be noted that the model 

differential equations derived in Chapter 3 or the fransfer fiinctions derived in 

Chapter 4 are not used in the design procedure of the FPSS. Only known linguistic 

mles goveming the behaviour of the system are used in the design. The model 

differential equations are used only for simulation smdies to obtain the system 

response. In other words, it was assumed that the parameters of the machine were not 

available to design a controller based on the differential equations of the power 

system. 

System response to a step change in V^^f equal to 0.1 pu is shown in Fig. 5.5. 

Performance of this FPSS will be compared with the performance of a CPSS later in 

Chapter 9. 
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Fig. 5.5 Response of the machine with a rule-based FPSS to a 10% step change in V^^f 

5.4 Polar Fuzzy PSS 

This type of FPSS was first proposed by Hiyama [179]. The scheme is based on 

defining the state of the synchronous machine in the speed/acceleration phase plane 

as shown in Fig. 5.6. The point P(k) is given at the kth sampling by 

P(k) = iZ(k),Am) (5.2) 

where Z^(k) is speed information and A^{k) represents scaled acceleration 

information. 

On the basis of the speed/acceleration state of the synchronous machine and a 

set of simple fuzzy logic confrol rales, the desired stabUising signal is generated to 

shift the generator state to the origin of phase plane, i.e. the equiUbrium point. In 
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Switching f^s^^) 

Line L 

Sector A 

zm 

Sector B 

Fig. 5.6 Speed/Acceleration phase plane 

order to satisfy the required stabUiser fiinctions, two membership functions N(Q{k)) 

and P(Qik)) are defined as shown in Fig. 5.7 to represent sectors A and B 

respectively. The values of N(Q(k)) and P(Q(k)) give the grades of deceleration and 

acceleration confrols at the kth sampUng, respectively. The term a gives the size of 

cross section between sectors A and B. By using these two membership fiinctions, 

the StabiUsing signal u(^k) is calculated, as is given m the foUowing equation. The 

distance D(k) and the phase 9(fc) are determined from the current state of the 

machine. 

„rt̂  - p.n^(e(fc))-P(e(fc)). ^ 
""^"^ ~ ^^''^N(Q(k))+pmk)) ' 

(5.3) 
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Fig. 5.7 Fuzzy membership functions for the polar FPSS 

D(k) 
G(k) = { T>^ 

1 

for D{k) < D, 

for D{k)>D^ 
(5.4) 

D{k) = ^Z^(k)^ + A^(ky (5.5) 

'^'^ = Htm) (5.6) 

In the above equations, G(k) is the stabiliser gain related to the distance D(k) 

from the equilibrium, as is shown in Fig. 5.6. The term U^^^, i.e. the maximum size 

of the StabiUsing signal, the term D^. specifying the gain G(k), and the term a 

indicating the size of cross sections, are the adjustable parameters of the polar FPSS. 
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The algorithm to constmct this FPSS is as foUows: 

(a) Sample the generator speed deviation Aco(A;) and call it Z^(k). 

(b) Sample the accelerating power of the generator and scale it according to the equation 

A^(k) = K^AP(k) (5.7) 

where K^ is the acceleration scaUng factor. 

(c) Calculate state variables Q(k) and D(k) according to Fig. 5.6. 

(d) Evaluate fiizzy membership fiinctions N(Q{k)) and P{Q{k)) according to Fig. 

5.7. 

(e) Evaluate the control gain G(k). 

(f) Calculate control signal u(k) accorcUng to (5.3). 

(g) Retum back to step (a) for next sample k+1. 

5.4.1 Simulation results 

As in the previous section, the polar FPSS is designed for the normal operating 

point, i.e., P^ = 0.9 with power factor of 0.9 lagging and Eg = 1.0 pu. The 

transmission line parameters are assumed to be R^ ~ 0.03 pu and X^ = 0.2 pu. The 

optimum values of U^^^, Kj, D^, and a are determined such that the performance 

index J^ defined in equation (5.1) is minimised. For this specific operating point 

these optimum values are obtained to be 0.5, 7.5, 5.2, and 90 degrees, respectively. 

System response to a step change in V^^f equal to 0.1 pu is shown in Fig. 5.8. The phase 
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Fig. 5.8 Response of the machine with a polar FPSS to a 10% step change in V ref 

trajectory of the system after applying the disturbance is shown in Fig. 5.9. 

Speed deviation responses for the CPSS, mle-based FPSS and polar FPSS are 

compared in Fig. 5.10 for normal operating condition. In this case the responses are 

similar because all PSSs were designed for this operating point. In order to see how the 

performances of the PSSs are when the operating condition changes, the same 

disturbance (a step change in V^.^j^ equal to 0.1 pu) has been applied for the operating 

condition P^ = 0.7 with power factor of 0.85 lagging and Eg= 1.0 pu. The 

fransmission line parameters are assumed to be R^ = 0.03 pu and X^ = 0.4 pu. 

Speed deviation responses for a step change in V^^r equal to 0.1 pu are shown in Fig. 

5.11. As seen from the figure, the CPSS degrades more due to the changes in the 

operating condition, compared to the FPSSs. More comparison studies will be done in 

Chapter 9. 
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Fig. 5.9 Phase trajectory of the system with the polar FPSS after applying a disturbance 

5.5 Conclusions 

Two kinds of fiizzy logic PSSs were proposed in this chapter. The responses of 

both FPSSs are satisfactory. It was shown that if the operating condition of the power 

system changes, there will be less degradation in the responses of FPSSs compared to 

the response of a CPSS. 
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Fig. 5.10 Comparison of the responses of the CPSS, rule-base FPSS and polar FPSS after 
applying a disturbance for the normal operating condition 
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Chapter 6 

On-Line Tuning of the Fuzzy Power System 
Stabiliser 

6.1 Overview of the Chapter 

In this chapter, two schemes for on-line mning of the FPSS are proposed. The 

first scheme uses the artificial neural networks to tune the FPSS. The second scheme 

employs a fiizzy logic system as the tuner for the FPSS. 

6.2 Introduction 

A rale-based fiizzy logic power system stabiUzer (FPSS) was developed in 

Chapter 5 using speed deviation and acceleratmg power as the conttoUer input 

variables. The inference mechanism of the fiizzy logic controUer was represented by 

a (7 X 7) decision table, i.e. 49 IF-THEN rales. Two scaling factors K^ and K^ were 

inttoduced to scale Aco and AP, respectively. 

Although the design of a FPSS is based on some linguistic rales, which are 

normally derived by the experts, the performance of the FPSS depends on different 

88 
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parameters of the fuzzy system. One of the important parameters of the FLS is the 

range of inputs, which can be changed by the scaling factors. A set of scaling factors 

suitable for a specific configuration of the power system and a specific operating 

condition may not be suitable for another configuration and/or operating condition. A 

better performance can be achieved if i^„ and K. are changed appropriately for the 

new configuration. In this chapter two different schemes are proposed for tuning the 

FPSS. 

In the first scheme an artificial neural network (ANN) is used to mne the FPSS. 

The scaling factors are the outputs of an ANN which gets the operating conditions of 

the power system as inputs. In the second scheme a FLS is used to do the same job. 

These mechanisms of mning the FPSS make the FPSS adaptive to changes in 

the operating conditions. Therefore, the degradation of the system response, under a 

wide range of operating conditions, is less compared to the system response with a 

fixed-parameter FPSS. 

6.3 On-Line Tuning of the FPSS using Neural Networks 

6.3.1 Introduction 

The recent growth in attention to ANNs has led to suggestions for the combined 

use of fuzzy logic and ANNs in inteUigent conttol [180, 181]. Similarities exist 

between the ANNs and the fuzzy logic controllers (FLC). Both techniques are free 

from the true/false restriction of conventional logic systems. In a multi-layer AT̂ JN of 

feedforward type, input nodes record the features and pass activation values to the 

output layer through a hidden layer. The addition of the hidden layers to the 

two-layer percepfron networks allows these networks to represent any continuous 

mapping from input to output. The back-propagation method of Rumelhart et. al. 
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[182], or any other appropriate training technique, adjusts the connection weights of 

die network to improve the match between the output of the network and the correct 

results. 

Hybrid PSSs using fuzzy logic and ANNs have been reported in the Uterature. 

Hiyama applied an ANN for real time tunmg of a FPSS [120]. Sharaf and Lie [183] 

used a fiizzy logic gain scheduler to tune a neural-network-based PSS. It was shown 

that both schemes were effective in enhancing power system stabUity. 

In this chapter the parameters of a rale-based FPSS are mned with an ANN, 

making it adaptable to changes in the operating conditions. It is then applied to a 

mathematical model of a synchronous machine. Responses of the machine subjected 

to a fault in the fransmission line is obtained by nonlinear simulations. System 

responses with the neural-network-mned fuzzy logic power system stabiUzer 

(NFPSS) for three different operating conditions are then compared with a 

fixed-parameters FPSS and a conventional power system stabilizer (CPSS). 

6.3.2 A brief background on artificial neural networks 

The basic processmg element of an ANN is often caUed a neuron, by analogy 

with neurophysiology. Neurons perform as sununing and nonlinear mapping 

junctions. In some cases they can be considered as threshold units that fire when their 

total input exceeds certam bias levels. Neurons usually operate in paraUel and are 

often organised in layers. Each connection sfrength is expressed by a numerical value 

called a weight [184]. 

An elementary feedforward neural network (FNN) architecture of m neurons 

receiving n mputs is shown in Fig. 6.1. Its output and input vectors are, respectively 
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O 
m 

Fig. 6.1 Single layer feedfonward neural network 

O = [0^,02,...,0j' 

X = [x^, X2, . . . , x^\ 
(6.1) 

Weight w.. connects the ith neuron with thejth input. The activation value for 

the ith neuron can be written as 

netf = ^ ^ij^j fo"" i = L 2,..., in 
7=1 

(6.2) 

The ith output can be calculated as 

o. = f(W]X) fori=l,2,. . . ,m (6.3) 

where finely) is called the activation fiinction and can be any nonUnear function. 
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Also, 

^i = ^"^iv^ii'-^^ij (6.4) 

This type of network can be connected in cascade to create a multi-layer FNN. 

In such a network, the output of a layer is the input to the following layer. Even 

though the FNN has no expUcit feedback connection, the output values are often 

compared with the desired output values, provided by a "supervisor". The error 

between the outputs of the ANN and the desired values can be employed for adapting 

the network's weights. The error is used to modify weights so that the error 

decreases. This type of leaming is caUed supervisory leaming. A set of input and 

output patterns called a training set is required for this leaming mode. 

6.3.3 Tuning scheme 

In order to tune the FPSS, speed deviation is scaled according to the relation 

Aco* = Kp- A(ii and accelerating power is scaled according to the relation 

AP* = K^AP. Also, the output of the FPSS is scaled according to the relation 

AM* = Kj^- u. The scaling factor for the output u is fixed to a suitable number, i.e. 

0.5 for the system under smdy. This number should be chosen to be greater than the 

required saturation level of the PSS. The FPSS is tuned by computing optimum Kp 

and K^, exploiting an ANN as shown in Fig. 6.2. The evaluation of the optimaUty is 

checked by the discrete time performance index J as shown in the foUowing 

equation: 
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Bias 

input layer 
output layer 

hidden layer 

Fig. 6.2 Neural network tuner configuration 

Jp= ^ |Ao)(fc)l • t, (6.5) 
k = 0 

where Aco(it:) = speed deviation at the Ath sample 

f̂  = kAT = kth sampling time after fault occurrence 

Ar = The sampUng period 

n = total number of samples for a specific tune interval ttiat simulation is performed. 

The ANN is composed of three layers, i.e., an input layer, a hidden layer, and 

an output layer. The generated active power P^ and reactive power Q^ are selected 

for input signals to represent the operating condition of the synchronous machine. 

X^, the total reactance of the fransmission line, is also selected as an input to 
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represent the external unpedance information. The activation functions for the hidden 

layer are sigmoid fiinctions, i.e. f{x) = l-e 

l+e' 

-X 

and the output characteristics are 

linear fiinctions. Sigmoid transfer function is commonly used in backpropagation 

networks, in part because it is differentiable. In order to reduce the required 

computation time in the leaming process a bias signal is also used as one of the inputs 

oftheAlSfN. 

For various sets of input data to the ANN, the optimum values of ^_ and KJ 

are searched sequentially using nonlinear simulations when one end of the 

fransmission line is subjected to a three-phase to ground fault. The duration time of 

the fault is set to 40 msec. 

The input data to the ANN is a combination of the values shown in Table 6.1. 

From various combinations of the input data, the optimal parameters of the FPSS are 

searched. Then a set of leaming data is composed for ttaining the ANN. A total of 60 

Table 6.1. Input signals to the neural network 

Po (pu) 

Qo (pu) 

X, (pu) 

0.4 

-0.3 

0.1 

0.6 

0 

0.2 

0.8 

0.3 

0.3 

1.0 

0.6 

0.4 

leaming data are prepared, as shown in Appendix B. Since a wide range of operating 

conditions is used to prepare the fraining set, this set wUl cover the operating 

concUtions usuaUy encountered by the power system. On the other hand, this training 

set cannot be very big. The reason is that in practice the power system should be 
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tested for every operating point in this set to adjust the scaling factors. If the fraining 

set is too big, these tests will be unfeasible. 

6.3.3.1 Training the neural network 

An optimisation technique called Levenberg-Marquardt method is used to train 

the ANN [185]. This method is more powerful than gradient descent 

(backpropagation training method), but requires more memory of the computer. 

Since the fraining process is done off-line this requirement does not degrade the 

performance of the system. This means that after preparing the fraining set by 

performing practical tests, the FNN will be frained before applying it to the power 

system. The Levenberg-Marquardt update rale is 

AW = i/j + [il) ^J^e (6.6) 

where J is the Jacobian matrix of derivatives of each error to each weight, ji is a 

scalar quantity, and e is the error vector. If p. is very large, the above expression 

approximates gradient descent, while if it is smaU then it becomes the Gauss-Newton 

method. Since the Gauss-Newton method is faster, but tends to be less accurate when 

near an error minimum, |i is adjusted during fraining. Fig. 6.3 shows the variation of 

error during the training process. 

To show the efficiency of the Levenberg-Marquardt fraining algorithm, it is 

compared with the back-propagation algorithm. Fig. 6.4 shows the variation of error 

during the fraining process when the back-propagation algorithm is used. On 

comparing Figures 6.3 and 6.4, it is observed that the Levenberg-Marquardt 

algorithm converges faster. Also, with the back-propagation algorithm the possibUity 
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Sum-Squared Network Error for 49 Epochs 
-i 1 r 

20 25 30 
Epoch 

Fig. 6.3 Variation of error during the training process using the Levenberg-Marquardt 
algorithm 

of instability in the fraining process is more, i.e., the error may increase or have an 

oscillatory behaviour. 

6.3.4 Simulation results 

In order to show the effectiveness of the mning scheme of the FPSS by an 

ANN, the responses of the fixed-parameters FPSS and NFPSS for two different 

operating conditions are shown in this section. The speed deviation responses of the 

FPSS and NFPSS when the power system is subjected to a three-phase to ground 

fault occurring on one of the fransmission lines (Fig. 3.7) are obtained using 

computer simulations. The nonUnear model for fransient stabiUty smdies is used as 

explained m Section 3.5. It is assumed that the fault occurs at t = 0.2 sec with a 
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Fig. 6.4 Variation of error during the training process using the back-propagation algorithm 

duration of 40 msec after which the faulty line is opened by the protecting devices. 

Fig. 6.5 shows the responses for the normal operating point, i.e., P^ = 0.9 pu with a 

power factor of 0.9 lagging and Eg = 1.0 pu. The fransmission line parameters are 

Rg = 0.03 pu and X^ = 0.15 pu, which is a sfrong connection to the mfinite bus. As 

is seen from the figure, the responses of the fixed-parameters FPSS and the NFPSS 

are close to each other. The reason is that the FPSS was designed for this operating 

condition and both stabilisers have nearly optimum responses in this case. 

Now, assume that the system configuration and operating condition has 

changed. The new operating condition is P^ = 0.7 pu with a power factor of 0.7 

lagging and Eg= 1.0 pu. The fransmission line parameters are R^ = 0.05 pu and 
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Fig. 6.5 Speed deviation responses of the FPSS and NFPSS for a heavy load with high power 
factor and strong connection 

X^ - 0.45 pu, which is a weak connection to the infinite bus. The speed deviation 

responses of the FPSS and NFPSS for this case are shown in Fig. 6.6. As is seen from 

the figure, the response of the fixed-parameters FPSS is very osciUatory. It shows the 

degradation of the FPSS for the new configuration. On the other hand, the response 

of the system with the NFPSS is optimum in this case, too. This and other results (not 

shown here) reveal the robusmess of the NFPSS for a wide range of operating 

concUtions. 
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Fig. 6.6 Speed deviation responses of the FPSS and NFPSS for a light load with low power 
factor and weak connection 

6.4 On-Line Tuning of the FPSS using a Fuzzy Logic System 

6.4.1 Introduction 

A FLS can be used instead of ANNs to mne the scaling factors of the FPSS. 

The advantage is that there is no need for a complete set of training data. A set of 

linguistic rales which can be obtained from the experts is enough for this scheme. 

However, the processing tune for getting the optimum scaling factors may be longer 

compared to the ANN mner. 

6.4.2 Tuning scheme 

The FPSS is tuned by computing optimum Kp and K^, usmg a FLS as shown 

in Fig. 6.7. Inputs and outputs of the FLS are the same as the ANN mner. The 
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Fig. 6.7 Fuzzy logic system configuration for tuning the FPSS 

membership functions for inputs and outputs are shown in figures 6.8-6.12. 

From various combinations of the mput data as shown in Table 6.1, the optimal 

parameters of the FPSS are searched. Then the rale base for the FLS is obtamed as 

shown m Table 6.2. For mput P^, three labels are defined, namely, SM, MD, and BG 

which stand for smaU, medium, and big, respectively. Similar labels are defined for 

the input X^. For input Q^. three labels are defined: NG, PS, and PB which stand for 

negative, positive smaU, and positive big, respectively. For each of the outputs K 
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Fig. 6.8 Membership functions for the active power 
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Fig. 6.9 Membership functions for the reactive power 

Fig. 6.10 Membership functions for X^ 

and K^, five labels are defined, namely, VS, SM, MD, BG, and VB which stand for 

very small, small, medium, big, and very big, respectively. 
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Fig. 6.12 Membership functions for K^ 

Note that, although the labels used for different variables look simUar in 

notation, they are actuaUy different. For example, SM for Kp means a number 
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Table 6.2 

Po 

SM 

SM 

SM 

MD 

MD 

MD 

BG 

BG 

BG 

5. Rule base for the FLS with three inputs and two outputs 

Qo 

NG 

VS 

MD 

BG 

VS 

SM 

MD 

VS 

SM 

MD 

VS 

VS 

MD 

VS 

SM 

MD 

VS 

MD 

BG 

Hî '̂ '̂ 

PS 

MD 

BG 

VB 

SM 

MD 

BG 

VS 

SM 

BG 

SM 

MD 

BG 

SM 

MD 

BG 

MD 

BG 

BG 

••iiii 

PB 

MD 

BG 

VB 

MD 

BG 

VB 

VS 

MD 

BG 

BG 

VB 

VB 

MD 

BG 

VB 

MD 

BG 

VB 

gi ̂ , 

X e 

SM 

MD 

BG 

SM 

MD 

BG 

SM 

MD 

BG 

roughly between 0.18 and 0.35 whereas SM for K^ means a number roughly 

between 1.1 and 1.8. The FLS with three mputs (P^, Q„ and X J and two outputs 

(K and K^) designed this way is caUed the tuner. It wUI take the inputs on-lme (as 

the machine is ranning) and calculate the optimum scaUng factors for the FPSS. The 

whole StabiUser obtained is called tuned fuzzy power system stabiliser (TFPSS). 

6.4.3 Simulation results 

The responses of the fixed-parameters FPSS and TFPSS for the same operating 

conditions introduced in Section 6.3.4 are obtained here. Fig. 6.13 shows the 

responses for the normal operating point, i.e., P^ = 0.9 pu with a power factor of 0.9 

lagging and Eg = 1.0 pu. The fransmission line parameters are R^ = 0.03 pu and 
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Fig. 6.13 Speed deviation responses of the FPSS and TFPSS for a heavy load with high power 
factor and strong connection 

X̂  = 0.1pu. 

In the second case, the operating condition is P^ = 0.7 pu with a power factor 

of 0.7 lagging and Eg = 1.0 pu. The fransmission Une parameters are R^ = 0.05 pu 

and Xg = 0.45 pu. The speed deviation responses of the FPSS and TFPSS for this 

case are shown in Fig. 6.14. 

By comparing Figures 6.13 and 6.14 with Figures 6.5 and 6.6, it is observed 

that mning a FPSS by a FLS the performance of the FPSS is improved. The results 

are very similar to mning a FPSS by an ANN. The advantage of mning by a FLS 

compared with tuning by an ANN is the fact that there is no need for a complete set 

of ttainmg data. Obtaining such a fraining set of data for a practical power system 

may be cumbersome. 
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Fig. 6.14 Speed deviation responses of the FPSS and TFPSS for a light load with low power 
factor and weak connection 

6.5 Conclusions 

The performance of a fixed-parameter FPSS depends on the operating 

conditions of the power system, although it is more robust than a CPSS. In particular, 

when there is a big change in system configuration and operating conditions of the 

system, the performance of the FPSS will degrade. In order to make the FPSS more 

robust and adjustable to the new situation, on-line tuning of the FPSS is proposed. 

In this chapter, two schemes of on-line mning of the FPSS was explained. In 

the first scheme, an ANN was employed as an on-line tuner. A complete set of 

fraining data was obtained. This training set gives the optimum parameters of the 

FPSS for different conditions. Based on this set of training data an ANN was trained 

off-line with an efficient fraining algorithm. Then, the ANN was used to mne the 
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FPSS on-line. 

In the second scheme, a fuzzy logic system was used as the mner. For this case, 

there is no need for a complete set of training data. Instead, a few linguistic rales 

about the relationship between the parameters of the FPSS and different operating 

conditions are used. These rales can be obtained from power system experts. 

The advantage of the ANN tuner is that it is faster than the FLS mner, therefore, 

it is more suitable for implementation. The disadvantage of the NFPSS is the fact that 

for obtaining the fraining data a number of different tests should be performed on the 

power system. These tests may be cumbersome in practice and may not cover aU 

practical configurations and operating conditions. 



Chapter 7 

Neural-Network Based Adaptive Power System 
Stabiliser 

7.1 Overview of the Chapter 

This chapter explains how a hierarchical stracmre of artificial neural networks 

can be used to buUd an adaptive power system stabiUser. 

7.2 Introduction 

The mning schemes infroduced in Chapter 6 are basicaUy gain-scheduUng 

techniques to adjust the FPSS to different operating conditions of the power system. 

In this and the next chapter an attempt has been made to design adaptive power 

system stabiUsers (APSSs) based on artificial neural networks (ANNs) and fuzzy 

logic. These APSSs will adapt themselves to the new operating conditions based on 

the input-output response of the system. 

This chapter presents an adaptive power system stabiUser based on multi-layer 

feedforward ANNs. A hierarchical architecture of ANNs, consisting of two 

sub-networks, is used. One sub-network is used for the identification of a nonlinear 

107 
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power plant and the other one is used as a stabiliser. The weights of the ANN 

StabiUser are adjusted according to the difference between the output of the ANN 

identifier and a desired output frack (which can be the output of a reference model). 

The NNS and neural network identifier are trained in different stages by the 

backpropagation algorithm. An application of this scheme for regulating the speed of 

a synchronous power generator under disturbance and fault conditions is described. 

The nonlinear mapping properties of ANNs make them a good candidate for 

the identification and confrol of nonUnear systems. The theoretical results obtained 

by Cybenko [186] and Funahashi [187] have proven that a wide range of nonUnear 

functions can be closely approximated by a feedforward neural network (FNN) with 

only a single hidden layer of nonUnear elements. Various schemes, differing in the 

way that ANNs are employed in the implementation of the identification and confrol 

algorithms for reaUsing the adaptive confrol objectives, have been incorporated. For 

confrol problems where reference models are used to specify desired dynamical 

response, novel stractures constracted from multi-layer ANNs have been developed 

by Narendra and Parthasarathy [188, 189]. Observability, identification and control 

of nonlinear dynamical systems using FNNs have also been discussed by Levin and 

Narendra [190]. A different approach that utiUses self-mning mechanisms for control 

adaptation is proposed by Chen [191] using FNNs. 

Literamre survey reveals that there are appUcations of ANNs as adaptive PSSs 

[89, 90]. In reference [90] the ANN is trained off-Une and imitates the behaviour of a 

self-optimising pole shifting adaptive PSS. Thus a priori knowledge of the plant is 

requfred and basically the design is based on linear schemes. The adaptive neural 

network power system stabUiser (ANNPSS) proposed in this paper is sumlar to the 

work done by Wu et.al. as described in reference [89]. The difference being tiiat Wu 

et.al. have designed an ANN regulator which affects both the excitation system and 
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the govemor of a generator, whUe the proposed scheme affects only the extra 

damping signal in the excitation system. Since the govemor is slow in action 

compared with the PSS, the speed of the generator is mainly affected by the PSS in 

the short period after the application of a major disturbance, such as a fault occurring 

in the transmission lines. 

7.3 Adaptive power system stabiliser 

7.3.1 General adaptive control 

A general adaptive control stracmre is shown in Fig. 7.1. There are two loops 

present in this stracmre, the control loop and the parameter adjustment loop. The 

latter attempts to adjust the confrol gains to force the plant to follow some desked 

response. Conmion strategies in adaptive confrol are usuaUy based on the assumption 

that the plant can be linearised about a given operating point to produce an 

Setpoint 

Parameter adjustment loop 

Model 
Reference 

Controller 

1 

yd 

Adjustment 
Mechanism 

u Plant 

Control loop 

Fig. 7.1 General model reference adaptive control structure 
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approximate linear model. However, in practice, industrial systems are highly 

nonlinear and have unmodelled dynamics. Hence nonlinear modeUing techniques 

and control are more suitable for controlling such systems. 

7.3.2 Neural networks for adaptive control 

FNNs consist of simple processing elements arranged in layers. Each element 

takes as input the weighted sum of aU the outputs of the previous layer and passes 

this through a nonlinear activation fiinction. Training the network involves adjusting 

the weights, using some leaming rale, so that the network emulates the desfred 

nonlinear mapping from the input to the output vector. 

The nonlinear mapping properties of ANNs are cenfral to thek use in confrol 

engineering. FNNs can be readily thought of as performing an adaptive, nonUnear 

vector mapping. The FNN can therefore be utilised as a general stracmre for an 

adaptive nonlinear confroUer. A possible confrol scheme based upon such an ANN 

confroUer is shown in Fig. 7.2. 
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Fig. 7.2 Neural network adaptive control scheme 
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7.4 Training Techniques 

For the formulation of adaptive control problem as shown in Fig. 7.2, it is 

necessary to adjust the weights of the ANN. During the leaming phase, the weights 

are adjusted in such a manner as to minimise some cost function of the plant output 

and the desked response. 

As shown in Fig. 7.2, the plant is situated between the neural network controller 

and the error. It is necessary to find some method by which the error at the output of 

the plant can be fed back, to produce a suitable descent dkection at the output of the 

ANN. 

Nguyen and Widrow [192] and Jordan and Jacobs [193] proposed using a FNN 

model of the plant as a chaimel for the backpropagation of errors to the neural 

confroUer. This concept wiU be illusfrated in Section 7.6. An ANN is first trained to 

provide a model of the nonlinear plant. This can then be used in paraUel with the 

plant, with errors at the plant output backpropagated through the model to form the 

necessary gradients at the output of the neural network controller. 

7.5 Dynamic Modelling Using Neural Networks 

The nonlinear plant, i.e. the synchronous machine, can be represented by the 

discrete-tune, nonlinear, ANN model as shown below: 

Ad)(ifc+1) = P[y{k),...,yik-p),efj{k),...,efa{k-q)] (7.1) 

where {y(fc)} is the output vector, {ef/k)} is the input vector andp, q are the 

orders of the time series {y(fc)} and {e^^(fc)}. Ad) is the output of the neural 

network identifier (NNI) which predicts the plant output. The plant can then be 
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dynamicaUy modelled by adjusting the network weighting matiix W^(k), such that 

the following cost function is minimised: 

k 

JJk)= 5^ [Acoii) - A&(i)f (7.2) 
i = k-N...+ l 

where Aco is the plant output and Aco is the ANN output. The number Â ^ is 

Tm defined as N^ = --^, where T^ is the period over which the mapping performance 
s 

is to be evaluated and T^ is the sampUng period. Backpropagation is used to provide 

the necessary gradient vector of the cost function with respect to the weights and the 

network weighting matrix is then updated as follows: 

'^m^k) = W^{k-l)--^ X VyjW^,0 (7.3) 
""i^k-N^+l 

where Vy^(W^, i) is the gradient vector at the ith sampling and X^ is the leaming 

rate. Inherent m equation (7.3) is the averaging of the gradient vector over the period 

m 

The sampling period was chosen to be 20 msec and the number N^ was 

selected to be 10 samples. The synchronous machine was initialised with the real and 

reactive powers being P^ = 0.8 pu and Q^ = 0.3 pu. A pseudo-random signal was 

then employed to excite the NNI. The response shown in Fig. 7.3 shows the 

performance of the neural dynamic modeUer after fraining is completed. 
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Fig. 7.3 Speed deviation prediction 

7.6 Adaptive Neural Network PSS 

The PSS requked to stabilise the synchronous machine may be defined as: 

u{k) = G[AG){k-l),...,A(o(k-s),AP(k-\),...,AP(k-r)] (7.4) 

The task is then to choose an ANN G(.) which wiU minknise the foUowing cost 

function: 

Jc= Z [dii)-A&iDV 
i = k-N+l 

(7.5) 

where d(i) is the ith sample of the desired output track and A(b(i) is the ith sample of 
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the predicted speed deviation by the NNI. N^ = -^, where T^ is the period over 
s 

which the neural network should be adjusted and T^ is the sampling period. Here T 

was chosen to be equal to two sampling periods, such that Â^ is equal to two. Â^ 

should be less than N^, which means that the NNS wUl be adjusted more frequently 

than the NNI. By chooskig N^ = 10 and N^ = 2,the NNI wiU be adjusted after 5 

successive adjustments of the NNS. 

The ANNPSS block diagram is shown in Fig. 7.4. This hybrid ANNPSS 

consists of two sub-networks, a neural network identifier (NNI) and a neural network 

StabiUser (NNS). In equation (7.1) p is chosen to be equal to two and q to be equal to 

one. In equation (7.4) r and s are both chosen to be equal to one. Choosing small 

values for p, q, r and s eases the computation requkements. This in turn makes the 

implementation feasible. Bigger numbers would make the identification more 

accurate, however, it would complicate the implementation. 

The NNI sub-network acts as the dynamic model of the plant, providing a 

Fig. 7.4 Adaptive neural network PSS 
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channel through which the errors could be backpropagated to adjust the weights of 

the NNS. In order to compute the gradient vector VJ^(W^, k) one needs to compute 

dJ^ dE^ 
^—, where G • is a typical parameter (a weight) of the NNS. In order to do that, ^r^-

should be computed. E^ is the difference (error) between the desired output (D) and 

3£, 
the output of NNI (Y). ^ ^ can be computed as follows: 

dE^ _ dE^ ^u 

3M 
^—- can be computed using backpropagation through NNS. Since AVR is a Unear 

transfer function one can show that 

dE^ dE^ dEf. dE^ 

du ^^fd " " ^^fd 

BE dE^ 
Since ^ - ^ can be computed at any instant using backpropagation through NNI, ^ 

oE f^ OM 

can be realised as the output of AVR whose input is r̂̂ r— • 
dEf^ 

The NNS network weighting matiix is then updated as 
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W^(k) = W^(k-l)--^ X VJ^(W^,i) (7.8) 
•i = k-N^+l 

The hierarchical stmcture for the ANNPSS is Ulustrated in Fig. 7.5. For the 

NNS a (2,10,1) ANN was implemented. The notation (2,10,1) means that the ANN 

consists of two input nodes, ten hidden neurons and one output node. Also a (7,20,1) 

ANN was employed as the NNI. The sigmoid activation function, i.e. 

—X 

fix) = l-e 

l+e-' 
was used for the hidden layers of both neural networks. More hidden 

nodes would make the ANNs more efficient, but this would cause more complexity 

which means more costly implementation. Twenty hidden neurons were chosen for 

the NNI compared with ten hidden neurons for the NNS, because The plant is more 

compUcated than the stabUiser. 

The weights in the NNS were updated such that the error between the output of 

NNI 

NNS 

ACD(A:-1) 

AVR 
i 

- 1 

u(k) 

_ J 

•̂ ^ r ^_____-7-

Aco()t-l)l J(MI 

A(B(it-2)' A M A T 

Av^(k-i)\ jCm/l 

AV^(k-2)\ JJM 

AP(k-l) 1 JjN\\\ 

AP(k-2) 1 / / \Vm\ 

- n 

\ \ Aai(k) 

J 

Fig. 7.5 Hierarchical architecture for the NN PSS 
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the NNI and the desked frack is minimised. The desked track is the output of a 

predictor which is designed such that it eventually reduces the speed deviation of the 

machine to zero. 

7.6.1 Design of the predictor 

A predictor is designed on the basis of guiding the dismrbed output variable of 

the synchronous machine step by step to a desked steady equiUbrium point. In other 

words, a desked trace of the output from t^ to t^ _^, j can be predicted, based on the 

present and past-time values of the states of the machine. Generally, the equation for 

a predictor is of the form shown below: 

X(fc + 1) = A^Xik) -h ... + Af^Xik - N) (7.9) 

where X(k) is the state of the system at time k. A.(i = 0, 1,..., Â ) are chosen so that 

any disturbed output variable always fransfers towards the desked steady equiUbrium 

point. It should be pointed out that A^ii = 0 ,1 , . . . , Â ) describe the relationship 

between the desked outputs of the predictor and the outputs of the dynamic system, 

and may be chosen according to the qualitative requkements of the confroUed 

system. 

In the case under study the dismrbed output is Aco. The next sample of Aco is 

predicted using the present samples of Aco and AP, which are the measured 

quantities of the plant. So a predictor in this case is easUy designed as foUows: 

Aw(fc + 1) = a • Aco(;k) + p • AP(k) (7.10) 
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In this equation A® is the output of the predictor, a and P are chosen such that the 

system described by equation (7.10) is globally asymptotically stable. 

7.7 Simulation Results 

The ANNPSS has the capability of leaming while the machine is operating. In 

order to show this capability the system response to a three-phase to ground fault is 

simulated with a random initialisation of the NNS. The NNS wiU leam how to adjust 

itself to damp the speed deviation oscUlations during the post-fault period. In 

simulation smdies the fault will be applied again to the system to show the improved 

response of the ANNPSS. In practice, the NNS can be frained before the real-time 

field application. , 

The computer simulations are performed for the normal operating point, i.e., 

P = 0.9 pu with a power factor of 0.9 lagging and Eg = 1.0 pu. The transmission 

line parameters are R^ = 0.03 pu and X^ = 0.15 pu. Fig. 7.6 shows the speed 

deviation response of the ANNPSS to a three-phase to ground fault with a duration of 

40 msec when the NNS is initialised randomly. To show that the ANNPSS has 

learned how to damp the osciUations more clearly, the output of the ANNPSS is 

shown in Fig. 7.7. At first the stabiUser output is close to zero, because the NNS 

weighting matrix is initialised with very smaU random numbers. Then the ANNPSS 

leams how to stabiUse the system during the post-fault period. 

Now, the fault is appUed again after the leaming phase. The system response is 

shown in Fig. 7.8. Obviously, the performance of the ANNPSS has improved. The 

output of the ANNPSS after the leaming phase is shown in Fig. 7.9. 

Clearly the leaming capabUity of ANNs makes tiie design of the ANNPSS 

possible without knowing much about tiie system dynamics and machine parameters. 
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Fig. 7.6 Speed deviation response of the system with the ANNPSS by random initialization of 
the NNS 
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Fig. 7.7 The output of the ANNPSS during the learning phase 

All the adjustments of NNI and NNS are done based on measurements of mputs and 

outputs of the system while it is operating. 
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7.8 Conclusions 

This chapter has presented a hierarchical stractare of ANNs as an adaptive 

power system stabiliser. This consists of two sub-networks for identification and 

adaptive control. The identification and adaptive control performance have been 

evaluated by simulation studies on a nonlinear model of a synchronous machine. One 

of the simulation results was shown to illustrate the leaming capability of ANNPSS. 

It is shown that the ANNPSS is capable of leaming how to damp the osciUations in 

the speed response of the machine, while the system is operating. 

The leaming capabiUty of ANNs is a great advantage. The design of the 

ANNPSS is not based on a complete (mathematical) knowledge of system dynamics 

and machine parameters. It wUl be adjusted using the input-output relationships of 

the machine, while it is operating. 

In spite of the above-mentioned advantage of the ANNPSS, it has a big 

disadvantage which should be mentioned here. It is possible that whUe the ANNs are 

leaming during a major disturbance, the system goes unstable. In some simations the 

output of the NNI may be very close to the output of the plant, but the relationship 

between Efj and A© may not be the same as the relationship between £yy and Aco. 

This may cause the NNS to adjust its weights in a wrong dkection, which may force 

the system to instabiUty. 

Another major disadvantage of the ANNPSS is that a lot of practical tests are 

requked to be performed on the power system for fraining purposes. These tests may 

not be feasible in some situations. However, these tests may be feasible for the 

cogenerator plants, which this study is all about. 

This major disadvantages of the ANNPSS make it a poor altemative to other 

PSSs as an independent power system stabUiser. It may be possible to use the 
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ANNPSS in combination with other PSSs to improve the system performance. 

However, this leads to a highly complicated stabiUser, which is undeskable. 



Chapter 8 

Adaptive Fuzzy Logic Power System Stabilisers 

8.1 Overview of the Chapter 

The major concern about the ANNPSS as explained in Chapter 7 was the 

possibiUty of system instabiUty during leaming phase of the ANNs. In this chapter a 

technique is sought to design adaptive power system stabiUsers which can guarantee 

system stabUity. It seems that the adaptive fiizzy logic confroUers introduced recently 

by Wang [95,194] are very suitable for this purpose. 

In this chapter, two adaptive fiizzy logic power system stabiUsers (AFPSSs) are 

developed using the concept of fiizzy basis fiinctions. In the fkst scheme, which is 

known as an indkect adaptive scheme, power system is modeUed using differential 

equations with parameters which are nonlinear functions of the state of the system. 

These nonlinear functions may not be known, however, some linguistic information 

is available about them. Utilising this information, fiizzy logic systems (FLSs) are 

designed to model the system behaviour. The control law is obtained using the 

uncertainty principle. Based on the Lyapunov's synthesis method, adaptation rales 

are developed to make tiie confroUer adaptive to changes in operating conditions of 

123 
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the power system. The simulation smdies are carried out for an industiial cogenerator 

and utilise a one machine-infinite bus model. 

In the second scheme, a dkect adaptive fuzzy logic power system stabiliser is 

developed. The linguistic rales, regarding the dependence of the plant output on the 

confrolUng signal, are used to build the initial FPSS. This is different witii tiie first 

scheme because the linguistic rales are dkectly used to constract the AFPSS. Based 

on the Lyapunov's dkect method, an adaptation rale is developed in order to make 

the FPSS adaptive to changes in operating conditions of the power system. 

8.2 Introduction 

Wang and Mendel [166] infroduced fiizzy basis functions (FBFs) which have 

the capabUity of combining both numerical data and linguistic information. These 

FBFs are quite general. Thek exact mathematical stmcture depends on four choices 

that one must take to design any fuzzy logic system, namely, type of fuzzification, 

membership fiinction, inference mechanism, and defuzzification strategy. 

Further, Wang used the concept of FBFs to infroduce stable adaptive fuzzy 

logic confrol of nonlinear systems [195]. His initial adaptive fuzzy logic controUer is 

constracted from the fuzzy IF-THEN rales provided by human experts and some 

arbifrary rales. An adaptive law is then used to update the parameters of the adaptive 

fiizzy logic confroUer during the adaptation procedure. If the fuzzy IF-THEN rales 

from human experts provide good control sfrategies, then the adaptation procedure 

wiU converge very quickly. On the other hand, if there are no linguistic rales from 

human experts, tiien his adaptive fuzzy logic confroUer becomes a regular nonlinear 

adaptive confroUer, similar to the radial basis function adaptive confroUer [196]. He 

applied the adaptive fiizzy logic confroUer to an unstable fkst-order nonlinear system 

and a second-order chaotic system [195]. He also applied a stable indkect adaptive 
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fuzzy logic controUer to an inverted pendulum tracking problem [197]. 

In Section 8.4, an indkect adaptive fiizzy logic power system stabiliser 

(AFPSS) is designed. Fkstly two fuzzy logic systems (FLSs) are designed which are 

the approximations for the unknown nonlinear functions present in the model of the 

power system. Then these FLSs are used to obtain the confrol law whose role is to 

StabiUse the power system. The FLSs are adapted based on the Lyapunov's synthesis 

method. The adaptation law is such that the difference between the output of the plant 

and a desked frack will be minimised. 

In Section 8.5 a dkect adaptive fuzzy logic power system stabUizer (AFPSS) is 

designed. The dkect AFPSS is different from the indkect AFPSS in the sense that the 

linguistic rales describe the behaviour of the PSS dkectly. 

The AFPSSs are appUed to a cogenerator system. The nonlinear simulations for 

a one machine-infiiute bus system reveals that the adaptation procedure prevents 

large degradation of system performance for a wide range of operating conditions. 

This makes the AFPSS superior to a CPSS or a fixed-parameter FPSS. 

8.3 Adaptive Fuzzy Logic Control 

The basic configuration of an adaptive fuzzy logic control system is shown in 

Fig. 8.1 [194]. The reference model is used to specify tiie ideal response tiiat tiie 

fiizzy logic confrol system should foUow. The plant is assumed to have unknown 

components. The fuzzy logic controUer is constracted from fuzzy logic systems 

whose parameter vector 9 is adjustable. The adaptation law adjusts tiie parameter 

vector on Une such tiiat the plant output y(r) tracks tiie reference model output 

ym(t) • 

Wang [194] has made a comparison between adaptive fiizzy logic control. 
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• Reference model 

u 
Plant 

^ 

Fuzzy controller 
(with adjustable 
parameters) 

E 
Adaptation law 

e = h(e, e) 

126 

Fig. 8.1 The basic configuration of adaptive fuzzy control systems 

conventional adaptive confrol and non-adaptive fuzzy logic confrol systems. These 

comparisons are summarised in Table 8.1. In this table adaptive fuzzy logic 

confroUer is referred to as AFLC, conventional adaptive conttoUer is referred to as 

CAC, and non-adaptive fiizzy logic controUer is referred to as FLC. 

The main advantages and disadvantages of adaptive fiizzy logic conttol over 

non-adaptive fiizzy logic conttol are summarised in Table 8.2. 

8.3.1 Direct and indirect adaptive fuzzy logic control 

In the adaptive conttol literamre, adaptive controllers faU into two categories 

[188]: dkect and indkect. In dkect adaptive conttol, the parameters of tiie conttoUer 

are dkectiy adjusted to reduce some norm of the output error between the plant and 

the reference model. In indkect adaptive conttol, the parameters of tiie plant are 

estunated and the conttoUer is chosen assuming tiiat tiie estimated parameters 
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Table 8.1. Similarities and differences between adaptive fuzzy logic control and other schemes 

Similari

ties and 

differ

ences 

between: 

adaptive 

fiizzy 

logic con

trol and 

conven

tional 

adaptive 

control 

adaptive 

fuzzy 

logic con

trol and 

non-adap

tive fuzzy 

logic con

trol 

Similarities 

(i) the basic configuration and 

principles are more or less the 

same. 

(ii) the mathematical tools used 

in the analysis and design are 

very simUar 

Both use linguistic IF-THEN mles 

from human experts. 

Differences 

(i) the AFLC is universal for dif

ferent plants, whereas the stmc

ture of a CAC changes from plant 

to plant. 

(U) human knowledge about the 

plant dynamics and confrol sfrat

egies, stated as some linguistic 

rales, can be incorporated into 

AFLC. 

(i) the AFLC changes during real 

time operation, whereas the FLC 

is fixed. 

(U) an additional component, the 

adaptation law, is infroduced into 

the AFLC system to adjust its 

parameters. 

represent the trae values of tiie plant parameters. 

In fuzzy logic control, linguistic information from human experts can be placed 

into two categories: 
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Table 8.2. Advantages and disadvantages of adaptive fuzzy logic control 

Advan

tages and 

disadvan

tages of: 

adaptive 

fuzzy 

logic con

trol over 

non-adap

tive 

fuzzy 

logic con

trol 

Advantages 

(i) better performance is usually 

achieved because the adaptive 

fiizzy logic confroUer can adjust 

itself to the changing envkon-

ment. 

(ii) less information about the 

plant is requked because the 

adaptation law can help to leam 

the dynamics of the plant during 

real time operation. 

Disadvantages 

(i) The resulting confrol system 

is more difficult to analyse 

because it is not only nonUnear 

but also time varying. 

(ii) implementation is more 

costly. 

• fiizzy logic confrol rales which set forth the situations in which certain confrol 

actions should be taken (e.g., if the speed-deviation is negative medium and the 

acceleration is negative mecUum then the PSS output should be negative big). 

• fiizzy logic IF-THEN rales, which describe the behaviour of the unknown plant 

(e.g., if the confrol signal applied to the synchronous machine is negative, then the 

acceleration of the shaft will change in a positive dkection). 

Adaptive fiizzy logic confroUers which make use of tiiese two classes of 

linguistic information correspond to the dkect and indkect adaptive confrol schemes, 

respectively. More specifically, in the dkect scheme, Unguistic fiizzy logic control 

mles can be dkectly used to implement the adaptive fuzzy logic confroUer. Whereas, 
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in tiie kidkect scheme, linguistic rales are used to model tiie plant. The confroUer is 

tiien constracted assuming that tiie fiizzy logic system approximately represents tiie 

plant. 

8.4 Indirect Adaptive Fuzzy Logic PSS 

In tills section the procedure of designing an indkect AFPSS for a cogenerator 

system is explained. The electrical part of a cogenerator is mainly a synchronous 

machine. In order to represent the synchronous machine mathematicaUy, let 

jcj = A(0 = speed deviation and JC2 = AP = P^-P^ = accelerating power. It is 

possible to represent the system witii tiie foUowing nonlinear equations: 

ax2 = f(x^,X2) + g{xi,X2)u (8.1) 

y = x^ 

where a = -— and H is the per urut inertia constant of the machine. 

T 1 

X = [XY,X2] e R is the state vector of the system and can be measured./f.j and g(.) 

are unknown nonlinear fiinctions. u is the confrolUng signal which is the output of the 

PSS to be designed. Equation (8.1) represents the machine during a fransient period 

after a major disturbance has occurred in the system. It is possible to find two 

nonlinear functions/f.) and g(.) such that 

P , = -2H[f(xi, X2) + gixi, X2)u] (8.2) 
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Simulation smdies show that a positive u wiU cause a positive change in P 

i.e., Pg > 0 whenever M > 0. This means tiiat g is a negative function, i.e., 

gix^, X2) < 0, for aU x^, X2 (8.3) 

Equations (8.1) can be equivalently represented as 

X = f(x,x/a)+g(x,x/a)u 
(8.4) 

y = X 

T T 1 

v^heie X = [x,x/a] = [xpX2] eR is the state vector of the system that can 

be measured. 

In the nonUnear control literature [198, 199], the system represented by 

equation (8.1) or (8.4) is known as in normal form and has a relative degree equal to 

two. The confrol objective is to force y to follow a given desked signal y^, under the 

consfraint that aU signals involved must be bounded. More specifically, the confrol 

objective is [195] to determine a feedback confrol (based on fiizzy logic systems) and 

an adaptive law for adjusting the parameter vectors such that: 

1. The closed-loop system be globally stable in the sense that aU variables, must 

be bounded. 

2. The tracking error, e = y-y^^ should be as smaU as possible under the 

consfraints in the previous objective. 

In tiie rest of this section, tiie procedure to constract an indkect adaptive fuzzy 
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controller to achieve the above control objectives is discussed. This approach was 

first introduced by Wang [95]. The same approach is used here with some 

modifications to suit the PSS design. 

T T 1 

To begin, let g = [e,e] and k = [^2.^1] ^ R . Suppose that the two roots of 

2 
the polynomial h{s) = s +kYS + k2 are in the open left half-plane. It is known in 

confrol system design theory that if the functions/and g are known, then the control 

law 

w* = -j-A-fU)-^y^-fe_] (8.5) 

appUed to equation (8.4), using u* instead of u, results in 

e-\-k.e-\-koe = 0 (8.6) . l C - r i V 2 

which impUes tiiat lime{t) = 0. This is tiie main objective of confrol. 
f - > o o 

However,/and g are not known. In tiiis section, tiie objective is to design two 

I ^ s close enough to f(x) and g(x) and use them in equation (8.5). Therefore, tiie 

control law wUl be: 

where g(x;0^) and fix;Qy) are tiie FLSs witii parameter vectors 0^ and 9^, 
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respectively. 

In order to obtain adaptation laws such that /(^;Gy) and g(x;Q ) converge to 

f{x) and g{x) the following procedure is performed: 

By adding g(x;Qg)u^ to both sides of equation (8.1) and using equation (8.7), 

the following equation is derived: 

e = - k \ + [f(x)-f(x;Qf)]-i-[gix)-g(x;Q^)lu^ (8.8) 

..-.T 
Since e = [e, e] equation (8.8) can be written as 

e = A e-i-b {[f(x)-fix;Qf)]-i-[gix)-gix;Q^)]u^} (8.9) 

where 

K = 
0 1 

-^2 ~^1 
and b^ - (8.10) 

A^ is a stable matrix, because 1̂ / -A^\ = s +k^s + k2ha& its roots in tiie open 

left plane. Therefore, there exists a unique symmetiic positive defiiute 2 x 2 matrix P 

which satisfies the Lyapunov equation [198]: 
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A^P-i-PA^ = -Q (8.11) 

where 2 is an arbitrary 2 x 2 positive definite matrix. 

The next task is to replace / and g by FLSs represented by the foUowing 

equations: 

fix 

six 

•,Qf) 

;ep 

M 

= I QfU^-) 
1= 1 

= e/|(x) 

M 

1=1 

= e/5(x) 

(8.12) 

(8.13) 

where 8^ = [6^^,..., Q^J^, 6^ = [8^1,..., 8gA/]̂  and 

§(^) = [^i(^), •••, khfi^)^ • ^li^) ^^ called/:<zzy basis functions (FBFs) (refer to 

Section 2.4) and are given by 

n ^F'S^'i) 

X n ^F\i^i^ 
l=li=l 
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where / = 7, 2, ..., M (Af is the number of rales in the FLS) and p is the number of 

inputs. 

An adaptive law should be developed to adjust the parameters in the FLSs in 

order to force the tracking error to converge to zero. Define the optimal parameter 

vectors for / and g as 

8 / ^ argming^^ ^^[supj\fix)-f(x;ef)\] (8.15) 

8 / ^ argming^^ a[sup^\g{x)-g{x;Qg)\] (8.16) 

where Clf and Q^ are consfraint sets for 8^ and 8^, respectively, specified by tiie 

designer. 8 . and 8^ should be bounded. Furthermore, gix;Qg) should be a negative 

function. Therefore i2y and Q^ are defined as 

£2, = {e , : | | e , | |<M,} (8.17) 

where Mf,M and e are positive constants specified by the designer. 
J o 

Now define the minimum approximation error as 

w = [fix)-fix;Qf*)]-^[gix)-gix;dpiu^ (8.19) 
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Then the error equation (8.9) can be written as 

e: = A^g + ̂ ^ { [ / ( ^ ; e / ) - / ( x ; e p ] + [g(x;e/)-g(x;ep]M^ + w} (8.20) 

If / and g are in the form of equations (8.12) and (8.13) then 

e = A^e + b^^T^ix) + b^^J^ix)u^ -H b^w (8.21) 

where 

^f = Of*-Qf (8.22) 

$g = V - § g (8.23) 

Consider the Lyapunov fiinction candidate 

V i L'^Pe^-L^U _L^T^ (8.24) 
2" " 2y.^^f-f 2 Y 2 ^ ^ 

where y^ and Y2 are positive constants which wUl be used as tiie leaming rate in tiie 

adaptation procedure. Since (|) is a vector, $J$^ has only one element, tiierefore, 

<t>f<i>f = (<t>r<i>f)̂  = <j>?<!>/•• The same is trae about $ . Using tiiis and equations 
— / — / — / — / — / — / o 

(8.21) and (8.24) k can be shown tiiat 
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I T^ . r„, ^Jr.. T^, ,^ ^ . •] ^Jr T 
V = --e_ Qe_ + e_ Pbw-^\^^e_ P^^5(^)+ $ J + ^ [ 7 2 / ^ ^ ^ ! ^ ) " ^ + $,] (8.25) 

T 

If ^y and ^^ are calculated according to i^. = -y^e PbJ;,{x) and 

$„ = -Y2^ P^^|(JC)M^, tiien 

V = -\e^Qe + e^Pbw 
2" " "c 

(8.26) 

w is proportional to the difference between the unknown functions f{x) and g{x) 

and the output of the FLSs when the optimal parameter vectors are used. It is 

T 
expected that e Pb w, which is of the order of the minimum approximation error. 

1 T has a smaU value such that -e Qe > 
2" ^ -

T e Pbw -c and as a result 

V'<0 (8.27) 

Having achieved equation (8.27), g, $ , and ^ wiU aU converge to zero. 
J o 

From equations (8.22) and (8.23) 8/ = -^^ and % = -^^, tiierefore, the adaptation 

law for the parameter vectors of the FLSs are 

8/ = y^eJPb^^ix) (8.28) 
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Qg = Y2̂  Pbciix)u^ (8.29) 

The final problem is how to achieve the consfraints represented by equations 

(8.17) and (8.18). The adaptation laws (8.28) and (8.29) cannot guarantee tiiese 

consfraints. To solve this problem, the parameter projection algorithm [200] can be 

used. If the parameter vector is within the constraint set or on the boundaries of the 

consfraint set but moving toward the inside of the constraint set, then the simple 

adaptation laws (8.28) and (8.29) will be used. Otherwise, if the parameter vector is 

on the boundary of the constraint set and moving toward the outside of the consfraint 

set, tiie projection algorithm wiU be used to modify the adaptation law as 

Qf = yieJPbfiix)-y^efPb^~^~^-^~ (8.30) 

6 Q^h-ix) 
8, = Y / P ^ , ^ ( ^ ) « , - Y 2 / ^ ^ C ^ C " ' 7 : 2 " (^-^l) 

8.4.1 The Desired Track 

The desked frack is tiie output of tiie predictor designed in Section 7.6.1 as 

given by equation (7.10). The output of tiiis predictor will be compared to the output 

of tiie plant at each sampling time to get tiie error. 
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8.4.2 Design procedure 

Step 1: Off-line Preprocessing 

O Specify fc^ = 1,̂ 2 = 4 such that the roots of s +k^s + k2 = 0 are 

s^ = -0.5-jj3/2 ands2 = -0.5+ j * ^ / 2 . Other values for fcj and^2 are 

possible as long as roots s^ and 2̂ are in a position in the left half-plane 

with good damping characteristics. 

0 Specify a diagonal positive definite 2 x 2 matrix Q a?, Q = 1 0 
0 1 

There is a 

trade off between elements of Q and tiie leaming rates YI and Y2 • For 

bigger elements of g , a smaller value should be chosen for leaming rates 

Yi andY2-

© Solve tiie Lyapunov equation (8.11) to obtain a symmetiic positive definite 

matrix P . 

O Specify tiie design parameters y^,y2,Mf, M^ and e based on tiie practical 

constraints. These values have been chosen to be YI = 2, Y2 = 20, 

Mf = 2> M = 100, and 8 = 0.5. There is a compromise in choosing tiiese 

parameters. SmaU leaming rates wiU result in a less adaptable system which 

is more stable, compared witii a system witii higher leaming rates. Mf and 

M are tiie upper limits on \\Qj\\ and 18^1. The lower Umit on the absolute 

value of tiie elements of the parameter vector 8^ is determined by e. 
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Step 2: Initial Fuzzy Logic PSS Construction 

O Define mj fuzzy sets FJ ' for input A© where /j = 1,2, ...,mj and m2 

fuzzy sets F^^ for input AP where I2 = 1, 2,..., m2. Here m̂  and m2 are 

chosen to be mj = m2 = 5. As stated in Chapter 5, more fuzzy sets will 

result in a more smooth response. However, this wiU make the confroUer 

more complicated in terms of computational requkements. five fuzzy sets 

for each input is sufficient for the PSS to be designed. The fuzzy sets for 

input A© are defined according to the membership fiinctions shown in Fig. 

8.2 and the fiizzy sets for input AP are defined according to the membership 

fiinctions shown in Fig. 8.3. The ranges of membership fiinctions are chosen 

according to what is expected for maximum and minimum of speed 

deviation and acceleratmg power. For tiie shape of membership functions, 

Gaussian fiinctions have been chosen to make tiie calculations easier. The 

membership functions labeUed ZR for mputs x^ and X2 have been chosen to 

Fig. 8.2 Fuzzy membership functions for input x^ 
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Fig, 8.3 Fuzzy membership functions for input X2 

he narrower than other labels. This wUl cause the osciUations in speed 

deviation response to damp faster when the speed deviation has reduced to 

small values around zero with a smaU acceleration. 

© Constract the fuzzy basis functions from the input membership functions as 

nit m-) 
(8.32) 

Z X ^ ;̂̂ 'l(̂ l)̂ ^F'2(̂ 2) 
/, = 1 /2 = 1 

and collect them into a mj xm2-dimensional vector |(x) in a namral 

ordering for /J = 1,2, ...,m^ and I2 = 1,2, ...,m2. 

© Constinct tiie fiizzy rale base for tiie FLSs fix;Qf) and gix;Qg) which 

consist of mj x m2 rales whose IF parts comprise of all tiie possible 
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combkiations of tiie fuzzy input sets. Specifically, tiie fiizzy rale base for 

gix'MJ consists of rales: 

(/l, 12) 
Rg " ' : IF ;ci is F[^ and X2 is F^S THEN g(x;Q) is x^"^'^ (8.33) 

where % " ^ is tiie cenfre of gravity of the fuzzy output set. Constract 

vector 8^ as a coUection of the values of % " ^ in the same ordering as 

^(x). For example, for the specific synchronous machine under smdy, the 

fiizzy rale base and the parameter vector 8 can be constmcted from Table 

8.3. As an example, the eighth rale is 

Table 8.3. Decision table constructed of 25 rules 

Speed 

Deviation 

(Aco) 

NB 

NS 

ZR 

PS 

PB 

Accelerating Power {AP) 

NB 

-6 

-12 

-18 

-12 

-6 

NS 

-12 

-18 

-24 

-18 

-12 

ZR 

-18 

-24 

-30 

-24 

-18 

PS 

-12 

-18 

-24 

-18 

-12 

PB 

-6 

-12 

-18 

-12 

-6 

/? /^ '^^ IF Aco is Negative Small and AP is Zero, THEN gix;Q^) should be 

close to -24. 

From this rale it is seen tiiat tiie eighth element of the parameter vector is 
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6g(8) = 8̂ ^̂ ' ^̂  = -24. In tills way tiie 25-element initial parameter vector 

8 wiU be obtained. 

Since there is not enough information about / (^ ; e . ) , the initial value of 8 . 

is chosen to be zero. 

O From steps © and © fix;Qy) and gix;Q ) are obtained as 

fix\Qf) = Qj^ix) (8.34) 

gix\Qg) = QT^ix) (8.35) 

Then the confroUing signal wiU be obtained from equation (8.7). 

Step 3: On-Line Adaptation 

O Apply tiie controlling signal to tiie plant. 

© Use the adaptive laws explained in the previous section to adjust the 

parameter vectors 8^ and 8^. 

8.4.3 Simulation results 

The performance of tiie indkect AFPSS is evaluated by firstly simulating the 

response of tiie system with the initial FPSS when 8^ is chosen randomly. Then, 8^ 

is chosen according to Table 8.3, but tiiere is no on-Une adaptation. FmaUy, the 

improved performance with on-Une adaptation is examined. The simulations have 

been done for tiie normal operating condition, i.e., P^ = 0.9 pu witii a power factor 
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of 0.9 lagging and Eg = 1.0 pu. The fransmission Une parameters are R^ = 0.03 pu 

andX^ = 0.15 pu. 

The speed deviation response of the system for the first case, i.e., random 

selection of 8 without on-line adaptation is shown in Fig. 8.4. The stabiliser output 
o 

is shown in Fig. 8.5. As seen from the figures, the stabilising signal and the speed 

deviation response are unstable. In this case the performance index is Jp = 1348 

which is calculated over the time period of 4 seconds. The response of the indkect 

AFPSS when 8 is chosen according to Table 8.3, but there is no on-Une adaptation, 

is shown in Fig. 8.6. In this case J = 64.5. The output of the indkect AFPSS in this 

case is shown in Fig. 8.7. 

The response of the indkect AFPSS with on-line adaptation is shown in Fig. 

8.8. In this case J = 47.1, which shows a better performance compared to the 

1.5 

o 1 a 

a 
> 

0.5 

T3 
•a 
(D 

a. 
"-0.5 

-1.5 
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 

t, sec 
3.5 

Fig. 8.4 Response of the system with initial indirect FPSS without on-line adaptation 
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Fig. 8.5 Output of the initial indirect FPSS output without on-line adaptation 
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Fig. 8.6 Response of the system with indirect AFPSS without on-line adaptation for normal 
operating conditions 

previous case. The stabiUsing signal for this case is shown in Fig. 8.9. 

In order to shed more tight on tiie better performance of tiie indkect AFPSS 
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Fig. 8.7 The indirect FPSS output without on-line adaptation for the normal operating conditions 
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Fig. 8.8 Response of the system with indirect AFPSS with on-line adaptation 

compared to tiie initial FPSS without adaptation, lets change tiie operating condition 

and the line impedance. The new operating condition is P^ = 0.7 pu witii a power 
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Fig. 8.9 The indirect AFPSS outputvwith on-line adaptation 

factor of 0.7 laggkig and Eg = 1.0 pu. The transmission Une parameters are 

R^ = 0.05 pu and X^ = 0.45 pu. The response of tiie mitial FPSS, witii 8̂  chosen 

according to Table 8.3, without on-line adaptation is shown in Fig. 8.10. In this case 

J =397. The stabiUsing signal is shown in Fig. 8.11. Now, the response of tiie 

indkect AFPSS witii on-line adaptation is obtained as shown in Fig. 8.12. In this case 

J = 149, which shows a lot of improvement compared to the initial FPSS result. 

However, the response is not optimum (Jp has not tiie minunum obtainable value). 

The output of tiie indkect AFPSS in tiiis case is shown in Fig. 8.13. 
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Fig. 8.10 Response of the system with the indirect AFPSS without on-line adaptation for the 
new operating condition and line impedance 
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Fig. 8.11 The output of the initial indirect AFPSS without on-line adaptation for the new 
operating condition and line impedance 
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Fig. 8,12 Response of the system with the indirect AFPSS with on-line adaptation for the new 
operating condition and line impedance 

Fig. 8.13 The output of the indirect AFPSS with on-line adaptation for the new operating 
condition and line impedance 
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8.5 Direct Adaptive Fuzzy Logic PSS 

In this section the procedure of designing a dkect AFPSS for a cogenerator 

system is explained. The system is represented by equation (8.1). The control 

objective is to force y to follow a given desked signal y^, under the constraint that aU 

signals involved must be bounded. More specifically, the confrol objective is [195] to 

determine a feedback control u - u{x;Q) (based on fuzzy logic systems) and an 

adaptive law for adjusting the parameter vector 8 such that: 

1. The closed-loop system be globaUy stable in the sense that aU variables, 

x{t), 8, and M(JC;8) must be bounded; that is, ||JC|| < M^, \\Q\\ < MQ , and |M| < M̂^ for 

aht>0, where M^, MQ , and M^ are design parameters specified by the designer. 

2. The frackkig error, e = y-y^, should be as smaU as possible under the 

consfraints in the previous objective. 

In tills section, tiie objective is to design a fiizzy logic confroUer with a control 

law u close enough to u* (refer to equation (8.5)). 

SknUar to tiie procedure followed in the previous section, the adaptation law is 

derived by the following procedure. As in the previous case this approach in 

designing adaptive dkect fiizzy logic confroUers was first infroduced by Wang [195]. 

However, tiie application of tiiis approach in designkig dkect adaptive fuzzy logic 

PSSs is tiie contribution of tiiis thesis. 

By adding gix)u* to botii sides of equation (8.5) and using equation (8.6), tiie 

foUowing equation is derived: 
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y + gix)u* = fix) + gix)u-l-[-f(x)-i-y^-lJe] 

= gix)u-i-y--lJe 
(8.36) 

or 

e = -k e-\-g{x)(u-u*) (8.37) 

Since e = [e, e] equation (8.37) can be written as 

e = A^e-1-g^{x)(u - u*) (8.38) 

where 

K = c 

0 

—^2 

1 

-^ij 
and g^ix) = 0 

gix) 
(8.39) 

A^ is a stable matrix, because \sl - Â j = s + A:̂ ^ + ̂ 2 has its roots in the open 

left plane. Therefore, there exists a unique symmetric positive definite (2x2) matrix 

P which satisfies the Lyapunov equation: 

AjP + PA^ = -Q (8.40) 

where Q is an arbifrary 2 x 2 diagonal positive definite matrix. 
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Now, consider u^ as the output of a FLS which can be represented as 

M 

u,ix;Q) = X ^Ui) 
1=1 (8.41) 

= e''^(^) 

T T 

where 8 = [Oj, . . . ,8^] and \{x) = [^i(x), ...,^^(x)] .In order to develop an 

adaptive law to adjust the parameter vector 8 such that u^{x;^) is close enough to 

M*, define the optimal parameter vector 

8* ^ argmme[-y"Px|"* " "c(2'Q)| ̂  ^^•^'^^ 

and the minimum approximation error 

w^M*-M,(x;e*) (8.43) 

The error equation (8.38) can be rewritten as 

e = A,g + g^(^)[M,(x;8)-M,(i;e*)-w] 

= A^e_ + g_^ix)[u^ix;Q)-u^ix;Q*)] -g^ix)w 

Since Mrx;e) = Q^^ix) and w,(x;e*) = e*^|( i ) , (8.44) can be written as 

(8.44) 
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where 

e = A^e + g^{x)^ iix)-g^ix)w (8.45) 

$ = 8 - 8 * (8.46) 

Define the Lyapunov function candidate 

V ^ \^Pe_ + ^^i^\_ (8.47) 

where y is a constant which will be used as the leaming rate in the adaptation 

T • T • T • T .T 

procedure. Since ^ ^ has only one element (a 1 x 1 matrix), ^ ^ = (^^ ) = $ $ 

and using (8.45) it can be shown that 

y = -7:/Qe + /Pg ix)^^^ix) - JPg {x)w + -(|)̂ (i) 
Z _t - - - c y - -

= -:^e^Qe + / Pngix)<^ %ix) + -$^$ - e^P„g(i)w 
(8.48) 

where P„ is the last column of P. 
—n 

Equivalently 

V = ~/Qe. + =-[y/P,gix)^ix) + $] - /P^gix)w (8.49) 
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T 
If ^ is chosen such that ^ = -ye P^g{x)^{x), then 

V = ~/Qe-/p^g(x)w (8.50) 

w is the difference between the ideal controUing signal u* and the output of the FLC 

when the optimal parameter vector is used, i.e., u^(x;Q*). It is expected that 

T 
e Pngix)w which is of the order of the minimum approximation error has a smaU 

1 T. 

2-
T, value such that -e Qe> e P^gix)w\ and as a result 

y < 0 (8.51) 

From equation (8.46) (j) = 8, therefore the adaptation law is 

8 = -y/P^gix)^ix) (8.52) 

If tiie normalised leaming rate is defined to be Y„ = -Jgix) which is a positive 

number then 

e = yjp^^ixj (8.53) 

Y„ wUl be specified by tiie designer. Since g(x) is unknown, tiie value of -ygix) can 
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not be calculated. However, this will not create any problem. As long as the sign of 

Y„ is chosen properly (positive in this case), the parameter vector 8 will change in 

the desked dkection. The specific value of Y„ depends on the requked rate of change 

of 8. Y„ can be chosen to be a constant. A smaU value of Y„ means less adaptation. A 

big value of Y„ may cause instability. 

The consfraint ||8|| < MQ is achieved using the parameter projection algorithm. 

If the parameter vector is within the consfraint set or on the boundaries of the 

consfraint set but moving toward the inside of the consfraint set, then the simple 

adaptive law represented by equation (8.53) wiU be used. Otherwise, if the parameter 

vector is on the boundary of the consfraint set mid moving toward the outside of the 

consfraint set, the projection algorithm wiU be used to modify the adaptive law as 

foUows: 

Ti T 88 s(.^) 

8 = yJPM^) - yn/Pn^^-^ (8.54) 

The desked track is tiie same as what was infroduced in Section 8.4.1. 

8.5.1 Design Procedure 

Step 1: Off-Une Preprocessing 

O Specify A;i = 1,̂ 2 = 4 such tiiat the roots of s +k^s-i-k2 = 0 are 

s, = -0.5-jj3/2 and .$2 = -0.5 + ;-s^/2, 
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© Specify a diagonal positive definite 2 x 2 matrix Q as Q = 1 0 
0 1 

. There is a 

trade off between elements of Q and the leaming rate Y„- For bigger 

elements of Q,a smaller value should be chosen for leaming rate Y„ . 

© Solve tiie Lyapunov equation (8.11) to obtain a symmetric positive definite 

matrix P . 

O Specify the design parameters Y„ = 1-5, Mg = 3, M^ = 0.2 and M^ = 10 

based on the practical consfraints. 

Step 2: Initial Fuzzy Logic PSS Construction 

O Define m̂  fiizzy sets F[^ for input jcj = Aco where /j = 1, 2,..., m̂  and 

m2 fiizzy sets F^^ for input X2 = iAP)/(2H) where I2 = 1,2, ...,m2. 

Here m̂  and m2 are chosen to be m̂  = m2 = 5. The fuzzy sets for input 

jcj are defined according to the membership functions shown in Fig. 8.2 and 

the fiizzy sets for input X2 are defined accorcUng to the membership 

fiinctions shown in Fig. 8.3. 

© Constract the fuzzy basis functions from the input membership functions 

a n \^phi''i)^F'2^''i) 
f"'\x) = ^ ^ (8.55) 

E Z \^phi''i)^F'2i''i^ 
/, = 1 / 2 = 1 

and collect them into a m̂  xm2-dimensional vector |(x) in a namral 
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ordering for/j = 1, 2, ...,mi and/2 = 1,2, ...,m2. 

© Constract the fiizzy rale base for the FLS u^(x;Q) which consists of m^ x m2 

rales whose IF parts comprise of all tiie possible combinations of tiie fuzzy 

input sets. Specifically, the fuzzy rale base of u (x;Q) consists of rales: 

/?^'" ''^: IF jci is Fj' and ^2 is F[^ , THEN u^ is Ĝ "̂ ''̂  (8.56) 

where G " ^ are the cenfre of gravity of the fuzzy output sets. Constract 

vector 6 as a collection of the values of G " ^ in the same ordering as 

|(jc). For example, for the specific synchronous machine under smdy, the 

fiizzy rale base and the parameter vector 8 can be constracted as foUows: 

the output membership functions are defined in Fig. 8.14. Based on these 

membership functions and what is known from input-output behaviour of a 

synchronous machine, decision rales are obtained which are summarized in 

Table 8.4. The labels for output are tiien converted to the numbers which 

represent the centre of gravity of output membership functions as shown in f 

Table 8.5. 

As an example, the ninth rale is 

R^^' "^^-.TF X]^ is NS and X2 is PS, THEN u^ should be close to zero 

From this rale it is seen that the ninth element of the parameter vector is 

8(9) = 8̂ '̂'*̂  = 0. In this way tiie 25-element initial parameter vector wiU be 

obtained. 
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Fig. 8.14 Output membership functions 

Table 8.4. Decision table of 25 rules using input and output labels 

Speed 

Deviation 

(Aco) 

NB 

NS 

ZR 

PS 

PB 

Accelerating Power (AP) 

NB 

NB 

NM 

NS 

NVS 

ZR 

NS 

NM 

NS 

NVS 

ZR 

PVS 

ZR 

NS 

NVS 

ZR 

PVS 

PS 

PS 

NVS 

ZR 

PVS 

PS 

PM 

PB 

ZR 

PVS 

PS 

PM 

PB 

O From steps © and © the confrolUng signal will be obtained as 

uJx;Q) = Q'^ix) (8.57) 
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Tabic 8.5. Decision table of 25 rules using the centre of gravity of the output fuzzy sets 

Speed 

Deviation 

(A©) 

NB 

NS 

ZR 

PS 

PB 

Accelerating Power (AP) 

NB 

-0.35 

-0.24 

-0.15 

-0.07 

0 

NS 

-0.24 

-0.15 

-0.07 

0 

0.07 

ZR 

-0.15 

-0.07 

0 

0.07 

0.15 

PS 

-0.07 

0 

0.07 

0.15 

0.24 

PB 

0 

0.07 

0.15 

0.24 

0.35 

Step 3: On-Line Adaptation 

O Apply the feedback confrol u^ given by equation (8.57) to the plant. 

© Use the following adaptive law to adjust the parameter vector 8: 

T T 9® s ( i ) 
8 = Y„g Pnlix)-ay,e_ P^^^-^ (8.58) 

where 

a = < 
0, if ||e|| <Me or (||e|| = MQ and /P„8'^5(i) < 0) 

1, if (||e|| = Me and Jp^kix) > 0) 
(8.59) 
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8.5.2 Simulation results 

Similar simulations to those performed for the indkect AFPSS are performed 

for the dkect AFPSS. Firstly, simulations are done for the normal operating 

condition, i.e., P^ = 0.9 pu with a power factor of 0.9 lagging and Eg = 1.0 pu with 

the transmission line parameters R^ = 0.03 pu and X^ = 0.15 pu. The speed 

deviation response when elements of 8 are chosen randomly and there is no on-line 

adaptation is shown in Fig. 8.15. In this case J = 1083. Fig. 8.16 shows the 

StabiUsing signal in this case. 

Now, with the same conditions, the elements of the parameter vector are chosen 

according to Table 8.5. The speed deviation response of the system is shown in Fig. 

8.17. In this case 7 = 48. The stabilising signal is shown in Fig. 8.18. Since the 

response is nearly optimum (in the sense that J is close to the minimum value 

obtainable), the system response with on-line adaptation wUl not have much 
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Fig. 8.15 Response of the system with initial direct FPSS without on-line adaptation 
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Fig. 8.16 The initial direct FPSS output without on-line adaptation 
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Fig. 8.17 Response of the system with direct FPSS without on-line adaptation for normal 
operating conditions 

difference with tiie one shown in Fig. 8.17. Therefore, k is not shown here. 
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Fig. 8.18 The direct FPSS output without on-line adaptation for the normal operating conditions 

For a different operating conditions and line impedances, i.e., P^ = 0.7 pu 

with a power factor of 0.7 lagging and Eg ^ 1.0 pu witii the transmission line 

parameters R^ = 0.05 pu and X^ = 0.45 pu, the simulations are repeated. When the 

parameter vector is chosen according to Table 8.5 but there is no on-Une adaptation, 

the speed deviation response is as shown in Fig. 8.19. In tiiis case Jp = 308. Fig. 

8.20 shows the stabiUsing signal in tiiis case. 

The response of tiie system witii dkect AFPSS witii on-Une adaptation for tiie 

new conditions is shown in Fig. 8.21. hi tiiis case Jp = 123. The stabUising signal is 

shown in Fig. 8.22. Comparing figures 8.21 and 8.19, k is observed tiiat tiie 

adaptabiUty of tiie dkect AFPSS improves tiie response significantly. Also, 

comparing Fig. 8.21 to Fig. 8.12 reveals tiiat tiie dkect AFPSS is more effective than 

tiie indkect AFPSS. This result seems to be different from what is known for 

conventional adaptive confroUers. In tiie adaptive control literamre, k is weU known 
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Fig. 8.19 Response of the system with the direct FP^S without on-line adaptation for the new 
operating condition and line impedance 
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Fig. 8.20 The output of the direct FPSS without on-line adaptation for the new operating 
condition and line impedance 

that tiie kidkect schemes are more robust tiian dkect schemes. The reason for this 

difference in tiie results obtained for AFPSSs compared to conventional adaptive 
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Fig. 8.21 Response of the system with the direct AFPSS with on-line adaptation for the new 
operating condition and line impedance 

Fig. 8.22 The output of the direct AFPSS with on-line adaptation for the new operating condition 
and line impedance 

schemes can be stated as follows: 
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in the conventional indkect adaptive schemes the functions such as f{x) and g(x) 

are assumed to be known. The controUer is constracted on the basis of these known 

fiinctions. On the other hand, for the indkect AFPSS functions f(x) and g(x) are not 

known. The indkect adaptation scheme in this case is an attempt to estimate these 

fiinctions and adjust the controller indirectly. This scheme is not as effective as when 

the fiinctions are known. 

8.6 Conclusions 

In this chapter two schemes for designing adaptive fiizzy logic power system 

StabiUsers were discussed. In both schemes the stabUity of the system is guaranteed, 

because the design of the adaptive power system stabiUsers is based on the Lyapunov 

synthesis method. This is the main advantage of the AFPSSs compared to the 

neural-network-based adaptive PSS, which was discussed in Chapter 7. Another 

advantage of the AFPSSs compared to the neural-network-based APSS is the 

possibUity of choosing the initial FPSS based on some linguistic rales, which can be 

obtained from experts or derived by the designer. This fact makes the AFPSSs useful 

even before on-line adaptation. 

Comparing the indkect AFPSS with tiie dkect AFPSS, k is revealed that tiie 

dkect scheme has some advantages over the indkect one. Simulation results shows 

that the dkect AFPSS damps tiie system osciUations more effectively. Moreover, the 

stmcture of the dkect AFPSS is simpler and ks design is straightforward. This makes 

ks implementation easier. Also the computation tune for the dkect AFPSS is less 

tiian tiie indkect AFPSS and tiiis makes its implementation feasible. 



Chapter 9 

Comparing Performances of the Proposed PSSs 

9.1 Overview of the Chapter 

This chapter compares the performances of the proposed power system 

StabiUsers described in the previous chapters. 

9.2 Introduction 

In this chapter responses of the power system stabilisers designed in the 

previous chapters wiU be obtained using nonlinear simulations. Since the main 

objective of the thesis is to design various PSSs based on fuzzy logic and neural 

networks for an industrial cogenerator and since the power system connected to the 

cogenerator can be considered as an infinite bus, the simulation smdies are performed 

using a one-machine infinite-bus model. 

The proposed PSSs will be compared in various operating conditions. Although 

the plots of various quantities of the power system such as electric output power, 

reactive power, terminal voltage, and output voltage of the excitation system have 

been obtamed in simulation smdies, for brevity only tiie torque angle response, the 

165 
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speed deviation response and the stabiUsing signal will be shown. 

Advantages and disadvantages of the PSSs will be discussed at the end. Since 

the performances of the two fixed parameters FPSS (namely the Mamdani-Type and 

the polar FPSSs) are very simUar, only the Mamdani-Type FPSS has been presented. 

Also, since tiie performance of tiie FPSS mned by a fuzzy logic system is simUar to 

the FPSS tuned by a neural network (the NFPSS), only the latter has been discussed. 

The CPSS designed in Chapter 4 will be used as a bench-mark for comparisons. 

Also the performance index Jp defined by equation (6.5) (Section 6.3.3) is used to 

compare different resuks. The smaller the value of Jp, the better tiie performance of 

tiie PSS. 

The machine parameters, provided by the manufacmrer, and the parameters 

used for the excitation system are given in Appendix A. The machine parameters are 

converted to tiie fiindamental parameters as explained in reference [1], so that they 

suk the pu system of the matiiematical model. Voltage at the infinite bus iEg) is 

considered to be 1.0 pu. The reactance of the fransformer is (X,^) is 0.05 pu. 

Three sets of operatmg conditions are considered for simulation smdies as 

foUows. In all tiiree cases P^ and tiie specified power factor are at tiie machine 

terminal. 

Case 1) Normal conditions, i.e., P^ = 0.9 pu witii a power factor of 0.9 laggkig witii 

the fransmission line parameters R^^ = 0.06 pu, R^2 = ^-^^ P"' ^ d = ^-^ P" ^ ^ 

X^2 = 0.3 pu. 

Case 2) Leadmg power factor operatmg point, i.e., P^ = 0.85 pu witii a power factor 
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of 0.9 leadkig witii tiie transmission line parameters R^^ = 0.06 pu, R^2 = 0.06 pu, 

X î = 0.3 pu and X^2 = 0.3 pu. 

Case 3) Heavy reactive load witii weak connections, i.e., P^ = 0.7 pu witii a power 

factor of 0.7 lagging witii tiie transmission line parameters R^^ = 0.1 pu, 

R^2 = 0.1 pu, X î = 0.9 pu and X^2 = 0.9 pu. 

9.3 Comparing the Fixed-Parameter FPSS with the CPSS 

9.3.1 Step change in the reference voltage 

a) While the power system was operating as in Case 1, a dismrbance of 0.1 pu 

decrease in reference voltage was applied at f = 0.1 seconds. The reference voltage 

was remmed to the original value after 5 seconds. The system torque angle response 

for both CPSS and the fixed-parameters FPSS is shown in Fig. 9.1. Also, the 

response of the system without any PSS is shown in the figure. The performance 
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Fig. 9.1 The torque angle responses of CPSS and FPSS for a disturbance in the reference 
voltage (Case 1) 
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index for the system with no PSS is Jp = 1282, for the system with CPSS is 

J = 521, and for the system with FPSS is J = 494. Fig. 9.2 shows the terminal 

Fig, 9.2 The terminal voltage responses of CPSS and FPSS for a disturbance in the reference 
voltage (Case 1) 

voltage of the system in tiiis case. Since botti the CPSS and ttie FPSS are designed for 

this operating condition, thek performance are compatible in this case. 

b) WhUe tiie system was operating as in Case 2, tiie same dismrbance was 

appUed. The system torque angle response is shown in Fig. 9.3. One may wonder 

how tiie torque angle can be more tiian 90 degrees and tiie machine stiU remams in 

synchronism. The answer is that one should differentiate between the internal torque 

angle of tiie machine (8,), which is defined as tiie angle between q-axis of tiie 

machine and its terminal voltage, and tiie torque angle with respect to tiie common 

reference of tiie system (6), which is defined as tiie angle between tiie q-axis of tiie 

machine and tiie infinite bus voltage. The torque angle referred to in tiie sknulation 

stiidies is tiie torque angle (8) witii respect to tiie common reference of tiie system 
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Fig. 9.3 The torque angle responses of CPSS and FPSS for a disturbance in the reference 
voltage (Case 2) 

{E^. Fig. 9.4 iUusfrates these definitions. 

The performance index for tiie system witii no PSS is Jp = 6570, for the 

system witii CPSS is Jp = 1837, and for the system witii FPSS is Jp = 1327. Fig. 

*^Eg^^o 

Fig. 9.4 Phasor diagram showing the torque angle 8 referred to in the simulation studies 
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9.5 shows the terminal voltage responses of the system. It is observed from the 
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Fig. 9.5 The terminal voltage responses of CPSS and FPSS for a disturbance in the reference 
voltage (Case 2) 

figures tiiat in this case the system with the CPSS is on the edge of instabiUty. On the 

other hand, the FPSS has a better performance, though there is some room for 

improvement. 

c) While the system was operating as in Case 3, the same disturbance as in the 

previous cases was appUed. The system torque angle response is shown in Fig. 9.6 

and the terminal voltage of the system is shown in Fig. 9.7. In this case the response 

of the system with the CPSS is more osciUatory than the response of the system with 

tiie FPSS. 

9.3.2 Step change in the mechanical input power 

a) A disturbance of 0.1 pu increase in the input mechanical power was appUed 

to tiie system at r = 0.1 seconds, whUe tiie system operating conditions were as in 

Case 1. The dismrbance was removed after 5 seconds and the system returned to the 
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Fig. 9.6 The torque angle responses of CPSS and FPSS for a disturbance in the reference 
voltage (Case 3) 
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Fig. 9.7 The terminal voltage responses of CPSS and FPSS for a disturbance in the reference 
voltage (Case 3) 

original state. The system torque angle response is shown in Fig. 9.8 and the terminal 

voltage of tiie machkie is shown in Fig. 9.9. The performance mdex for the system 
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Fig. 9.8 The torque angle responses of CPSS and FPSS for a disturbance in the input 
mechanical power (Case 1) 

Fig. 9.9 The terminal voltage responses of CPSS and FPSS for a disturbance in the input 
mechanical power (Case 1) 

witii no PSS is J„ = 599, for tiie system witii CPSS is J = 87.2, and for tiie system 

witii FPSS is Jp = 78.5. As before, tiie responses are comparable in tiiis case. 
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b) The same dismrbance was appUed to the system whUe the system operating 

conditions were as in Case 2. The system torque angle response is shown in Fig. 9.10 
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Fig. 9.10 The torque angle responses of CPSS and FPSS for a disturbance in the input 
mechanical power (Case 2) 

and the terminal voltage is shown ki Fig. 9.11. The performance mdex for tiie system 

witii no PSS is Jp = 4061, for tiie system with CPSS is Jp = 143, and for tiie 

system witii FPSS is /^ = 84. 

c) The same disturbance was appUed to tiie system whUe tiie system operating 

conditions were as in Case 3. The system torque angle response is shown m Fig. 9.12 

and tiie termkial voltage is shown m Fig. 9.13. The performance mdex for tiie system 

witii no PSS is J„ = 841, for tiie system witii CPSS is / = 158.6, and for tiie 

system witii FPSS is 7_ = 70.3. 
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Fig. 9.11 The terminal voltage responses of CPSS and FPSS for a disturbance in the input 
mechanical power (Case 2) 
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Fig. 9.12 The torque angle responses of CPSS and FPSS for a disturbance in the input 
mechanical power (Case 3) 
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Fig. 9.13 The terminal voltage responses of CPSS and FPSS for a disturbance in the input 
mechanical power (Case 3) 

9.3.3 Three-Phase to ground fault test 

9.3.3.1 Normal load and switching off one line 

WhUe the system was operating as in Case 1, a three-phase to ground fault 

occurred at one end of one of the transmission lines close to the bus-bar connected to 

tiie fransformer near the generator (refer to Fig. 3.7). The faulty line was switched off 

after 40 msec. The system torque angle response is shown in Fig. 9.14. Also, tiie 

terminal voltage of the generator is shown in Fig. 9.15 and tiie stabUising signals are 

shown in Fig. 9.16.The performance index for tiie system with no PSS is Jp = 1903, 

for tiie system with CPSS is Jp = 92.3, and for tiie system witii FPSS is Jp = 25.5. 

Obviously, the FPSS has a better performance. 
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Fig. 9.14 The torque angle responses of CPSS anci FPSS for a three-phase to ground fault 
(Casel) 
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Fig. 9.15 The terminal voltage responses of CPSS and FPSS for a three-phase to ground fault 
(Casel) 

9.3.3.2 Leading power factor load and switching off one line 

While tiie system was operating as in Case 2, tiie same fauk occurred at the 

same position. The system torque angle response is shown in Fig. 9.17. The terminal 
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Fig. 9.16 The outputs of CPSS and FPSS for a three-phase to ground fault (Case 1) 

Fig. 9.17 The torque angle responses of CPSS and FPSS for a three-phase to ground fault 
(Case 2) 

voltage of tiie generator is shown in Fig. 9.18 and tiie stabUisers output are shown in 

Fig. 9.19. The performance mdex for tiie system witii no PSS is Jp = 5897, for tiie 
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Fig. 9.19 The outputs of CPSS and FPSS for a three-phase to ground fault (Case 2) 

system witii CPSS is 7^ = 271.5, and for tiie system witii FPSS is Jp = 87.9. 
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9.3.3.3 Heavy reactive load and switching off one line 

While the system was operating as in Case 3, the same fault occurred at the 

same position. The system torque angle response is shown in Fig. 9.20. The terminal 
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Fig. 9.20 The torque angle responses of CPSS and FPSS for a three-phase to ground fault and 
switching off the faulty line (Case 3) 

voltage of the generator is shown in Fig. 9.21 and the stabiUsing confrol is shown in 

Fig. 9.22. The performance index for the system witii no PSS is Jp = 2478, for tiie 

system witii CPSS is Jp = 655, and for tiie system witii FPSS is Jp = 115.4. 

9.3.3.4 Normal load without disconnecting the faulty line 

While tiie system was operating as in Case 1, a tiiree-phase to ground fauk 

occurred at tiie same position. The fauk was cleared after 40 msec witiiout 

disconnecting tiie faulty line. The system torque angle response is shown ki Fig. 9.23. 

Also, tiie terminal voltage of tiie generator is shown in Fig. 9.24 and tiie stabUismg 

confrol is shown in Fig. 9.25. The performance mdex for tiie system witii no PSS is 

J = 681.9, for tiie system witii CPSS is Jp = 48.4, and for tiie system witii FPSS 
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Fig. 9.24 The terminal voltage responses of CPSS and FPSS for a three-phase to ground fault 
with the faulty line remaining after fault clearance (Case 1) 
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Fig. 9.25 The outputs of CPSS and FPSS for a three-phase to ground fault with the faulty line 
remaining after fault clearance (Case 1) 

9.3.3.5 Leading power factor without disconnecting the faulty line 

WhUe the system was operating as in Case 2, the same fault as in the previous 

sub-section occurred at the same position. The system torque angle response is 

shown in Fig. 9.26. Also, tiie terminal voltage of the generator is shown in Fig. 9.27 

and tiie stabUisers outputs are shown in Fig. 9.28. The performance mdex for the 

system witii no PSS is Jp = 3417, for tiie system witii CPSS is Jp = 105.5, and for 

tiie system witii FPSS is Jp = 42.3. 

9.3.3.6 Heavy reactive load without disconnecting the faulty line 

For Case 3, tiie same fauk as in tiie previous sub-section occurred. The system 

torque angle response is shown in Fig. 9.29. Also, the termkial voltage of tiie 

generator is shown in Fig. 9.30 and tiie stabUisers outputs are shown in Fig. 9.31. The 

performance index for tiie system witii no PSS is Jp = 1239, for tiie system witii 
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Fig. 9.26 The torque angle responses of CPSS and FPSS for a three-phase to ground fault with 
the faulty line remaining after fault clearance (Case 2) 
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Fig. 9.27 The terminal voltage responses of CPSS and FPSS for a three-phase to ground fault 
with the faulty line remaining after fault clearance (Case 2) 

CPSS is Jp = 82.4, and for tiie system with FPSS is Jp = 47.8. 
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Fig. 9.28 The outputs of CPSS and FPSS for a three-phase to ground fault with the faulty line 
remaining after fault clearance (Case 2) 
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Fig. 9.29 The torque angle responses of CPSS and FPSS for a three-phase to ground fault with 
the faulty line remaining after fault clearance (Case 3) 
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Fig. 9.30 The terminal voltage responses of CPSS and FPSS for a three-phase to ground fault 
with the faulty line remaining after fault clearance (Case 3) 
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remaining after fault clearance (Case 3) 
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9.3.4 Different oscillation-mode test 

The main purpose of the PSSs is to damp out tiie low frequency osciUations of 

the power system under different disturbances. The CPSS normaUy needs to be 

redesigned for each power system appUcation and the FPSS has to be re-mned if tiie 

system configuration changes. However, tiie FPSS has tiie capabUity of accepting 

imprecision and even vagueness in the system parameters to some extent. 

In this test different machine inertia was used to infroduce different osciUation 

modes. Tests were conducted for machine per-unit inertia, H, changing from 2.0 to 

5.0 seconds (the nominal value is 3.8 seconds). The machine was working under 

normal conditions (Case I) while a three-phase to ground occurred at the sending end 

of the fransmission line. The fault was cleared after 40 msec by disconnecting the 

faulty line. For per unit inertia being H = 2 seconds, system torque angle responses 

for the system without any PSS, with the CPSS and with the FPSS are shown in Fig. 

9.32 and the stabiUsers output are shown in Fig. 9.33. The performance index is 
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Fig. 9.32 The torque angle responses of CPSS and FPSS for a three-phase to ground fault with 
H = 2 (Casel) 
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Fig. 9.33 The outputs of CPSS and FPSS for a three-phase to ground fault with H = 2 (Case 1) 

Jp = 3541 for tiie system witii no PSS, Jp = 145 for the system witii CPSS, and 

Jp = 85.4 for tiie system witii FPSS. 

For H = 5 seconds, tiie torque angle responses and tiie stabiUsers outputs are 

shown in Fig. 9.34 and Fig. 9.35,respectively. In this case the performance index is 

Jp = 1182 for tiie system witii no PSS, Jp = 150 for tiie system with CPSS, and 

Jp = 37 for tiie system witii FPSS. 

9.4 Comparing the NFPSS with the CPSS 

The performance of tiie NFPSS compared with tiie FPSS and CPSS is 

examined by conducting tiie tiiree-phase to ground fauk test infroduced in 

sub-section 9.3.3 for three cases mfroduced in Section 9.2. 
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Fig. 9.34 The torque angle responses of CPSS and FPSS for a three-phase to ground fault with 
H = 5 (Casel) 
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Fig. 9.35 The outputs of CPSS and FPSS for a three-phase to ground fault with H = 5 (Case 1) 
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9.4.1 Normal load and switching off one line 

While the system was operating as in Case 1, a three-phase to ground fault 

occurred at the sending end of the transmission line. The faulty Une was switched off 

after 40 msec. The system torque angle and speed deviation are shown in Fig. 9.36 
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Fig. 9.36 The torque angle response of the NFPSS compared with the CPSS and FPSS for a 
three-phase to ground fault and switching off the faulty line (Case 1) 

and Fig. 9.37, respectively. The performance index is Jp = 92.3 for tiie CPSS, 

Jp = 25.5 for tiie FPSS, and 7p = 25.3 for tiie NFPSS. 

9.4.2 Leading power factor and switching off one line 

While the system was operating as in Case 2, tiie same fauk occurred at the 

sending end of tiie fransmission Une. The system torque angle and speed deviation 

are shown in Fig. 9.38 and Fig. 9.39, respectively. The performance index is 

/ = 271.5 for tiie CPSS,/„ = 87.9 for tiie FPSS, and 7 = 49.3 for tiie NFPSS. 
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Fig. 9.37 The speed deviation response of the NFPSS compared with the CPSS and FPSS for 
a three-phase to ground fault and switchirig off the faulty line (Case 1) 
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Fig. 9.38 The torque angle response of the NFPSS compared with the CPSS and FPSS for a 
three-phase to ground fault and switching off the faulty line (Case 2) 
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Fig. 9.39 The speed deviation response of the NFPSS compared with the CPSS and FPSS for 
a three-phase to ground fault and switching off the faulty line (Case 2) 

9.4.3 Heavy reactive load and switching off one line 

While the system was operating as in Case 3, the system was dismrbed by the 

same fault. The system torque angle and speed deviation are shown in Fig. 9.40 and 

Fig. 9.41, respectively. The performance index is Jp = 655 for tiie CPSS, 

Jp = 115.4 for tiie FPSS, and 7^ = 55.8 for tiie NFPSS. 

9.5 Comparing the AFPSSs with the FPSS and CPSS 

The performance of the indkect and dkect adaptive fuzzy power system 

StabiUsers (AFPSSs) are compared witii tiie CPSS by conducting tiie tiiree-phase to 

ground fault test as in the previous section. 
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Fig. 9,40 The torque angle response of the NFPSS compared with the CPSS and FPSS for a 
three-phase to ground fault and switching off the faulty line (Case 3) 
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Fig. 9.41 The speed deviation response of the NFPSS compared with the CPSS and FPSS for 
a three-phase to ground fault and switching off the faulty line (Case 3) 

9.5.1 Normal load and switching off one line 

While tiie system was operating as in Case 1, a three-phase to ground fauk 
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occurred at the sending end of tiie transmission line. The faulty Une was switched off 

after 40 msec. The system torque angle and speed deviation are shown in Fig. 9.42 

Fig. 9.42 The torque angle response of the AFPSS compared with the CPSS for a three-phase 
to ground fault and switching off the faulty line (Case 1) 

and Fig. 9.43, respectively. Jp = 92.3 for tiie CPSS, Jp = 25.4 for tiie DAFPSS, 

and y = 27.8 for tiie lAFPSS. Although tiie speed deviation responses are very 

simUar for the DAFPSS and tiie lAFPSS, the torque angle responses are different. 

The torque angle response of tiie DAFPSS has a steady state error. The reason is tiiat 

altiiough tiie adaptation law for tiie DAFPSS guarantees tiie convergence of tiie 

machkie speed deviation to zero, k does not guarantee the stabUiser output to 

converge to zero. AcmaUy k is possible tiiat u^ in equation (8.41) have a nonzero 

value even for i = 0. This fact is iUusfrated in Fig. 9.44 where tiie output of tiie 

StabiUsers are compared. 

This problem can be rectified by resetting tiie parameter vector to tiie value 

before adaptation, whenever ||xl| ^ J^^^^^ is smaUer tiian a specified value such 
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Fig. 9.43 The speed deviation response of the AFPSS compared with the CPSS for a 
three-phase to ground fault and switching off the faulty line (Case 1) 
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Fig. 9.44 Stabiliser output of the AFPSS compared with the CPSS for a three-phase to ground 
fault and switching off the faulty line (Case 1) 

as 0.05. This can be done in software when tiie stabUiser is knplemented. The torque 

angle response and tiie output of tiie stabiUsers for tiie modified AFPSSs are shown 

in Figures 9.45 and 9.46. It can be noticed from tiie figures tiiat steady state error has 

reduced to zero. The performance index for tiie modified DAFPSS is a bk higher tiian 
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Fig. 9.45 The torque angle response of the modified AFPSSs compared with the CPSS for a 
three-phase to ground fault and switching off the faulty line (Case 1) 
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Fig. 9.46 Stabiliser output of the modified AFPSSs compared with the CPSS for a three-phase 
to ground fault and switching off the faulty line (Case 1) 

tiie original DAFPSS. This performance mdex (Jp) is 30.6 which is a compromise 

for reducing the steady state error to zero. The performance index for tiie LAFPSS is 

27.7 which has not changed. 
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For the rest of this chapter modified AFPSSs wiU be used in simulation smdies. 

9.5.2 Leading power factor and switching off one line 

While the system was operating as in Case 2, the same fault occurred at the 

sending end of the fransmission line. The system torque angle and speed deviation 

are shown in Fig. 9.47 and Fig. 9.48, respectively. Jp = 271.5 for the CPSS, 
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Fig. 9.47 The torque angle response of the AFPSS compared with the CPSS for a three-phase 
to ground fault and switching off the faulty line (Case 2) 

/p = 70.1 for tiie DAFPSS, and/p = 58.3 for tiie lAFPSS. 

9.5.3 Heavy reactive load and switching off one line 

While tiie system was operating as in Case 3, tiie system was dismrbed by tiie 

same fauk. The system torque angle and speed deviation are shown in Fig. 9.49 and 

Fig. 9.50, respectively, hi tiiis Case Jp = 655 for tiie CPSS, Jp = 68.5 for tiie 

DAFPSS, and 7p = 110.4 for tiie lAFPSS. 
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Fig. 9.48 The speed deviation response of the AFPSSs compared with the CPSS for a 
three-phase to ground fault and switching off the faulty line (Case 2) 
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Fig. 9.49 The torque angle response of the AFPSSs compared with the CPSS for a 
three-phase to ground fault and switching off the faulty line (Case 3) 
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Fig. 9.50 The speed deviation response of the AFPSSs compared with the CPSS for a 
three-phase to ground fault and switching off the faulty line (Case 3) 

9.6 Comparing the ANNPSS with the CPSS 

The performance of the adaptive neural-network-based power system 

StabiUsers (ANNPSS) is compared witii tiie CPSS by conducting the tiiree-phase to 

ground fault test as in the previous section. 

9.6.1 Normal load and switching off one line 

While the system was operating as in Case 1, a three-phase to ground fault 

occurred at the sending end of the transmission line. The faulty line was switched off 

after 40 msec. The system torque angle and speed deviation are shown in Fig. 9.51 

and Fig. 9.52, respectively. Jp = 92.3 for tiie CPSS and Jp = 79.4 for the 

ANNPSS. 
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Fig. 9.51 The torque angle response of the ANNPSS compared with the CPSS for a 
three-phase to ground fault and switching off the faulty line (Case 1) 
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Fig. 9.52 The speed deviation response of the ANNPSS compared with the CPSS for a 
three-phase to ground fault and switching off the faulty line (Case 1) 

9.6.2 Leading power factor and switching off one line 

WhUe the system was operating as in Case 2, tiie same fauk occurred at tiie 
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sending end of the fransmission line. The system torque angle and speed deviation 

are shown in Fig. 9.53 and Fig. 9.54, respectively. J^ = 271.5 for tiie CPSS and 

Fig. 9.53 The torque angle response of the ANNPSS compared with the CPSS for a 
three-phase to ground fault and switching off the faulty line (Case 2) 

t, sec 

Fig. 9.54 The speed deviation response of the AFPSSs compared with the CPSS for a 
three-phase to ground fault and switching off the faulty line (Case 2) 
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Jp = 192.2 for tiie ANNPSS. 

9.6.3 Heavy reactive load and switching off one line 

While the system was operating as in Case 3, the system was disturbed by the 

same fault. The system torque angle and speed deviation are shown in Fig. 9.55 and 
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Fig. 9.55 The torque angle response of the ANNPSS compared with the CPSS for a 
three-phase to ground fault and switching off the faulty line (Case 3) 

Fig. 9.56, respectively. Jp = 655 for tiie CPSS and 7^ = 211 for tiie ANNPSS. 

9.7 Comparing the performance index for the proposed PSSs 

In this section the proposed PSSs are compared according to tiie performance 

index J obtained from the system response for five seconds after occurrence of a 

tiiree-phase to ground fault. The faulty line is switched off after 40 msec. A summary 

of tiie results is given ki Table 9.1. The adaptive fuzzy logic PSSs referred to in tiiis 

table are the modified AFPSSs. 
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t, sec 

Fig. 9.56 The speed deviation response of the ANNPSS compared with the CPSS for a 
three-phase to ground fault and switching off the faulty line (Case 3) 

Table 9.1. The performance index for the proposed PSSs 

Operating 
Conditions 

Case 1 

Case 2 

Case 3 

Power System StabiUser 

No PSS 

1903 

5684 

2478 

CPSS 

92.3 

271.5 

655 

FPSS 

25.5 

87.9 

115.4 

NFPSS 

25.3 

49.3 

55.8 

ANNPSS 

79.4 

192.2 

211 

DAFPSS 

30.6 

70.1 

68.5 

lAFPSS 

27.7 

58.3 

110.4 

It is observed from tiie table tiiat tiie NFPSS has tiie best performance. 

Performance of adaptive fuzzy PSSs are better tiian performance of the ANNPSS. 

Also performances of tiie adaptive PSSs are better tiian performance of a 

fixed-parameters FPSS. This is while neitiier of tiie adaptive PSSs uses accurate 

matiiematical information regarding tiie power system. The AFPSSs use just some 

rough mitial kiformation which are far from an accurate model of the power system. 
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In order to show further that an AFPSS has a better performance than CPSS and 

FPSS in simations that the designer has not enough information about the plant, the 

three-phase to ground fault is applied to a different synchronous machine. The 

parameters of this machine is different from the one under study and are given in the 

Appendix C. The operating conditions are different from the previous cases, too. 

The aforementioned test is done to compare the DAFPSS with the CPSS, FPSS 

and NFPSS for the operating conditions: P^ = 0.85 pu with a power factor of 0.85 

lagging with the fransmission line parameters R^ - 0.03 pu and X^ = 0.4 pu. The 

speed deviation responses are shown in Fig. 9.57. As is observed from the figure, the 
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Fig. 9.57 The speed deviation response of the DAFPSS compared with the CPSS, FPSS and 
NFPSS for a three-phase to ground fault and switching off the faulty line 

DAFPSS has tiie best performance. In tiiis case Jp = 141 for the DAFPSS, whUe 

J = 1370 for tiie CPSS, J„ = 383 for tiie FPSS and J = 158 for tiie NFPSS. 
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The test is repeated for the lAFPSS. The speed deviation responses are shown 

in Fig. 9.58. The performance index for the lAFPSS is / = 143. The results are 

very close for tiie DAFPSS and tiie lAFPSS. 
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Fig. 9.58 The torque angle response of the lAFPSS compared with the CPSS, FPSS and 
NFPSS for a three-phase to ground fault and switching off the faulty line 
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9.8 Conclusions 

The performances of the proposed PSSs were compared to the performance of a 

CPSS. It was shown that all tiie proposed PSSs, namely FPSS, NFPSS, ANNPSS, 

DAFPSS, and lAFPSS have a better performance tiian tiie CPSS. The FPSS has tiie 

simplest stracmre compared to the other proposed PSSs and at tiie same time has a 

good performance in a wide range of operating conditions. The NFPSS has a better 

performance tiian the FPSS. Altiiough its stmcmre is more compUcated tiian tiie 

FPSS, but its complexity is reasonable. It may be considered as the best choice for 

sophisticated systems. 

It was shown tiiat if enough information is not avaUable about tiie power 

system or tiie information is uncertam, k is possible to design AFPSSs which work 

satisfactorUy. These PSSs are computationaUy more intensive than the FPSS or 

NFPSS. 



Chapter 10 

Discussions and Conclusions 

10.1 Summary of Results 

The primary objective and motivation for this investigation was to propose 

robust power system stabilisers based on fuzzy logic and neural networks. A number 

of PSSs were designed and investigated through nonUnear simulations. 

Two types of FPSSs were designed. The first type was estabUshed based on 

Mamdani method for designing fiizzy controllers. The second type was designed 

based on the method introduced by Hiyama. These FPSSs were called 

fixed-parameters FPSSs, because thek parameters will not change with the changes 

in operating conditions or system configuration. It was shown that although these 

fixed-parameters FPSSs have a better performance than CPSSs, thek performance 

may degrade in some operating conditions. 

In order to solve tins problem of the fixed-parameters FPSSs, two types of 

adjustable FPSSs were proposed. In tiie fkst scheme, tiie FPSS is mned on-line by 

using a neural network. This type of adjustable FPSS was caUed tiie neuro-fuzzy PSS 

(NFPSS). In tiie second scheme tiie FPSS was mned on-Une by a fuzzy logic system. 

206 
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This type of adjustable FPSS was caUed tuned fuzzy power system stabiUser 

(TFPSS). 

In some cases the designer may not have enough mathematical information 

about the system under smdy. It was shown that it is possible to design an adaptive 

PSS using neural networks just based on input-output data which is obtained on-line. 

This sort of PSS was caUed neural-network-based adaptive PSS (ANNPSS). 

Although it does not need a mathematical model of the system in the design 

procedure, its stabiUty is not guaranteed. 

This problem was the motivation to look for other adaptive PSSs which can 

guarantee the stabiUty of the system. Two kinds of adaptive fuzzy PSSs were 

proposed. Both were designed based on the Lyapunov's synthesis method for 

desigiung stable confroUers. The first type was an indkect adaptive fuzzy power 

system stabiUser (LAFPSS). The second type was a dkect adaptive fuzzy power 

system stabiUser (DAFPSS). There is no need for accurate information about tiie 

system for designing such PSSs, however, having some IF-THEN mles wUl help in 

desigiung a better initial stabUiser. The more efficient the initial stabiUser, tiie more 

reUable tiie AFPSS. In otiier words, tiie more accurate IF-THEN mles avaUable, tiie 

more reliable AFPSS. 

10.2 Advantages and Disadvantages of the proposed PSSs 

The FPSS is a reUable power system stabiUser. Its performance is satisfactory 

for a wide range of operatmg conditions. It is easy to knplement k witii 

microcomputers. Its implementation costs tiie least amongst tiie proposed PSSs. 

However, ks performance depends on tiie operating conditions of tiie system - tiiough 

k is more robust compared witii tiie CPSS. For some operating conditions, tiie 

perforaiance of tiie FPSS degrades to some extent. 
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The NFPSS and the TFPSS are optimised for different configurations and 

operating conditions. Therefore, they have the best performance among the proposed 

PSSs. However, it should be home in mind that this optimum performance is within 

the expected range of operating conditions. In other words, the designer has to 

perform a number of tests to obtain the optimum scaling factors. These tests are done 

within the range that the designer expects. The broader the expected range, the more 

the number of requked tests. If the system configuration and operating conditions 

change drasticaUy, such that they are out of the expected range, the optimum 

performance of the NFPSS or the TFPSS is not guaranteed. Furthermore, if the 

designer wants to do a lot of tests in order to get a broader range for optimum 

response, it may be costly and cumbersome for practical systems. 

From the implementation point of view, the NFPSS and the TFPSS are more 

compUcated than the FPSS. Nonetheless, thek implementation is feasible with a 

reasonable cost. 

Amongst the three proposed adaptive PSSs, AFPSSs have a better performance 

compared with the ANNPSS. The advantage of APSSs is that tiiey need the least 

information about the system in the design procedure. They wiU be adapted to the 

changes in the system by using the data avaUable from input and output 

measurements. It was shown in simulation smdies that thek performances are 

generaUy better than performance of a CPSS. When the designer does not have 

enough information about tiie plant or there is a lot of uncertainty in system 

parameters, APSSs are a good choice. 

The ANNPSS has a disadvantage tiiat k cannot guarantee tiie system stabUity. 

The AFPSSs can guarantee the system stabiUty, because tiiey have been designed 

based on the Lyapunov's synthesis metiiod. Since performances of the AFPSSs are 
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also better than performance of the ANNPSS, the AFPSSs are preferred compared to 

tiie ANNPSS. 

The DAFPSS and the lAFPSS have simUar performances. The lAFPSS is 

computationaly more intensive. Its implementation will be more costly. On the other 

hand, the DAFPSS is less compUcated and its design is more straightforward. The 

designer can utilise tiie IF-THEN mles available about the PSS dkectly in tiie design 

of the DAFPSS. Therefore, tiie DAFPSS may be preferred compared to the lAFPSS. 

10.3 Fulfilment of the Objectives Outlined in the Introduction 

• It was shown that if enough matiiematical information is not available about the 

plant, fiizzy logic or artificial neur£j networks c ^ be used to design effective PSSs. 

• If some Unguistic IF-THEN rales are available from the experts they can be used to 

design reUable FPSSs. 

• An optimum PSS can be designed by combining fuzzy logic and artificial neural 

networks to operate in a wide range of operating conditions, as it was explained in the 

design of tiie NFPSS. 

• The FPSS can be tuned on-Une using artificial neural networks (the NFPSS) or 

another fuzzy logic system (the TFPSS). 

• Hierarchical stmcture of artificial neural networks can be used to design adaptive 

PSSs. 

• Stable fuzzy logic adaptive PSSs can be designed using Lyapunov's syntiiesis 

method (as explained in the design procedure of AFPSSs). 

• Performances of tiie proposed PSSs based on fuzzy logic or/and neural networks 

were compared using a performance index. Advantages and disadvantages of tiie 
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proposed schemes were discussed. 

10.4 Future Research 

The research can be continued in two ways: 

Fkstly, the simulation smdies can be extended for multi-machine power 

systems. The simulation studies performed in this thesis were conducted in a single 

machine mfinite bus envkonment. The reason was tiie fact that tiie proposed PSSs 

were aimed to be used in an industrial cogenerator system. From tiie cogenerator 

side, the rest of tiie power system can be considered as an infinite bus. Furthermore, 

the objective of this research was to concentrate on the design of various PSSs using 

fuzzy logic and neural networks rather thah power system dynamic analysis. 

Nevertheless, the abiUty of tiie proposed PSSs to damp multi-mode osciUations in the 

multi-machine envkonment needs to be verified. Multi-mode osciUations consist of 

three modes of oscUlations: a) Inter-Machine mode which describes frequencies 

related to closely coupled generators swinging relative to each other, b) Local mode 

which refers to osciUations occurring in plant fransients caused by generator rotors 

osciUating relative to the combined equivalent inertia of the system, c) Inter-Area 

modes which are the frequencies caused by the coherent groups of generators in one 

area swinging relative to a number of other coherent groups in other areas. It is 

recommended that only three of the proposed PSSs be considered for these 

simulation smdies, i.e., the FPSS, tiie NFPSS and tiie DAFPSS. Otiier proposed 

schemes were shown to be either simUar or worse than these three PSSs. 

Secondly, tiie research can be continued by knplementmg tiie NFPSS and 

DAFPSS. They should be tested practicaUy m different stages. At first they can be 

tested using a laboratory-scale generator. Then they can be tested in the field by 

applying tiiem to an industrial cogenerator or any practical generator. 
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APPENDIX A 

THE PARAMETERS OF THE INDUSTRIAL COGENERATOR USED IN THE 

SIMULATION STUDIES: 

The parameters of the synchronous machine, excitation system, and conventional 

PSS are as foUows: 

a) Synchronous machine constants: 

X^ = 2.64 pu X^ = 0.28 pu 

XJ' = 0.2 pu X = 1.32 pu 

X ' = 0.29 pu X" = 0.21 pu 

X^ = 0.1 pu R^ = 0.003 pu 

T^Q' = 5.79 sec T^Q = 0.044 sec 

r Q' = 1.2 sec r Q" = 0.084 sec 

H = 3.8 sec Kj^ = 0.01 

/ = 50 Hz 

b) Excitation system constants: 

Kj^ =100 T^ = 0.05 r ^ = 0.015 

E. =5 .0 E r . = -2.0 
/ , max f, min 

c) PSS samration levels: 

V =0 .2 V . = -0.2 
s, max s, mm 
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APPENDIX B 

The following set of training data was obtained by performing various tests on the 

power system. In each case tiie scaling factors Kp and K^ were adjusted such tiiat 

the performance index / was minimised. This data has been used to train an artificial 

neural network which has been exploited to tone the fiizzy logic PSS on-line. 

Table B.I. The set of training data to train the neural network tuner. 

Po 

0.4 

0.4 

0.4 

0.4 

0.4 

0.4 

0.4 

0.4 

0.4 

0.4 

0.4 

0.4 

0.4 

0.4 

0.4 

0.4 

0.6 

Qo 

-0.4 

0 

0.4 

0.8 

-0.4 

0 

0.4 

0.8 

-0.4 

0 

0.4 

0.8 

-0.4 

0 

0.4 

0.8 

-0.4 

Xe 

0.1 

0.1 

0.1 

0.1 

0.2 

0.2 

0.2 

0.2 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.4 

0.4 

0.4 

0.4 

0.1 

^P 

0.13 

0.14 

0.16 

0.19 

0.36 

0.36 

0.38 

0.41 

0.36 

0.36 

0.38 

0.45 

0.37 

0.39 

0.44 

0.49 

0.19 

Kd 

0.38 

0.59 

0.78 

1.9 

0.38 

0.59 

0.78 

1.9 

0.38 

0.46 

0.5 

2.5 

0.68 

0.8 

2.05 

2.6 

0.36 

Jp 

20.3 

17.2 

13.6 

9.5 

39.7 

20.6 

17.9 

13.2 

62.5 

29.7 

26.9 

18.8 

112.7 

52.4 

47.3 

29.8 

22.8 
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Table B.I. The set of training data to train the neural network tuner. 

0.6 

0.6 

0.6 

0.6 

0.6 

0.6 

0.6 

0.6 

0.6 

0.6 

0.6 

0.6 

0.6 

0.6 

0.6 

0.8 

0.8 

0.8 

0.8 

0.8 

0.8 

0.8 

0.8 

0.8 

0.8 

0.8 

0.8 

0 

0.4 

0.8 

-0.4 

0 

0.4 

0.8 

-0.4 

0 

0.4 

0.8 

-0.3 

0 

0.4 

0.8 

-0.4 

0 

0.4 

0.8 

-0.4 

0 

0.4 

0.8 

-0.3 

0 

0.4 

0.8 

0.1 

0.1 

0.1 

0.2 

0.2 

0.2 

0.2 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.4 

0.4 

0.4 

0.4 

0.1 

0.1 

0.1 

0.1 

0.2 

0.2 

0.2 

0.2 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.19 

0.19 

0.19 

0.35 

0.38 

0.38 

0.41 

0.37 

0.48 

0.55 

0.55 

0.55 

0.55 

0.69 

0.7 

0.28 

0.28 

0.27 

0.27 

0.29 

0.35 

0.54 

0.54 

0.4 

0.44 

0.55 

0.56 

0.5 

1.6 

2.65 

0.9 

0.9 

1.61 

2.2 

0.81 

1.12 

1.25 

2.65 

0.82 

1.18 

1.5 

3.3 

0.78 

1.2 

1.6 

2.7 

0.85 

0.93 

2.1 

3.2 

0.8 

1.1 

1.8 

3.3 

23.7 

18.7 

12.0 

51.8 

37.0 

27.6 

17.8 

114.8 

40.9 

36.8 

27.2 

347.8 

54.5 

42.1 

37.0 

27.8 

28.7 

19.8 

17.2 

82.1 

40.1 

26.3 

27.0 

516.5 

65.7 

42.8 

40.3 
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Table B.I. The set of training data to train the neural network tuner. 
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APPENDIX C 

The parameters of the synchronous machine used to make a comparison between 

adaptive fuzzy logic PSSs and other PSSs: 

X^ = 2.2 pu XJ = 0.22 pu 

XJ' = 0.2 pu X = 1.01 pu 

X • = 0.24 pu X " = 0.21 pu 

X^ = 0.05 pu R^ = 0.002 pu 

r ,Q' = 4.5 sec Tj^' = 0.05 sec 

T Q = 1.3 sec T Q" = 0.04 sec 

if = 5 sec A:^ = 0.01 

/ = 50 Hz 

The same excitation system and PSS are used as infroduced in Appendix A. 
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APPENDIX D 

SOURCE CODES 

The software developed in this research is written in the MATLAB code. In this 

appendix, the main programs are presented. 

Part I: Programs related to steady state stability 

% freqDesigii.m % 
% conventional design using frequency response 
% figures 4.5,4.7,4.8 in the thesis are obtained by running this program 
clear 
% define the plant 
gendefti; 
APPROX = 0; 
if APPROX = 1 %% LOOPl 

TRsmaU = 0 
i fTRsmal l= l %% LOOP2 

OMEGAx = sqrt(K6*KA/(TdOp*Ta)) 
ZETAx = (Ta+T3)/(2*OMEGAx*T3*Ta); 
num_Gx = [K2*KA/(Td0p*Ta)]; den_Gx = [1 2*ZETAx*OMEGAx OMEGAx'^2]; 

else 
num_Gx = K2*K3*KA*iTR 1]; den.Gx = [TR*Ta*T3 TR*Ta+TR*T3+Ta*T3 TR+Ta+T3 1+K3*KA*K6]; 

end %%EndofLOOP2 

num_Gy = [-1 01; den_Gy = [2*H Kd wO*Kl]; 
[nGo,dGo] = series(num_Gx,den_Gx,num_Gy,den_Gy) 

else 
num.GGl = KA*K3; den.GGl = [Ta*T3 Ta+T3 1]; 
num_GG2 = -[K2*K3 K2 0]; den_GG2 = [2*H*T3 2*H+Kd*T3 Kl*T3*wO+Kd (Kl-K2*K3*K4)*wO]; 
[num_GG,den_GG] = series(num_GGl,den_GGl,num_GG2,den_GG2); 
num_HHl = [-2*H*K6 -K6*Kd (K2*K5-K6*Kl)*wO]; den_HHl = [0 K2 0]; 
num_HH2 = 1; den_HH2 = [TR 1]; 
[num_HH,den_HH] = series(num_HHl,den_HHl,num_HH2,den_HH2); 
[nGo,dGo] = feedback(num_GG,den_GG,num_HH,den_HH,-l); 

end %EndofLOGPI 

% Transfer function of 1/Gp(s) 
nIH = dH, dIH = nH 
[nGoh,dGoh] = series(nGo,dGo,nH,dH); 
% Gu(jw) = Gl(jw)/[1-Giaw)] 
nGuh = nGoh; dGuh = dGoh-nGoh; 

% Bode plots 
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w = [.1 : 0.02: 10,10:0.1 -.100]; 
LW = 1.6; % Line Width of the curves 
% bode plot of Go(jw) 
figure(l);clf; 
bode(nGo,dGo,w); 
titleCFrequency response of G(jw)','FontSize',14); 
xlabeK'Frequency (rad/sec)','FontSize',14); ylabel('Phase (degrees) Mj^nitude (dB)','FontSize',14); 
hh = get(gcf,'children'); hhh = get(hh(l),'Children'); set(hhh,'LineWidth',LW); 
hhh = get(hh(2),'Children'); set(hhh,'LineWidth',LW); 

% bode plot of H(jw) 
figure(2);clf; 
bode(nH,dH,w); 
%subplot(211); 
title('frequency response of the CPSS','FontSize',14); 
xlabeK'Frequency (rad/sec)','FontSize',14); ylabel('Phase (degrees) Magnitude (dB)','FontSize',14); 
hh = get(gcf,'children'); hhh = get(hh(l),'Children'); set(hhh,'LineWidth',LW); 
hhh = get(hh(2),'Children'); set(hhh,'LineWidth',LW); 

% bode (magnitude) plot of Go(jw) and 1/Gp(jw) 
figure(3);clf; 
mybode(nGo,dGo,w); hold on; mybode(nIH,dIH,w); 

%subplot(211); 
titleCfrequency response of G(jw) and l/Gp(jw)','FontSize',14); 
xlabeK'Frequency (rad/sec)','FontSize',14); ylabeK'Magnitude (dB)','FontSize',14); 
hh = get(gca,'children'); set(hh,'LineWidth',LW); set(hh(2),'LineStyle','~'); 
hh = get(gcf,'children'); set(hh(l),'FontSize',14); 

% bode plot of Go(jw)*H(jw) 
figure(4);clf; 
bode(nGoh,dGoh,w); 
%subplot(211); 
titleCfrequency response of G(jw)*Gp(jw)','FontSize',14); 
xlabeK'Frequency (rad/sec)','FontSize',14); ylabelCPhase (degrees) Magnitude (dB)','FontSize',14); 
hh = get(gcf,'children'); hhh = get(hh(l),'Children'); set(hhh,'LineWidth'J.W); 
hhh = get(hh(2),'Children'); set(hhh,'LineWidth',LW); 

% bode plot of Gu(iw) 
figure(5);clf; 
bode(nGuh,dGuh,w); 
%subplot(211); 
titleCfrequency response of Gu(iw)','FontSize',14); 
XlabeK'Frequency (rad/sec)','FontSize'.14); ylabelCPhase (degrees) Magnitude (dB)','FontSize',14); 
hh = get(gcf,'children'); hhh = get(hh(l).'Children'); set(hhh,'LineWidth'X.W); 
hhh = get(hh(2),'Children'); set(hhh,'LineWidth',LW); 

% bode plot of Gl(jw)=Go(jw)/[l-Go(jw)*Gp(jw)] 
[nGl.dGl] = series(dH,nH,nGuh,dGuh); 

figure(6);clf; 
bode(nGl,dGl,w); 
%subplot(211); 
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titleCclosed loop frequency response','FontSize',14); 
xlabeK'Frequency (rad/sec)','FontSize',14); ylabelCPhase (degrees) Magnitude (dB)','FontSize',14); 
hh = get(gcf,'children'); hhh = get(hh(l),'Children'); set(hhh,'LineWidth',LW); 
hhh = get(hh(2),'Children'); set(hhh,'LineWidth',LW); 

% NOPSS_distm % 
% plot results from simulation of the system without PSS after a disturbance occurs 

clear, tic 
gendefn; 
[tA,y] = simCgenAVR3',Tfinal); deltaw = y(:,l); SPdevw = y(:,2); Vtw = y(:,3); ind = y(:,4); 
NS = Tfinal/max.st; 
J = 0; 
for I = 1 : NS; J = J + ind(I); end 
J = J 
toe 
LW = 1.6; % Line width for the curves 
figure(l);clf; 
plot(t,SPdevw); 
xlabeK't, sec','FontSize',14); ylabeK'speed deviation, rad/sec','FontSize',14); 
hh = get(gca,'children'); set(hh,'LineWidth',LW); hh = get(gcf,'children'); set(hh(l),'FontSize',14); 

figure(2);df; 
plot(t,deltaw*180/pi); 
xlabeK't, sec','FontSize',14); ylabeK'Rotor angle, degrees','FontSize',14) 
hh = get(gca,'children'); set(hh,'LineWidth',LW); hh = get(gcf,'children'); set(hh(l),'FontSize',14); 

figure(3);clf; 
plot(t,Vtw); 
xlabeK't, sec','FontSize',14); ylabeK'Change in terminal voltage, pu','FontSize',14) 
hh = get(gca,'children'); set(hh,'LineWidth',LW); hh = get(gcf,'children'); set(hh(l),'FontSize',14); 

% gendefn.in % 

% generator model parameters 

param 
% Sampling period 
Ts = 0.005; 
Tfinal = 5; 
rel_err = 0; min_st = 0.005; max_st = 0.005; 
Af = 6; % Acceleration scaling factor for Hiyama-Type FPSS 
EfdO = 0.95 % Adjusting EfdO manually 

% param.m 
% calculate parameters of the generator from given data 

% Transformer parameters 
Rtr = 0.005; Xtr = 0.05; 
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% Transmission line parameters 
Re = 0.03; Xe = 0.15 
% Total line impedance 
Rt = Re+Rtr; Xt = Xe+Xtr; 
% Operating point 
PtO = 0.9,Fp = 0.9,Vinf=1.0; 
LAG = 1 % Lagging phase 
Phi=sign(LAG)*acos(Fp); 
QtO = PtO*sin(Phi)/Fp 
% saturation coefficients 
Ksd = 0.835; Ksq = 0.835; 

Latrobe= 1; 
ifLatrobe= 1 

Xd=2.64; Xdp=0.28; Xddp=0.2; Xq=1.32; Xqp=0.29; Xqdp=0.21; Xl=0.1; Ra=0.003; 
Td0p=5.79; Td0dp=0.044; Tq0p=1.2; Tq0dp=0.084; H = 3.8; Kd = 0.01; 

else 
% Crown cogenerator standard parameters 
Xd=2.1877; Xdp=0.1763; Xddp=0.1384; Xq=1.0152; Xqp=0.18; Xqdp=0.1664; Xl=0.1; Ra=0.003; 
Td0p=4.14743; Td0dp=0.01483; Tq0p=0.6; Tq0dp=0.01387; H = 5; Kd = 0.02; 

end 

f=50;wO=2*pi*f; 

% AVR parameters 
KA = 100; Ta = 0.05; 

% Terminal voltage transducer parameter 
TR = 0.015; 

% PSS saturation levels 
vsmin = -0.2; vsmax = 0.2; 

% define the CPSS 
Kstab = 20;T0 = 10; Tlz = 0.12; Tip = 0.014; T2z = 0.12; T2p = 0.014; 

num_WW = [Kstab*TO 0]; den.WW = [TO 1]; 
num_Leadl = [Tlz 1]; den_Leadl = [Tip 1]; 
num_Lead2 = [T2z 1]; den_Lead2 = [T2p 1]; 
[num_Lead,den_Lead] = series(num_Leadl,den_Leadl,num_Lead2,den_Lead2); 
[nH.dH] = series(num_WW,den_WW,num_Lead,den_Lead); 

figure(l); elf 
bode(num_WW,den_WW) 
figure(2);clf 
bode(num_Leadl,den_Leadl) 
figure(3);clf 
bode(num_Lead2,den_Lead2) 

% Calculate fundamental parameters 
Xad = Xd - XI; Xaq = Xq - XI; 
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Xads = Ksd*Xad; Xaqs = Ksq*Xaq; 
Xds = Xads + XI; Xqs = Xaqs + XI; 
Xfd = Xad*(Xdp-Xl)/(Xad+Xl-Xdp); 
Xlq = Xaq*(Xqp-Xl)/(Xaq+Xl-Xqp); Xld = Xad*Xfd*(Xl-Xddp)/((Xad+Xfd)*(Xddp-Xl)-Xad*Xfd); 
X2q = Xaq*Xlq*(Xl-Xqdp)/((Xaq+Xlq)*(Xqdp-Xl)-Xaq*Xlq); 
Rfd = (Xad+Xfd)/CrdOp*wO); 
Rid = (Xld+Xad*Xfd/(Xad+Xfd))/CrdOdp*wO); Rlq = (Xaq+Xlq)/CrqOp*wO); 
R2q = (X2q+Xaq*Xlq/(Xaq+Xlq))/Crq0dp*w0); 
Xffd = Xads+Xfd; 

% Operating point calculations 
PtOloss = (1.0^2)*Rt; Ir = 1.0 - PtOloss; 
tanPhi = tan(Phi); 
a = Rt*tanPhi - Xt; b = Vinf; c = tanPhi*(Ir*Vinf+Rt*Ir^2)-Xt*Ir'^2; 
Ix = (-b+sqrt(b'^2-4*a*c))/(2'*a); 
Vacomp = (Vinf-Xt*Ix+Rt*Ir) + j*(Xt*Ir+Rt*Ix); Va = abs(Vacomp) 

la = PtO/CVa*Fp); PHAY = Phi; 
Ir = Ia*Fp; Ix = -Ia*sin(PHAY); 
delta = atan(((Xq+Xt)*Ir+(Ra+Rt)*Ix)/(Vinf-(Xq+XO*Ix+(Ra+RO*Ir)) 
beta = atan((Xt*Ir+Rt*Ix)/CVinf-Xt*Ix+Rt*Ir)); 
delMbet = delta - beta; 
VdO = -Va*sin(delMbet); VqO = Va*cos(delMbet); 
IdO = -Ia*sin(delMbet + PHAY); IqO = Ia*cos(delMbet + PHAY); 

sqrt3 = sqrt(3); eqO = sqrt3*VqO; iqO = sqrt3*IqO; idO = sqrt3*IdO; 
ifdO=(eqO+Ra*iqO+Xds*idO)/Xads; 
SYfdO=(Xads+Xfd)*ifdO-Xads*idO; 

% K parameter calculations 

% Infmite bus voltage calculations 
delMalph = delta; % alpha = 0 because the infinite bus voltage is the reference 
sindMa = sin(delMalph); cosdMa = cos(delMalph); 

% parameters calculations 
EO = VqO + Ra*Iq0 - Xd*IdO; EfdO = EO; 
EqaO = EO + (Xd-Xq)*IdO; 
KI = l/(Rt'^2 + (Xq+XO*(Xdp+XO); 
Kll = EqaO*(Rt*sindMa+(Xdp+Xt)*cosdMa); K12 = IqO*(Xq-Xdp)*((Xq+XO*sindMa - Rt*cosdMa); 

Kl = KI*Vinf*(Kl l+K12) 
K2 = KI*aqO*(Rt'^2+(Xq+Xt)'^2) + EqaO*RO 
K3 = 1/(1 + KI*(Xd-Xdp)*(Xq+Xt)) 
K4 = Vinf*KI*(Xd-Xdp)*((Xq+Xt)*sindMa - Rt*cosdMa) 
K51 = (KI*Vinf*Xdp*VqO/Va)*(Rt*cosdMa- (Xq+Xt)*sindMa); 
K52 = (KI*Vinf*Xq*VdO/Va)*((Xdp+Xt)*cosdMa + Rt*sindMa); 

K5 = K51 - K52 
K6 = CVqO/Va)* (1 - KI*Xdp*(Xq+Xt)) - (VdO/Va)*KI*Xq*Rt 
T3 = K3*TdOp'*Xad/Xffd 
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Fig. H.1. Block diagram of genAVR3 to be used with SIMULINK 
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Fig. H.2. Block diagram of gen2 subsystem 

out_1 

% conv_disLm % 
% plot results from simulation of the system with conventional PSS after a disturbance occurs in the system 

clear 
tic 
gendefn; 
[t,x,y] = simCconvPSScog'.Tfinal); 
delta = y(:,l); spdev = y(:,2); vpss = y(:,5); Vt = y(:,3); ind = y(:,4); 
NS = Tfinal/max_st; 
Jc = 0; 
for I = 1 : NS; Jc = Jc + ind(I); end 
Jc = Jc 
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toe 
LW = 1.6; % Line Width for the curves 
figure(l);clf; 
plot(t,spdev); 
titleCspeed deviation using conventional PSS (case 1)') 
xlabeK't, sec','FontSize',14); ylabeK'speed deviation, radysec','FontSize',14); grid 
hh = get(gca,'children'); set(hh,'LineWidth',LW); hh = get(gcf,'children'); set(hh(l),'FontSize',14); 

figure(2);clf; 
plot(t,delta'*180/pi); 
xlabeK't, sec','FontSize',14); ylabeK'Rotor angle, degrees','FontSize',14); grid 
hh = get(gca,'children'); set(hh,'LineWidth',LW); hh = get(gcf,'children'); set(hh(l),'FontSize',14); 

figure(3);clf; 
plot(t,vpss); 
titleCoutput of conventional PSS (case 1)') 
xlabeK't, sec','FontSize',14); ylabel('Stabilising signal, pu','FontSize',14); grid 
hh = get(gca,'children'); set(hh,'LineWidth',LW); hh = get(gcf,'children'); set(hh(l),'FontSize',14); 

figure(4);clf; 
plot(t,Vt); 
titleCterminal voltage with conventional PSS (case 1)') 
xlabeK't, sec','FontSize',14); ylabeK'terminal voltage, pu','FontSize',14); grid 
hh = get(gca,'children'); set(hh,'LineWidth',LW); hh = get(gcf,'children'); set(hh(l),'FontSize',14); 
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Fig. H.3. Block diagram of convPSScog to be used with SIMULINK 
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Fig. H.4. Block diagram of PSS subsystem 

% FPSS_disLm % 
% plot results from simulation of the system with rale-based FPSS after a disturbance occurs 

clear 
tic 
gendefn; 
global spCOEF accCOEF uCOEF cont_FUZmat 

% calling Mamdani rale-based fuzzy controller 
cont_FUZmat = readfisC/pgr/nasser/matlab/FLPSS/wcff_PSS/mamdn'); 
spCOEF = 0.15; accCOEF = 0.9; uCOEF = 0.5; %Optimum for O.P. Pt0=0.9, PF=0.9, Xe=0.15 

[t,x,y] = sim('FPSS_Cog',Tfinal); 
delta = y(:,l); spdev = y(:,2); vpss = y(:,5); Vt = y(:,3); ind = y(:,4); 
NS = Tfinal/max_st; 

JRf = 0; 
for I = 1 : NS; JRf = JRf -i- ind(I); end 
JRf=JRf 
toe 

figure(l);clf; 
plot(t,spdev); 
titleCspeed deviation using conventional PSS (case 1)') 
xlabeK't, sec'); ylabeK'speed deviation, rad/sec'); grid 

figure(2);clf; 
plot(t,delta*180/pi); 
xlabeK't, sec'); ylabeK'Rotor angle, degrees'); grid 

figure(3);clf; 
plot(t,vpss); 
titleCoutput of conventional PSS (case 1)') 
xlabeK't, sec');ylabelCStabilising signal, pu'); grid 

figure(4);clf; 
plot(t,Vt); 
titleCterminal voltage with conventional PSS (case 1)') 
xlabeK't, sec'); ylabeK'terminal voltage, pu'); grid 
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Fig. H.5. Block diagram of FPSS_Cog to be used with SIMULINK 
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Fig. H.6. Fuzzy logic system mamdn.fis 

function u_cont = FPSS(ip) 

% Mamdani rale-based fiizzy PSS with fixed parameters to be used with SIMULINK as shown in Fig. H.5. 

global vsmin vsmax spCOEF accCOEF uCOEF cont_FUZmat 

deltaP = ip(l,l); SPdev = ip(2,l); 

dPmax = 1; dPmin = -1 ; % Maximum and minimum of normalized accelerating power in per unit 

SPdmax = 1; SPdmin = -1; % Maximum and minimun of normalized speed deviation in rad/sec. 
SPdevN = spCOEF*SPdev; 

if SPdevN> SPdmax 
SPdevN = SPdmax; 
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elseif SPdevN < SPdmin 
SPdevN = SPdmin; 

end 

deltaPN = accCOEF*deltaP; 
ifdeltaPN>dPmax 

deltaPN = dPmax; 
elseif deltaPN < dPmin 

deltaPN = dPmin; 
end 

u_cont = uCOEF*evalfis([SPdevN,deltaPN], cont.FUZmaO; 
ifu_cont<vsmin 

u_cont=vsmin; 
elseif u_cont> vsmax 

u_cont=vsmax; 
end 

fimction u = HF.PSSQ 
% Hiyama-Based fuzzy PSS with fixed parameters to be used with SIMULINK in Fig. H.5. instead of FPSS 

global wO X Kd Pm Pe spCOEF accCOEF 
global vsmin vsmax deltaP u 

SPdev = wO*x(l); SPdevN = spCOEF*SPdev; 
deltaP = Pm - Pe - Kd*SPdev; deltaPN = accCOEF*deltaP; 
ip = [deltaPN; SPdevN]; 
u = Hiyamcogl(ip); 

ifu<vsmin 
u=vsmin; 

elseif u>vsmax 
u=vsmax; 

end 

% Hiyamcogl.m 
fimction [u] = Hiyamcogl(ip); 

As = ip(l,l); SPdev = ip(2,l); 

umax = 0.5; 
Dr = 4; 

% defining theta 
if(SPdev = 0)&(As = 0) 

theta = 0; 
elseif (SPdev == 0) & (As > 0) 

theta = 90; 
elseif (SPdev < 0) & (As = 0) 

theta =180; 
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elseif (SPdev == 0) & (As < 0) 
theta = 270; 

else 

theta = (atan(As/SPdev))*180/pi; 
end 

if(SPdev<0)&(As>0) 
theta = theta + 180; 

elseif (SPdev < 0) & (As < 0) 
theta = theta + 180; 

elseif (SPdev > 0) & (As < 0) 
theta = 360 + theta; 

end 

R = sqrt((As'^2) + (SPdev^2)); 
ifR>=Dr 

G c = l ; 
else 

Gc = (I/Dr) * R; 
end 

% define p(theta) 

thetaO = 90; Alpha = 90; 
if (theta >= 0) & (theta < thetaO) 

p = 0; 
elseif (theta >= thetaO) & (theta < (thetaO + Alpha/2)) 

p = 2*((theta-thetaO)/Alpha)'^2; 
elseif (theta >= (thetaO+Alpha/2)) & (theta < (thetaO+Alpha)) 

p = 1 - 2* ((theta-(thetaO+Alpha))/Alpha)'^2; 
elseif (theta >= (thetaO+Alpha)) & (theta < (thetaO+180)) 

P = l ; 
elseif (theta >= (thetaO+180)) & (theta < (theta0+180+Alpha/2)) 

p = 1 - 2* ((theta-(thetaO+180))/AIpha)^2; 
elseif (theta >= (theta0+180+Alpha/2)) & (theta < (thetaO+180+Alpha)) 

p = 2* ((theta-(thetaO+180+Alpha))/Alpha)'^2; 
elseif (theta >= (thetaO+180+Alpha)) & (theta <= 360) 

P = 0; 
end 

% calculate control signal 
u = Gc * (1 - 2*p) * umax; 
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Part n: Programs related to transient stability 

(a) CPSS, FPSS, NFPSS and TFPSS 

% wcfn_faulLm % 

% Response of the Cogenerator after occurence of a fault 
%(four responses: system without PSS; system with conventional PSS; 
%system with rale-based fuzzy PSS; system with neuro-fuzzy PSS) 

GLOBJnit; simu_para; COG_data; 

W_fauK 
deltaw = deltaw"* 180/pi; 

C_fauK 
deltac = deltac*180/pi; 

spCOEF = 0.2; accCOEF = 1.1; % best for Pt0=0.9, Fp=0.9, Xe=0.15 
uCOEF = 0.5; 
F_fauU 
deltaf=deltaf* 180/pi; 

FN_fault 
deltafn = deltafn*180/pi; 

LW=1.6; 
MAINfigs4 % Figures for four responses: NO PSS, CPSS, FPSS, NFPSS 

% GLOB_init.m 
% Calculating initial values of the Cogenerator plant 
% This program should be ran before the main programs 

clear all; clear global 
global wOxHPmKdRaZtEb 
global Rfd Xfd Xad Rid Xld Rlq Xlq R2q X2q 
global Xd Xq Xdp Xqp Xddp Xqdp Xaqp Xaqsp Xadp Xadsp Xaqdp Xaqsdp Xaddp Xadsdp 

global Et EtO Eta id iq ed eq SYad SYaq 
global Pe Q efd EfdO DELTAt 
global fiizMAT accCOEF spCOEF uCOEF deltaP PtO QtO Xta 
global vl v2 v3 v4 TR Vref KA Efd TA Kstab Tlz T2z Tip T2p TW vsmin vsmax u 
global vl_NNC Efd_NNC PNC a b c % for AVR_NNC and tbpxNNC fiinctions 

global PtO QtO Rl R2 XI X2 
global cont_FUZmat spCOEF accCOEF uCOEF 
global count CNT 

% Parameters for solving differential equations 
a(l)=0.5; b(l)=2; c(l)=a(l); a(2)=l-sqrt(0.5); b(2)=l; c(2)=a(2); 
a(3)=l+sqrt(0.5); b(3)=l; c(3)=a(3); a(4)=l/6; b(4)=2; c(4)=0.5; 
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% simu_para.m 
% Simulation parameters 

global SpCoef dPCoef dPmCoef 
global Nfinaltfdtdtf 
dt = 0.005; Tfinal = 5; % time step and final time instant 
Dt = 0.02; 
tf = 0.2; % disturbance occuring instant 
dtf=0.{X)5; % time step during disturbance 
tc=0.08, % duration of fault 
tcD=0.2, % duration of disturbance 

Nfinal = fix(tfD0+fix(tc/dtf)+fix(Crfinal-tf-tc)/dt)+6; 
NfinalD = Tfinal/dt; % for programs based on disturbance 

SpCoef = 0.95; dPCoef = 0.4; % Coefficients for the predictor 
dPmCoef = 0.95; % For ANNPSS and adaptive fuzzy PSS's 

% COG_data.m 
global self_C 
% Calculating initial values of the Cogenerator plant 
% This program should be executed before the main programs 

%fauUtype 
self_C = 1; disp('self_C = 1: self-clearing fault') 
%self_C = 0; disp('self_C = 0: switching off one line after fault occurrence') 

% Transformer parameters 
Rtr = 0.005; Xtr = 0.05; 

% Network impedances 
Rl = 0.06; % Cases 1 and 2 
R2 = 0.06; % Cases 1 and 2 
%R1 = 0.1; % Case 3 
%R2 = 0.1; % Case 3 

%X1 = 0.3; % Cases 1 and 2 
%X1 = 0.9; % Case 3 
XI = 0.7; 
X2 = X1; 

EbO = 1.0; % Infinite bus voltage 

%PtO = 0.9 % Case 1 
PtO = 0.85 % Case 2 
%Pt0 = 0.7 % Case 3 

%Fp = 0.9 % Cases 1 and 2 
%Fp = 0.7 % Case 3 
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Fp = 0.85 

LAG = 1 % Case 1 and 3 (lagging power factor) 
%LAG = -1 % Case 2 (-1 for leading power factor) 
PHAY=sign(LAG)*acos(Fp); 
QtO = PtO*sin(PHAY)/Fp 
%PF = LAG*Fp; 

Ztr = Rtr+j*Xtr; 
Z l=Rl+j '*Xl ;Z2 = R2+j*X2; 
Zeq = Zl*Z2/(Zl+Z2); 
XeO = imag(Zeq) 
Zt = Zti-+Zeq; 
Re = real(Zt); Xta = imag(Zt); Zta = abs(Zt); 

% Exciter, AVR and PSS parameters 
KA=100; % For Lati-obe Cogenerator 
%KA = 20; % For Crown Cogenerator 
vsmax=0.2; vsmin=-0.2; 

Latrobe = 1; Crown = 0; 
if Latrobe= 1 

Xd=2.64; Xdp=0.28; Xddp=0.2; Xq=1.32; Xqp=0.29; Xqdp=0.21; Xl=0.1; 
Ra=0.003; Td0p=5.79; Td0dp=0.044; Tq0p=1.2; Tq0dp=0.084; H = 3.8; Kd = 0.01; 

elseif Crown = 1 
% Crown cogenerator standard parameters 
Xd=2.1877; Xdp=0.1763; Xddp=0.1384; Xq=1.0152; Xqp=0.18; Xqdp=0.1664; Xl=0.1; 
Ra=0.003; Td0p=4.14743; Td0dp=0.01483; TqOp=0.6; Tq0dp=0.01387; H = 5; Kd = 0.02; 

else 
Xd=2.2; Xdp=0.22; Xddp=0.2; Xq=1.01; Xqp=0.24; Xqdp=0.21; Xl=0.05; 
Ra=0.002; Td0p=4.5; TdOdp=0.05; TqOp=1.3; Tq0dp=0.04; H = 5; Kd = 0.01; 

end 

f=50; w0=2*pi*f; 

Ksd = 0.835; Ksq = 0.835; % saturation coefficients 
% Calculate fundamental parameters 

Xad = Xd - XI; Xaq = Xq - XI; 
Xads = Ksd*Xad; Xaqs = Ksq*Xaq; 
Xds = Xads + XI; Xqs = Xaqs + XI; 
Xfd = Xad*(Xdp-Xl)/(Xad+Xl-Xdp); 
Xlq = Xaq*(Xqp-Xl)/(Xaq+Xl-Xqp); 
Xld = Xad*Xfd*(Xl-Xddp)/((Xad+Xfd)*(Xddp-Xl)-Xad*Xfd); 
X2q = Xaq*Xlq*(Xl-Xqdp)/((Xaq+Xlq)*(Xqdp-Xl)-Xaq*Xlq); 
Rfd = (Xad+Xfd)/CrdOp*w0); 
Rid = (Xld+Xad*Xfd/(Xad+Xfd))/CrdOdp*wO); 
Rlq = (Xaq+Xlq)/CrqOp'*wO); 
R2q = (X2q+Xaq*Xlq/(Xaq+Xlq))/Crq0dp*w0); 

% Calculate Et and ItO 
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ItO = 1; % Estimation of the current through network to be 1.0 pu 
fork =1:10 

Poloss = (It0^2)*Re; Ir = PtO - Poloss; 
tanPHAY = tan(PHAY); A = Re*tanPHAY - Xta; B = EbO; C = tanPHAY*(lr*EbO+Re*Ir^2)-Xta*Ir'^2; 
Ix = (-B+sqrt(B'^2-4*A*C))/(2*A); 
Et = (EbO-Xta*Ix+Re*Ir) + j*(Xta*Ir+Re*Ix); 
EtO = abs(Et); %deltat=angle(EO; 
EtR = real(Et); EtX = imag(Et); 
deltat = atan2(EtX,EtR); 
ItO = sqrtar''2+Ix'^2); 

end 

% Calculating operating point values 

deltai=atan((Xqs*ItO*cos(PHAY)-Ra*ItO*sin(PHAY))/(EtO+Ra*ItO*cos(PHAY)+Xqs*ItO*sin(PHAY))); 
edO=EtO'*sin(deltai); eqO=EtO'*cos(deltai); 
idO=ItO*sin(deltai+PHAY);iqO=ItO*cos(deltai+PHAY); 
ifdO=(eqO+Ra*iqO+Xds*idO)/Xads; 
efdO=Rfd*ifdO; 
IfdO=Xad*ifdO; 
EfdO=(Xad/Rfd)*efdO; 
deltaO=deltai+deltat; 

SYfdO=(Xads+Xfd)*ifdO-Xads*idO; 
SYldO=Xads*(ifdO-idO); SYlqO=-Xaqs*iqO; SY2qO=SYlqO; 
Xadsp=l/(l/Xads+l/Xfd);Xaqsp=l/(l/Xaqs+l/Xlq); 
Xadsdp=l/(l/Xads+l/Xfd+l/Xld);Xaqsdp=l/(l/Xaqs+l/Xlq+l/X2q); 
SYadO=Xadsdp*(-idO+SYfdO/Xfd+SYldO/Xld);SYaqO=Xaqsdp*(-iqO+SYlqO/Xlq+SY2qO/X2q); 

ildO=0; ilqO=0; i2q0=0; dwiO = 0; 
Pe0=Pt0+Ra*It0^2; PmO = PeO; 
VrefO=BfdO/KA+EtO; 

% W_faultm % 
% Response of tiie cogenerator without any PSS after occurence of a fault 

global EfdO vlO Eb Vref u_cont Eta Pe Q DELTAt tol xO Pm Pe H 
clear tout; clear yout; 
Pedot = 0; 

mainl 
[tout,youtJ,k] = mloopw_ST(kO,youtO,JO,tO,Tf,EfdO,Vref,DELTAO; 
main2 
[tout,youtJ,k] = niloopw_ST(kO,youtO,JO,tO,Tf,EfdO,Vref,DELTAO; 

yout = [youtp; yout(kO:length(youO,:)]; 
tout = [toutp, tout(kO:length(touO)]; 
dwrw = yout(:,l); deltaw = yout(:,2); Vtw = youK:,7); x2sw = (Pm - yout(:,9))/(2*H); 
Qw = yout(:,10); usw = youK:,l 1); PEw = yout(:,9); 
Jw = J 
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% mainl.m % 
% First part of the main programs for simulating the power system after occurrence of a fault 

clear tout; clear yout; 
tO=0; tout(l)=t0; xO = [dwrO; deltaO; SYfdO; SYldO; SYlqO; SY2q0]; 
Pe=PtO+Ra*ItO'̂ 2; Pm = Pe; (2=QtO; 
Efd = EfdO; 
SYad=SYadO; SYaq=SYaqO; 
Eta=EtO; vlO = Eta; Etas(l) = EtO; 
u_cont = 0; 
youtO = [wO*xO(l); xO(2);xO(3);xO(4);xO(5);xO(6); Eta; EfdO; Pe; Q; u_cont]; 

% Steady state 
dispCSteady state') 
% Initialization 

Vref=EfdO/KA+vlO; Eb = EbO; t = tO; 

kO = l; 
J0 = 0; 
DELTAt = 0.02; tol = 0.01; Tf = tf; 
k = kO; 
yout(k,:) = youtO.'; 
while t<=Tf 

k = k+l; 
tout(k) = t; 
t = t + DELTAt; 
yout(k,:) = youtO.'; 

end 

youtp = yout; toutp = tout; 
tO = tout(k); 
youtO = (yout(k,:)).'; 
kO = k; 

% Subtransient period 
dispCSub-ti-ansient period') 

DELTAt = 0.005; 
Zt=Zti:; Xta = imag(Zt); Eb = 0; 
Tf=tf+tc; 

% maln2.m % 

% Second part of the main programs for simulating tiie power system after occurrence of a fault 

yout = [youtp; yout(kO:length(yout),:)]; 

youtp = yout; 
tout = [toutp, tout(kO:length(tout))]; 
toutp = tout; 
to = tout(k) 
youtO = (yout(k,:)).'; 
k0 = k; 
10 = J; 

% Transient period 
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disp(Transient period') 
% If faulty line is switched off after occurrence of the fault 
Zt=Zti-+Zl; Xta = imag(ZO; 

% If the faulty line is re-energised after clearing the fault 
%Zeq = Z1*Z2/(Z1+Z2); Xe = imag(Zeq); Zt = Ztr+Zeq; Xta = imag(Zt); 

Eb = EbO; DELTAt = 0.005; 
Tf=Tfinal-DELTAt; 

% mloopw_ST.m % 
% The main loop consisting of the AVR & exciter and the synchronous machine 

fimction [tout,yout,J,k] = mloopw_ST(kO,youtO J0,t0,Tf,Efd0,Vref,DELTAt) 

global wO u_cont Eta Pe Q xO Efd tf vlO 
t = tO; J = JO; k = kO; x = xO; 
tout(k) = t; yout(k,:) = youtO.'; 

while t<=Tf 

[t,vl,Efd,Flag] = tms_avr(tO,EfdO,Vref,u_cont); 
if Hag = 1 

vlO = vl; EfdO = Efd; clear t; delPp = Pe; 
[t,x,Flag] = onest_deCsync_mST', tO, xO); 
if Flag = 1 

delP = Pe; Pedot = (delP-delPp)/DELTAt; 
xO = x; to = t; 
YY = [wO*x(l); x(2); x(3); x(4); x(5); x(6); Eta; Efd; Pe; Q; u_cont]; 
k = k+l; 
tout(k) = t; yout(k,:) = YY.'; 
indf = abs(wO*x(l))*(t-tf); 
J = J + indf; 

end 
end 

end 

% tms_avr.m 
fiinction [t,vl,Efd,Flag] = hTis_avr(tO,EfdO,Vref,u_cont) 
global Rfd Xad VE DELTAt KA vlO 
EFmax = 5; EFmin = -2; % For Latrobe Cogenerator 

[t,vl,Flag] = onest_de('trsducer', tO, vlO); 
if Flag = 1 

VE = Vref-vl+u_cont; 
beneath = 1; 
if beneath = 1 

[t,Efd,Rag] = onest_deCavr_sat', tO, EfdO); 
if Flag = 1 

ifEfd<EFniin 
Efd=EFmin; 
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elseif Efd>EFmax 
Efd=EFmax; 

end 
end 

else 
Efd = KA*VE; 

end 
end 

% onest_de.m 
function [t,y,Flag] = onest_de(ypfun, tO, yO) 

% onest_de solves differential equations for only one sampling time. It integrates a system of ordinary differential 
% equations using 4th and 5th order Runge-Kutta formulas. 
% By N. Hosseinzadeh, 2/12/96. Revised from ODE45 in MATLAB. 

global DELTAt tol 

% The Fehlberg coefficients: 
alpha = [1/4 3/8 12/13 1 1/2]'; 
beta = [ [ 1 0 0 0 0 0]/4 

[ 3 9 0 0 0 0]/32 
[ 1932 -7200 7296 0 0 0]/2197 
[ 8341 -32832 29440 -845 0 0]/4104 
[-6080 41040-28352 9295 -5643 0]/20520]'; 

gamma =[[902880 0 3953664 3855735 -1371249 277020]/7618050 
[ -2090 0 22528 21970 -15048 -27360]/752400 ]'; 

pow = 1/5; 

% Initialization 
t = tO;y = yO(:); 
f = zeros(length(y),6); 

% Compute the slopes 
temp = feval(ypfun,t,y); 
f(:,l) = temp(:); 
for j = 1:5 

temp = fevaKypfiin, t+alphaa)*DELTAt, y+DELTAt*f*beta(: j)); 

f(: j+1) = temp(:); 
end 

% Estimate the error and the acceptable error 
delta = norm(DELTAt*f*gamma(:,2),'inf); 
tau = tol*max(norm(y,'inf),1.0); 

% Decrease the step size if the error is not acceptable 
if delta > tau 
dispCSingularity likely.') 

DELTAt = 0.8*DELTAt*(tau/delta)'^pow; 
Hag = 0; 

else 
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% Update the solution only if the error is acceptable 
t = t + DELTAt; 
y = y + DELTAt*f*gamma(:,l); 
F lag=l ; ^ 

end 

% sync_mST.m 
% differential equations of a synchronous machine dynamics after occurrence of a fault 

fiinction [xp] = sync_mST(t,x) 
global Rfd Xfd Rid Xld Rlq Xlq R2q X2q Xad Xddp Xqdp Xaqdp Xaqsdp Xaddp Xadsdp 
global H Pm Kd Ra Zt wO Eb Efd DELTAt Pe Q Eta id iq ed eq SYad SYaq self_C 

ifself_C = l 
Vtjow = 0.7; 
Vt_high = 0.9; 

else 
VtJow = 0.9; 
Vt_high = l . l ; 

end 

md = (l/CVt_low - Vt_high))*(Xaddp-Xadsdp); 
mq = (l/(Vt_low - Vt_high))*(Xaqdp-Xaqsdp); 

if (Eta > VtJow & Eta < Vt_high) 
XadDP = md*(Eta-Vt_low)+Xaddp; 
XaqDP = mq*(Eta-Vt_low)+Xaqdp; 

elseif (Eta>=Vt_high) 
XaqDP = Xaqsdp; 
XadDP = Xadsdp; 

else 
XaqDP = Xaqdp; 
XadDP = Xaddp; 

end 

efd = Rfd*Efd/Xad; 
Eddp = -XaqDP*(x(5)/Xlq+x(6)/X2q); 
Eqdp = XadDP*(x(3)/Xfd+x(4)/Xld); 
ERdp = Eddp*sin(x(2))+Eqdp*cos(x(2)); 
Eldp = Eqdp*sin(x(2))-Eddp*cos(x(2)); 
R_RR = (Xddp - Xqdp)*sin(x(2))*cos(x(2)) + Ra; 
R_n = (Xqdp - Xddp)*sin(x(2))*cos(x(2)) + Ra; 
X_RI = Xddp*(cos(x(2))'^2) + Xqdp*(sin(x(2))'^2); 
X_IR = Xddp*(sin(x(2))'^2) + Xqdp*(cos(x(2))'^2); 
mat_A = [-R_RR X_RI; -X_IR -R_II]; 
Edp = ERdp+j*EIdp; Zdp = Ra+j*Xddp; 
fork = 1:3 

It_ph = (Edp-Eb)/(Zdp+Zt); 
IR = reaiat_ph); II = imag(It_ph); 
ER_EI = mat_A'*[IR;II] + [ERdp;EIdp]; 
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ER = ER_EI(1); EI = ER_EK2); 
Et = ER+j*EI; 
Zdp = (Edp-Et)/It_ph; 

end 

ed = ER*sin(x(2))-EI*cos(x(2)); 
eq = EI*sin(x(2))+ER*cos(x(2)); 
DEN = Ra'̂ 2 + Xddp-^Xqdp; 
id = (Ra*(Eddp-ed)+Xqdp*(Eqdp-eq))/DEN; 
iq = (Ra*(Eqdp-eq)-Xddp*(Eddp-ed))/DEN; 
SYad = XadDP*(-id+x(3)/Xfd+x(4)/Xld); 
SYaq = XaqDP*(-iq+x(5)/Xlq+x(6)/X2q); 
Pe = SYad'*iq-SYaq*id; 
Q = eq*id - ed*iq; 
Eta = abs(Et); 

xp(l) = (Pm-Pe-Kd*x(l))/(2*H); 
xp(2) = wO*x(l); 
xp(3) = wO*(efd+(SYad-x(3))*Rfd/Xfd); 
xp(4) = wO*(SYad-x(4))*Rld/Xld; 
xp(5) = wO*(SYaq-x(5))*Rlq/Xlq; 
xp(6) = wO*(SYaq-x(6))*R2q/X2q; 

% transducer.m 
fiinction vlp = trsducer(t,vl) 
global Eta 
TR=0.015; 
vlp = (Eta-vl)/TR; 

% AVR_sat.m 
function Efdp = avr_sat(t,Efd) 
global KA VE 

% AVR time constant 
TA=0.05; 
Efdp = (KA*VE-Efd)/TA; 

% C_faultm % 
% Response of tiie Cogenerator after occurence of a fault (system witii conventional PSS); 

global EfdO Efd vlO vO u_cont Eta EtO Pe Q DELTAt Pe_ba xO Pm 
vO = [0 0 0]; 
mainl 
[tout,youtJ,k] = Cloop_ST(kO,youtO,JO,tO,Tf,EfdO,Vref,u_cont,DELTAt); 

main2 
[tout,youtJ,k] = Cloop_ST(kO,youtOJO,tO,Tf,EfdO,Vref,u_cont,DELTAt); 

yout = [youtp; yout(kO:length(yout),:)]; 
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tout = [toutp, tout(kO:lengtii(tout))]; 
dwrc = youK:,l); deltac = youK:,2); Vtc = yout(:,7); PEc = youK:,9); Qc = yout(:,10); use = youK:,l 1); 
Jc = J 

% Cloop_ST.m % 
% The main loop for conventional controller 
% consisting of the CPSS & the AVR & exciter and the synchronous machine 

fiinction [tout,yout,J,k] = Cloop_ST(kO,youtO,JO,tO,Tf,EfdO,Vref,u_cont,DELTAO 
global wO Eta Pm Pe Q xO x vlO vO Efd tf vsmin vsmax count CNT 

CNT = 30; count = 1 ; 

t = tO; J = JO; X = xO; k = kO; 
tout(k) = t; yout(k,:) = youtO.'; 

while t <= Tf 
% Conventional PSS 
[t,v] = onest_deCCPSS', tO, vO); 
u_cont = v(3); 
ifu_cont<vsmin 

u_cont=vsniin; 
elseif u_cont> vsmax 

u_cont=vsmax; 
end 

YY = [wO*x(l); x(2); x(3); x(4); x(5); x(6); Eta; Efd; Pe; Q; u_cont]; 
[t,vl,Efd,Hag] = tins_avr(tO,EfdO,Vref,u_cont); 
ifFlag = l 

vlO = vl; EfdO = Efd; 
[t,x,Flag] = onest_deCsync_mSr, tO, xO); 
if Hag = 1 

xO = x; to = t; 
k = k+l; 
tout(k) = t; yout(k,:) = YY.'; uout(k) = u_cont; Vout(k) = Eta; 
indf = abs(wO*x(l))*(t-tf); 
J = J + indf; 

end 
end 

end 

fiinction vp = CPSS(tO,vO) 
% fiinction that solves the state space equations of the conventional PSS 

global PmPexOKdH 

% The parameters of the CPSS 
Kstab = 20,TW = 10; 
Tlz = 0.12; Tip = 0.014; 
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Tlz = 0.11; Tip = 0.014; 

V = vO; 
vp(l) = Kstab*(Pm-Pe-Kd*xO(l))/(2*H)-v(l)/TW; 
vp(2) = Criz*(Kstab'*(Pm-Pe-Kd*xO(l))/(2*H)-v(l)/TW)+v(l)-v(2))/Tlp; 
vp(3) = (l/T2p)*Cr2z*Criz*(Kstob'*(Pm-Pe-Kd*x0(l))/(2*H)-v(l)/TW)+v(l)-v(2))/Tlp+v(2)-v(3)); 

% F_faultm % 
% Response of the Cogenerator after occurence of a fault (system with a fixed-parameters fiizzy PSS); 

global EfdO Efd vlO u_cont Eta EtO Pe Q DELTAt Pe_ba xO Pm Eb Zt cont_FUZmat spCOEF accCOEF uCOEF 

% calling Mamdani rale-based fiizzy controller 
cont_FUZmat = readfis('matiab/final/mamdn'); 

mainl 
[tout,youtJ,k] = FUZloop_ST(kO,youtO,JO,tO,Tf,EfdO,Vref,u_cont,DELTAt); 
main2 
[tout,youtJ,k] = FUZloop_ST(kO,youtO,JO,tO,Tf,EfdO,Vref,u_cont,DELTAt); 
yout = [youtp; yout(kO:length(yout),:)]; > 
tout = [toutp, tout(kO:length(tout))]; 

dwrf = youtO.l); deltaf = yout(:,2); Vtf = yout(:,7); Efdf = yout(:,8); PEf = yout(:,9); Qf = yout(:,10); usf = yout(:,l 1); 
Jf=J 

% FUZloop_ST.m % 
% The main loop for fiizzy controller 
% consisting of the FPSS & AVR & exciter and the synchronous machine 

fimction [tout,yout,J,k] = FUZloop_ST(kO,youtO,JO,tO,Tf,EfdO,Vref,u_cont,DELTAt) 
global wO Eta Pm Pe Q xO x Efd vlO tf vsmin vsmax count CNT 

CNT = 30; count = 1; 
t = tO; J = JO; X = xO; k = kO; 
tout(k) = t; yout(k,:) = youtO.'; 

while t <= Tf 
u_cont = FPSS; % Fixed-parameters fiizzy PSS 
YY = [wO*x(l); x(2); x(3); x(4); x(5); x(6); Eta; Efd; Pe; Q; u_cont]; 
[t,vl,Efd,Hag] = tms_avr(tO,EfdO,Vref,u_cont); 
if Hag = 1 

vlO = vl; 
EfdO = Efd; 

[t,x,Hag] = onest_de('sync_mSr, tO, xO); 
if Hag = 1 

xO = x; to = t; 
k = k+l; 
tout(k) = t; yout(k,:) = YY.'; uout(k) = u_cont; Vout(k) = Eta; 
indf = abs(wO*x(l))*(t-tf); 
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J = J + indf; 
end 

end 
end 

% FN.faulLm % 
% Response of the Cogenerator after occurence of a fault (system with a neuro-fuzzy PSS); 

global EfdO Efd vlO u_cont Eta EtO Pe Q DELTAt Pe_ba xO Pm Eb Zt cont_FUZmat 

% calling Mamdani rale-based fiizzy controller 
cont_FUZmat = readfisCmaUab/FLPSS/wcff_PSS/mamdn'); 

% Calculating accCOEF and spCOEF with a neural network 
[spCOEF,accCOEF] = KdKpCompute(PtO,QtO,XeO) 

mainl 
[tout,youtJ,k] = FUZloop_ST(kO,youtO,JO,tO,Tf,EfdO,Vref,u_cont,DELTAt); 

main2 
[tout,youtJ,k] = FUZloop_ST(kO,youtO,JO,tO,Tf,EfdO,Vref,u_cont,DELTAt); 

yout = [youtp; yout(kO:lengtii(yout),:)]; 
tout = [toutp, tout(kO:length(tout))]; 

dwrfii = yout(:,l); deltafii = yout(:,2); Vtfn = yout(:,7); PEfh = yout(:,9); Qfn = yout(:,10); usfn = yout(:,l 1); 

Jfn = J 

% KdKpCompute.m 
% (Computing Kd and Kp with a neural network) 

fimction [spCOEF,accCOEF] = KdKpCompute(Pg,(5g,Xe); 

P=[Pg;Qg;Xe]; 
loadmatiab/final/wcfn_pss/TEMPfiles/Wl_KdKp 
load matiab/final/wcfii_pss/TEMPfiles/bl_KdKp 
loadmaflab/final/wcfn_pss/TEMPfiles/W2_KdKp 
loadmatiab/final/wcfn_pss/TEMPfiles/b2_KdKp 

spCOEF.min = 0.03; spCOEF_max = 1.5; 
accCOEF_min = 0.1; accCOEF_max = 5; 

KdKp = simuff(P,Wl,bl,'tansig',W2,b2,'purelin'); 
spCOEF = KdKp(l,l); accCOEF = KdKp(2,l); 
if spCOEF < spCOEF_min 

spCOEF = spCOEF_min; 
elseif spCOEF > spCOEF_max 

spCOEF = spCOEF_max; 
end 

if accCOEF < accCOEF.min 
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accCOEF = accCOEF_min; 
elseif accCOEF > accCOEF_max 

accCOEF = accCOEF_max; 
end 

% KpKdti-ain.m 
% (training a neural network to compute Kd and Kp) 
% This program should be executed before ranning KdKpCompute.m 

loadmatiab/final/wcfn_pss/TEMPfiles/PtQtXe_LAT.mat 
loadmatiab/fmaJ/wcfn_pss/TEMPfiles/KpKd_LAT.mat 
P = PtQtXe;T = KpKd; 

% Random initialization 
%S1 = 12; 
%[Wl,bl,W2,b2] = initff(P,Sl,'tansig',T,'purelin'); 
%save matiab/final/wcfii_pss/TEMPfiles/Wlinit_LAT Wl 
%save matiab/final/wcfh_pss/TEMPfiles/bIinit_LAT bl 
%save madab/final/wcfn_pss/TEMPfiles/W2init_LAT W2 
%save matlab/final/wcfn_pss/TEMPfiles/b2init_LAT b2 

% Initializing with a specific set of weights 
load matiab/finaiywcfn_pss/TEMPfiles/W 1 init_LAT 
loadmatiab/fmal/wcfn_pss/TEMPfiles/blinit_LAT 
loadmaflab/fmal/wcfn_pss/TEMPfiles/W2init_LAT 
loadmatlab/fmal/wcfn_4)ss/TEMPfiles/b2init_LAT 

Lev_Mar = 1 Either 0 (backpropagation training) or 1 (Levenberg-Marquardt training) 
if Lev_Mar= 1 

disp_freq = 20; max_epoch = 80; err_goal = 0.1; grad_min = le-8; 
mu = 0.01; mu_inc = 10; mu_dec = 0.9; mu_max = 10; 
figured); 
tp = [disp_freq max_epoch err_goal grad_min mu mujnc mu_dec mu_max]; 
[Wl,bl,W2,b2,te,ti:] = ti-ainlm(Wl,bl,'tansig',W2,b2,'purelin',P,T,tp); 

else 
disp_freq = 200; max_epoch = 5000; err_goal = 0.05; Ir = 0.001; 
momentum = 0.95; err_ratio = 1.1; Irjnc = 1.5; lr_dec = 0.95; 
figure(l); elf; 
tp = [disp_freq max_epoch err_goaI Ir]; 
[Wl,bl,W2,b2,epochs,b-] = trainbpCWl,bl,'tansig',W2,b2,'purelin',P,T,tp); 

end 

save matiab/final/wcfii_pss/TEMPfiles/Wl_KdKp Wl 
save madab/final/wcfii_pss/TEMPfiles/bl_KdKp bl 
save madab/final/wcfh_pss/TEMPfiles/W2_KdKp W2 
save maaab/final/wcfii_pss/TEMPfiles/b2_KdKp b2 

P = [0.8; 0.4; 0.2] 
KdKp = simuff(P,Wl,bl,'tansig',W2,b2,'purelin') 
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% FF_fauK.m 
% Response of the Cogenerator after occurence of a fault (system with a tuned-fuzzy PSS); 

global Pe_ba xO Pm Eb Zt cont_FUZmat uCOEF 

% calling Mamdani rale-based fiizzy controller and fiizzy tuner 
cont_FUZmat = readfis('matiab/final/mamdn'); 
tune_FUZmat = readfis('maflab/final/wcff_pss/scaUng_Lat'); 

output = evalfis([PtO,QtO,XeO], tune_FUZmat); 
SpCOEF = output(l), accCOEF = output(2) 

mainl 
[tout,youtJ,k] = FUZloop_ST(kO,youtO,JO,tO,Tf,EfdO,Vref,u_cont,DELTAt); 
main2 
[tout,youtJ,k] = FUZloop_ST(kO,youtO,JO,tO,Tf,EfdO,Vref,u_cont,DELTAt); 

yout = [youtp; yout(kO:length(yout),:)]; 
tout = [toutp, tout(kO:length(tout))]; 
usaf = [usafjp, usaf(kO:length(usaf))]; 
Etas = [Etasp, Etas(kO:lengtii(Etas))]; 

dwrfn = yout(:,l); deltafn = yout(:,2); Vtfn = yout(:,7); PEfn = yout(:,9); Qfii = yout(:,10); usfii = yout(:,l 1); 
Jff = J 

scaling-LAT 

(mamdani) 

27 rules 

spCOEF (5) 

accCOEF (5) 

Xt(3) 

System scaling-LAT: 3 Inputs, 2 outputs, 27 rules 

Fig. H.7. Fuzzy logic system scaling_LAT.fis 
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(b) ANNPSS 

% wcAdNN_fauIt_Efd2.m % 
% Three responses: system without PSS, system witii CPSS and system with AdNN PSS 
% Adaptive NN PSS with input dw and its delays, dP and its delays 
%% NNM is trained every PNM samples and NNC is trained every PNC samples %% 

GLOB_init; simu_para; COG_data 

W.fault 
deltaw = deltaw * 180/pi; % converting radians to degrees 

C_fauK 
deltac = deltac * 180/pi; % converting radians to degrees 

NNCinit 
AdNN_fault_Efd2 
deltaN = deltaN* 180/pi; 

AdNNfigs3 

save madab/final/AdNN_pss/Tempf/TEMPm_Lat WMl BMl WM2 BM2; 

% NNCinit.m 
% (Neural Network Controller initialization for using before AdNN_fault_Efd2.m) 

% Initializing tiie NNC 
PC = [-2 2;-2 2;-l 1;-1 1]; 
SCI = 5; 
MAX_init = 0.001; 
[WC1,BC1,WC2,BC2] = initff(PC,SCl,'tansig',l,'pureUn'); 
WCl = max(-MAX_init,min(MAX_init,WCl)); 
WC2 = max(-MAX_init,min(MAX_init,WC2)); 
BCl = zeros(SCl,l); 
BC2 =zeros(l,l); 

save matlab/final/AdNN_pss/TempmempcO WCl BCl WC2 BC2; 

% AdNN_fault_Efd2.m (AdNN PSS for cogenerator) % 
% Adaptive NN PSS witii input dw and its delays, dP and its delays 
%% NNM is ti-ained every PNM samples and NNC is fi-ained every PNC samples %% 

eSIGN=l; 

% Parameters for training NNM and NNC and pattern initialization 
NNMC_Efd_PATTinit2 
load matiab/final/AdNN_pss/Temp£rrEMPm_Lat; 
K1)=0; xO = [dwrO; deltaO; SYfdO; SYldO; SYlqO; SY2qO]; 
dwrN(l)=wO*xO(l); deltahs(l) =xO(2);deltaN(l)=xO(2); deltah=xO(2); EFDN(l)=EfdO; usN(l) = 0; 
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SYfd(l)=xO(3); SYld(l)=xO(4); SYlq(l)=xO(5); SY2q(l)=xO(6); 
Pe=PeO; Pm = PeO; PEN(l)=Pe; Q=QtO; QN(l)=QtO; VtN(l)=EtO; dEtNs(l)=0; 
dPg(l) = Pm-Pe-Kd*xO(l); 
efd=efdO; 
SYad=SYadO; SYaq=SYaqO; Eta=EtO; Vref=Vrefl); 
vl=EtO; Efd=EfdO; 
vl_NNC=EtO; Efd_NNC=EfdO; 

JN=0; 
ind_pow = 1; 
for n = 1 : tf/Dt; 

PEN(n+l) = Pe; QN(n+l) = Q; EFDN(n+l) = EfdO; dwrN(n+l) = wO*xO(l); deltaN(n+l) = x0(2); 
deltahs(n+l) = x0(2); VtN(n+l) = EtO; dEtNs(n+l) = 0; dPg(n+l) = dPg(l); 
t(n+l)=t(n)+Dt; 

end 

x = xO; 
Zt=Ztr; Xta = imag(Zt); Eb = 0; DELTAt = dtf; 

for n = tW3t+l : (tfiT)t+l)+(tc/dtf); 
deltaP = Pm - Pe; dPg(n+l) = deltaP; 
NNM_Efd_pattem2 % Patterns for NNM 
NNM_Efd2 % Neural Network Identifier 
NNC_Efd_pattem2 % Patterns for NNC 
NNC_Efd_f2 % Fixed Neural Network Controller 

usN(n+l)=u; 
AVR; 
COGplantST; 
Eta = abs(Et); 
PEN(n+l) = Pe; QN(n+l) = Q; EFDN(n+l) = Efd; dwrN(n+l) = w0*x(l); 
deltaN(n+l) = x(2);VtN(n+l) = Eta; dEti^s(n+l) = Eta-EtO; t(n+l)=t(n)+dtf; 
indf = abs(dwrN(n+l))*(t(n+l)-tf)'Mndjow; 
JN = JN + indf; 

end 

Zt=Ztr+Zl; Xta = imag(Zt); 
%Zt = Zb-+(Z1*Z2/(Z1+Z2)); Xta = imag(Zt); 
Eb = EbO; 
DELTAt = dt; 

for n = (tOT)t+l)+(tc/dtf)+l : Nfinal-1; 
deltaP = Pm - Pe; dPg(n+l) = deltaP; 
NNM_Efd_pattem2 % Patterns for NNM 
NNM_Efd2 % Neural Network Identifier 
NNC_Efd_pattem2 % Patterns for NNC 
NNC_Efd2 % Adaptive Neural Network Controller 

usN(n+l)=u; 
AVR; 
COGplantST; 
Eta = abs(Et); 
PEN(n+l) = Pe; QN(n+l) = Q; EFDN(n+l) = Efd; dwrN(n+l) = wO*x(l); 
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deltaN(n+l) = x(2); VtN(n+l) = Eta; dEtNs(n+l) = Eta-EtO; t(n+l)=t(n)+dt; 
indf = abs(dwrN(n+l))*(t(n+l)-tf)''ind_pow; 
JN = JN + indf; 

end 

JN = JN 

% NNMC_Efd_PATTinit2.m % 
% Parameters and pattern initialization for NNM and NNC 

global G 
PNM = 10; PNC = 3; ORD_pat = 2; 
% Parameters for training NNM and NNC 
tpm = [20 PNM* le-8 .0005]; % [max. no. of epochs; error goal; learning rate] 
Ir = 0.005; k_max = 10*lr; 
tpc = [10 PNC* le-8 Ir]; % [max. no. of epochs; error goal; learning rate] 

% Normalising coefficient for speed deviation in rad/sec 
alpha = 0.5; beta = 1; zeta = 1; 

% Normalising coefficient for accelerating power 
gammaO = 5; gamma = gammaO; gamma_max = 2*gamma0; 

% Controller's gain 
GO = 0.9; G = GO; Gmax = 3*G0; 

% Patterns initialization 

dEfdm = zeros(ORD_pat+l,l); dEfdmp = zeros(ORD_pat+l,PNM); 
dwm = zeros(ORD_pat,l); dwmp = zeros(ORD_pat,PNM); 
detin = zeros(ORD_pat,l); detmp = zeros(ORD_pat,PNM); 
dpm = zeros(ORD_pat,l); dpmp = zeros(ORD_pat,PNM); 

TM = zeros(l,PNM); 
dwcp = zeros(ORD_pat,PNC); 
dpcp = zeros(ORD_pat,PNC); 
detcp = zeros(ORD_pat,PNC); 

dwO = 0; dwl = 0; dpO = 0; dpi = 0; detO = 0; detl = 0; 

Dr = 0.4; 
% if distance from origin in tiie phase plane (D) is less tiian Dr learning rate will increase accordingly 

GdP_Coef = 1.0; % coefficient of dP in calculating D 

% NNM_Efd_patteni2.m % 

% creating patterns for NNM 

NNMpat = rem(n,PNM); 
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if NNMpat = 0 
NNMpat = PNM; 

end 
DELAY = 0; 
for L = 1: ORD_pat 

dwmp(L,NNMpat) = alpha*dwrN(n-L); 
detmp(L,NNMpat) = dEtNs(n-L); 
dpmp(L,NNMpat) = gamma*dPg(n-L); 
dwm(L) = alpha*dwrN(n-L+l); 
detm(L) = dEtNs(n-L+l); 
dpm(L) = gamma*dPg(n-L+l); 

end 

ifn>l+DELAY 
dEfdmp(l,NNMpat) = EFDN(n-l-DELAY)-EfdO; 

else 
dEfdmp(l,NNMpat) = 0; 

end 

ifn>=l+DELAY 
dEfdm(l,l) = EFDN(n-DELAY)-EfdO; 

else 
dEfdm(l,l) = 0; 

end 

forL=l :ORD_pat+l 
dEfdmp(L,NNMpat) = dEfdmp(l,NNMpat); 
dEfdm(L,l) = dEfdm(l,l); 

end 

TM(1,NNMpat) = dwrN(n); 

% NNM_Efd2.m % 

% Neural Network Modeller 

if NNMpat = PNM 
PM = [dEfdmp;dwmp;detmp;dpmp]; 
WM1,WM2] = mytbp2(V^TvIl,BMl,'tansig',WM2,BM2,'purelin',PM,TM,tpm); 

end 
PMnext= [dEfdm;dwm;detm;dpm]; 
dwhs(n+l) = simuff(PMnext,WMl,BMl,'tansig',WM2,BM2,'purelin'); 

% NNC_Efd_pattern2.m % 
% Creating patterns for NNC 

global SpCoef dPCoef 

NNCpat = rem(n,PNC); 
ifNNCpat = 0 
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NNCpat = PNC; 
end 

for L = 1 : ORD_pat 
dEfdcp(L,NNCpat) = EFDN(n); 

end 

for L = 1 : ORD_pat 
dwcp(L,NNCpat) = alpha*dwrN(n-L+l); 
detcp(L,NNCpaO = dEtNs(n-L+l); 
dpcp(L,NNCpat) = gamma*dPg(n-L+l); 

end 

beneatii= 0; 
if beneath = 0 

dw_desired_f(l,NNCpat) = dwrN(n); 
dw_desired(l,NNCpat) = SpCoef*dwrN(n) - dPCoef*dPg(n); 

else 
dw_desired_f(l,NNCpat) = dwrN(n); 
XXp = [dwrN(n); dPg(n)]; 
[time,xml] = ONEst_deO('MsDo', 0, XXp, DELTAt); 
dw_desired(l,NNCpat) = xml; 

end 

% NNC_Efd_f2.m % 
% Neural Network fixed controller 

if NNCpat = PNC 
TMh = [dw_desired_f]; 
dwps(n+2-PNC:n+l) = dw_desired_f/zeta; 
Pcl = [dwcp(l:2,:),dpcp(l:2,:)]; 
Pc2 = [dEfdcp;dwcp;detcp;dpcp]; 
[WC1,WC2] = tbpxNNC_N2(WCl,BCl,'tansig',WC2,BC2,'purelin',... 

WM1 ,BM 1 ,'tansig', WM2,BM2,'purelin',Pc 1 ,Pc2,TMh,eSIGN,n,DELAY,tpc); 
end 
if n > t&dt+l 

D = sqrt((w0*x(l))'^2 + (GdP_CoePdeltaP)'^2); 
i fD<Dr 

G = G * (D/Dr); 
end 

end 

dwO = alpha*dwrN(n); dpO = gamma*dPg(n); 
dwl = alpha*dwrN(n-l); dpi = gamma*dPg(n-l); 
detO = dEtNs(n); detl = dEtNs(n-l); 
PI = [dwO;dwl;dpO;dpl]; 
u = simuff(Pl,WCl,BCl,'tansig',WC2,BC2.'purelin'); 
u = min(vsmax,max(vsmin,G*u)); 
G = GO; 
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% NNC_Efd2.m[ % 
% Neural Network Controller 

if NNCpat = PNC 
TMh = [dw_desired]; 
dwps(n+2-PNC:n+l) = dw_desired/zeta; 
Pcl = [dwcp(l:2,:),dpcp(l:2,:)]; 
Pc2 = [dEfdcp;dwcp;detcp;dpcp]; 
[WC1,WC2] = tbpxNNC_N2(WCl,BCl,'tansig',WC2,BC2,'purelin',... 

WM 1 ,BM 1 ,'tansig',WM2,BM2,'purelin',Pcl ,Pc2,TMh,eSIGN,n,DELAY,tpc); 
end 

if n>tf/dt+l 
D = sqrt((w0*x(l))'^2 + (GdP_Coef*deltaP)'^2); 
i fD<Dr 

k = min(lr_max,K*(Dr/D)); 
tpc = [tpc(l:2),k]; 

end 
end 

dwO = alpha*dwrN(n); dpO = gamma*dPg(n); 
dwl = alpha*dwrN(n-l); dpi = gamma*dPg(n-l); 
detO = dEtNs(n); detl = dEtNs(n-l); 
Pl = [dwO;dwl;dpO;dpl]; 
u = simuff(Pl,WCl,BCl,'tansig',WC2,BC2,'purelin'); 
u = min(vsmax,max(vsmin,G*u)); 
G = GO; 

fiinction [wl,w2] = tbpxNNC_N2(wl,bl,fl,w2,b2,f2,w3,b3,fi,w4,b4,f4,pl,p2,t,eSIGN,n,DELAY,tp) 
% fiinction to train NNC (Neural Network Controller) w/backpropagation. 
% a revesion of tbpx fiinction in MATLAB neural network toolbox 

global u_NNC d2_A PNC vsmax vsmin 
ecoeff = eSIGN*0.1/PNC; 
if nargin < 18,errorCNot enough arguments.');end 

% TRAINING PARAMETERS 
if nargin = 18, tp = []; end 
tp = nndef(tp,[10 le-6 0.1 1.0 0.7 0.9 1.04]); 
me = tp(l); eg = tp(2); h- = tp(3); im = tp(4); dm = tp(5); mc = tp(6); er = tp(7); 
W3 = w3(:,l); 

dfl=feval(fl,'delta'): 
df2 = feval(f2,'delta') 
dO = feval(f3,'delta') 
df4 = feval(f4,'delta') 

dwl = wl*0; dw2 = w2*0; 
MC = 0; 
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% PRESENTATION PHASE 
al = feval(fl,wl*pl,bl); 
a2 = max(vsmin,min(vsmax,feval(f2,w2*al,b2))); 
u_NNC = a2; 
A2_in = AVR_NNC_F(n,DELAY); 
A2 = [A2_in;p2]; 
a3 = feval(f3,w3*A2,b3); 
a4 = feval(f4,w4*a3,b4); 
err = a4 - 1 ; e = ecoeff*err; 
SSE = sumsqr(err); 

% BACKPROPAGATION PHASE 
d4 = feval(df4,a4,e); 
d3 = feval(df3,a3,d4,w4); 
d2 = feval(df2,a2.d3,W3); 
d2_A(n,:) = d2; 
D2 = AVR_NNC_B2(n,DELAY); 
dl = feval(dfl,al,D2,w2); 

fori=l:me 

% CHECK PHASE 
if SSE < eg I abs(a2) = vsmax ; break, end 

% LEARNING PHASE 
dwl =leamwbm(pl,dl,lr,MC,dwl); 
dw2 = leamwbm(al,D2,lr,MC,dw2); 

MC = mc; 
new_wl = wl +dwl; 
new_w2 = w2 + dw2; 

% PRESENTATION PHASE 
new_al =feval(fl,new_wl*pl,bl); 
new_a2 = max(vsmin,min(vsmax,feval(f2,new_w2*new_al,b2))); 

u_NNC = new_a2; 
A2Jn = AVR_NNC_F(n,DELAY); 
new_A2 = [A2_in;p2]; 

new_a3 = feval(f3,w3*new_A2,b3); 
new_a4 = feval(f4,w4*new_a3,b4); 
new_err = new_a4 -1 ; 

new_e = ecoefPnew_err; 
new_SSE = sumsqr(new_err); 

% MOMENTUM & ADAPTIVE LEARNING RATE PHASE 
ifnew_SSE>SSE*er 

lr = lr*dm; 
MC = 0; 

else 
ifnew_SSE<SSE 
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Ir = Ir * im; 
end 

wl = new_wl; al = new_al; 
w2 = new_w2; a2 = new_a2; 
a3 = new_a3; a4 = new_a4; 
e = new_e; SSE = new_SSE; 

% BACKPROPAGATION PHASE 
d4 = feval(df4,a4,e); 
d3 = feval(dO,a3,d4,w4); 
d2 = feval(df2,a2,d3,W3); 
d2_A(n,:) = d2; 
D2 = AVR_NNC_B2(n,DELAY); 
dl = feval(dfl,al,D2,w2); 
end 

end 

fimction D2 = AVR_NNC_B2(n,DELAY) 

% fiinction that solves the state space equations of the AVR in the backward path of the tbpxNNC program 

global a b c KA d2_A D2 Nfinal DELTAt 

% AVR parameters 

TA=0.05; EFmax=5.0; EFniin=-2.0; 
qk=0; 

COL.LEN = size(d2_A,2); 
kkl=zeros(4,COL_LEN); 

if n> DELAY 
u_nnc = d2_A(n-DELAY,:); 

else 
u_nnc = zeros(l,2); 

end 
VE = u_nnc; 
Efd_nnc = 0; 
forcol=l:COL_LEN 

forindex=l:4 
kkl(index,col)=a(index)*((KA*VE(col)-Efd_nnc)/TA - b(index)*qk); 
qk = qk + 3*kkl(index,col) - c(index)*(KA*VE(col)-Efd_nnc)/TA; 
Efd_nnc = Efd_nnc + kkl(index,col)*DELTAt; 

end 

if Efd_nnc<EFmin 
Efd_imc=EFmin; 

elseif Efd_nnc>EFmax 
Efd_nnc=EFmax; 

end 

D2(col) = Efd_nnc; 
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end 

fiinction A2_in = AVR_NNC_F(n,DELAY) 
% fiinction that solves the state space equations of the AVR 
% in forward path of the tbpxNNC program 

global a b c G KA Rfd Xad Eta vl Vref EfdO u_NNC Efd dEFd_NNC_A Nfinal DELTAt 

% AVR parameters 

TA=0.05; TR=0.015; EFmax=5.0; EFmin=-2.0; 
qvl=0;qk=0; 
vl_NNC = vl; 
Efd.NNC = Efd; 
COL_LEN = length(uJ4NC); 
kvl=zeros(4,l);kkl=zeros(4,COL_LEN); 

forindex=l:4 

kvl(index)=a(index)*((Eta-vl_NNC)/TR-b(index)*qvl); 
qvl = qvl + 3*kvl(index) - c(index)*(Eta-vl_NNC)/TR; 
vl_NNC = vl_NNC + kvl(index)*DELTAt; 

end 

VE = Vref-vl_NNC+u_NNC; 

forcol=l:COL_LEN 
for index=l :4 

kkl(index,col)=a(index)*((KA*VE(col)-Efd_NNC)/TA - b(index)*qk); 
qk = qk + 3*kkl(index,coI) - c(index)*(KA*VE(col)-Efd_NNC)/TA; 
Efd.NNC = Efd_NNC + kkl(index,col)*DELTAt; 

end 

ifEfd_NNC<EFmin 
Efd_NNC=EFmin; 

elseif Efd_NNC>EFmax 
Efd_NNC=EFmax; 

end 

dEFd_NNC_A(n,col) = Efd_NNC-EfdO; 

if n > DELAY 
A2_in(col) = G*dEFd_NNC_A(n-DELAY,col); 

else 
A2_in(col) = 0; 

end 
end 
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(c) AFPSSs 

% wfjndaf.m % 
% Response of the Cogenerator after occurence of a fault 
% (two responses: system with conventional PSS; system with indirect AFPSS) 

GLOBJnit; simu_para; COG_data; 
indafpss 
C.fault 

mainHGS2 

% indafpss.m % 
% Response of the Cogenerator after occurence of a fault 
% system with an indirect adaptive fuzzy PSS; 

Niter = 2 
Strt = 2; 

for jij = Stit: Niter 
Iteration=jijj 
clear tout, clear yout, clear dwrl, clear usi, clear Etas, clear J 
global EfdO Efd vlO Vref Eta EtO Pe Q DELTAt tol xO Pm SPdevp XX CNT count 
mainl 
ytdot = 0; YmO = 0; 
XX = [0;0]; 
CNT= 100; count = 1 ; 

% Initializing the output array 
youtO = [wO*xO(l); xO(2);xO(3);xO(4);xO(5);xO(6); Eta; EfdO; Pe; Q; u_cont; ytdot; YmO]; 

if jjj = Stit 
u_cont = ind_afcO; 

end 

SPdevp = wO*youtO(l); 
ifjjj = l 

[tout,yout,JJc] = ind_lf(kO,youtO,JO,tO,Tf,EfdO,Vref,DELTAt); 

else 

[tout,yout,J,k] = ind_l(kO,youtO,JO,tO,Tf,EfdO,Vref,DELTAt); 

end 

main2 

if jjj = 1 
[tout,yout,J,k] = ind_lf(kO,youtO,JO,tO,Tf,EfdO,Vref,DELTAt); 

else 
[tout,yout,J,k] = ind_l(kO,youtO,JO,tO,Tf,EfdO,Vref,DELTAt); 

end 
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yout = [youtp; yout(kO:length(yout),:)]; 
tout = [toutp, tout(kO:length(tout))]; 

ifjjj = l 
dwrf = yout(:,l); deltaf = yout(:,2); usf = yout(:,ll); Ytdf = yout(:,12); Pesf = yout(:,9); 
Jf = J 

else 
dwrl = youK:,l); deltal = yout(:,2); usI = yout(:,l 1); Ytdaf = yout(:,12); Pesaf = youK:,9); Ym = yout(:,13); 
Jafl = J 

end 
end 

% ind_if.m % 

fimction [tout,yout,J,k] = ind_lf(kO,youtO,JO,tO,Tf,EfdO,Vref,DELTAt) 
% fiinction that gives the output of the synchronous machine with the fixed initial fuzzy controller 
% for one sampling period 

global wO u_cont Eta Pe Q xO vlO Efd normTHta THta tf xm SPdevp 

t = tO; J = JO; X = xO; k = kO; 
tout(k) = t; yout(k,:) = youtO.'; 
yddotp = 0; 

while t <= Tf 
u_cont = ind_fixed; % fixed initial fuzzy controller 
[t,vl,Efd,Hag] = tms_avr(tO,EfdO,Vref,u_cont); 
if Hag = 1 

vlO = vl; 
EfdO = Efd; 
clear t; 
delPp = - Pe; 
[t,x,Hag] = onest_deCsync_mSr, tO, xO); 
if Hag = 1 

delP = -Pe; 
yddot = (delP-delPp)/DELTAt; 
ytdot = (yddot-yddotp)/DELTAt; 
yddotp = yddot; 
SPdevp = wO*xO(l); 
xO = x; tO = t; 
YY = [wO*x(l); x(2); x(3); x(4); x(5); x(6); Eta; Efd; Pe; Q; u_cont; ytdot; xm(l)]; 

k = k+l; 
tout(k) = t; 
yout(k.:) = YY.'; 
indf=abs(wO*x(l))*(t-tf); 
J = J + indf; 

end 
end 

end 
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% indj.m % 

fiinction [tout,yout,J,k] = ind_l(kO,youtO,JO,tO,Tf,EfdO,Vref,DELTAt) 
% function that gives the output of the synchronous machine with the indirect adaptive fiizzy controller 
% for one sampUng period 

global wO u_cont Eta Pe Q xO vlO x Efd THtaf THtag tf xm SPdevp 

t = tO;J = JO;x = xO;k = kO; 
tout(k) = t; yout(k,:) = youtO.'; 
yddotp = 0; 

while t <= Tf 
% Indirect adaptive fuzzy conttoUer 
u_cont = ind_afc; 
[t,vl,Efd,Hag] = tms_avr(tO,EfdO,Vref,u_cont); 
ifHag = l 

vIO = vl; EfdO = Efd; 
clear t; 
delPp = - Pe; 
[t,x,Hag] = onest_deCsync_mST, tO, xO); 
if Hag = 1 

delP = -Pe; 

yddot = (delP-deIPp)/DELTAt; 
ytdot = (yddot-yddotp)/DELTAt; 
yddotp = yddot; 
SPdevp = wO*xO(l); 
xO = x; tO = t; 

YY = [wO*x(l); x(2); x(3); x(4); x(5); x(6); Eta; Efd; Pe; Q; u_cont; ytdot; xm(l)]; 
k = k+l; 
tout(k) = t; 
yout(k,:) = YY.'; 
indf=abs(wO*x(l))*t; 
J = J + indf; 

end 
end 

end 

% ind_fixed.m % 
% indirect adaptive fiizzy controUer without adaptation 

fimction u_cont = ind_fixed() 
global Kd gAmmAl gAmmA2 K Mf Mg Ml M2 Xbarl Xbar2 Wmidl.l Wmidl_2 Wmid2_l Wmid2_2 
global wl wStl wEndl w2 wSt2 wEnd2 Mxl Mx2 THtaf THtag xm xmO wO Eta Pm Pe Q Pn be n Epsilon Eta EtO 
global to vlO EfdO Vref xO DELTAt tol youtO u_cont vsmin vsmax Eb 
global SpCoef SPdevp dPCoef dPmCoefCoefXX margXX CNT XX count 

count = count + 1; 
b = bc(n); 
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SPdev = wO*xO(l); 
deltaP = Pm - Pe; 
XXp = XX; 
XX = [SPdev; deltaP]; normXX = norm(XX,'fro'); 

ifnormXX-=0 
ifEta<0.7*EtO 

xm = [SPdev; deltaP]; 
xmO = xm; 

else 
beneath = 1; % If equal to 1 the predictor wiU be the same as the one used for tiie ANNPSS 

% if equal to 2 the predictor wiU be based on the mass-spring-damper system 

if beneath = 1 
xml = SpCoef^SPdev - dPCoef*deltaP; 
xm = [xml; dPmCoef^deltaP]; 

else 
[t,xml] = onest_deOCMsDo', 0, XXp, DELTAO; % Initial condition changes as the input changes 
xm = [xml; dPmCoef*deltaP]; 

end 

ifrem(count,CNT)==0 
Xout = XX' 
Xdesired = xm' 

end 
end 

e = XX - xm; 
M = M1*M2; 
PRODUCT = zeros(M,l); 
SUMMATION2 = 0; 
1 = 0; 
forll = l:Ml 

SUMMATIONl = 0; 
xBAR = Xbarl(ll); 
ifll = l 

MUEiai) = mue_edge(XX(l),wStl,xBAR); 

elseif 11== Ml 

MUEiai) = mue_edge(XX(l),wEndl,xBAR); 

elseif 11 = ( M l + l ) / 2 
MUEl(ll) = mue_mdle(XX(l),Wmidl_l,xBAR); 

else 
MUEl(ll) = mue_mdle(XX(l),Wmidl_2,xBAR); 

end 

forl2=l:M2 
xBAR = Xbar2(12); 
if 1 2 = 1 

MUE2(12) = mue_edge(XX(2),wSt2,xBAR); 
elseif 12 = M2 

MUE2a2) = mue_edge(XX(2),wEnd2,xBAR); 

elseifl2 = (M2+l)/2 
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MUE2(12) = mue_mdle(XX(2),Wmid2_l,xBAR); 
else 

MUE2(12) = mue_mdle(XX(2),Wmid2_2,xBAR); 
end 
1 = 1+1; 
PRODUCT(l) = MUE1(11)*MUE2(12); 
SUMMATIONl = SUMMATIONl + PRODUCT(l); 

end 
SUMMATI0N2 = SUMMATI0N2 + SUMMATIONl; 

end 
clear MUEl, clear MUE2 

1 = 0; 
ksi = zeros(M,l); 
forll = l:Ml 

forl2=l:M2 
1 = 1+1; 
ksiO) = PRODUCT(l)/SUMMATION2; 

end 
end 

ksiO = ksi; 

clear PRODUCT 
clear SUMMATIONl, clear SUMMATI0N2 

Fhat = THtaf *ksi; 
Ghat = THtag'*ksi; 

u_cont = (-Fhat - K'*e)/Ghat; 
if u_cont> vsmax 

u_cont = vsmax; 
elseif u_cont < vsmin 

u_cont = vsmin; 
end 

clear ksi 

else 
xm = [0; 0]; 

end 

% ind_afc0.m % 

% Initializing the indirect adaptive fiizzy conttoUer 
% Initializing parameters for estimating F(z) and G(z) 

fiinction u_cont = ind_afcO() 

global Fhat Ghat Kd gAmmAf gAmmAg K Mf Mg M1 M2 Xbarl Xbar2 Wmidl.l Wmidl_2 Wmid2_l Wmid2_2 
global wl wStl wEndl w2 wSt2 wEnd2 Mxl Mx2 THtaf THtag THtafO THtagO ksiO 
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global wO xO Pm Pe Pn be n THtaHf THtaLg Eb Eta EtO u_cont vsmin vsmax 
global fU gU gL P VV DELTAt SpCoef dPCoef dPmCoef CoefXX margXX CNT XX count xm 

count = count + 1; 
gAmmAf = 2.0; gAmmAg = 20.0; 
tol = le-3; 
Mf=3;Mg=100; 
THtaHf = 4; THtaLg = 0.5; 
fU = 10; gU = 100; gL = 0.5; VV = 100; % For suprvisory control 
K1 = 1;K2 = 4;K = [K2;K1]; 

SPdev = wO*xO(l); 
deltaP = Pm - Pe; 

XXp = XX; 
XX = [SPdev; deltaP]; normXX = norm(XX,'fro'); 

ifEta<0.7*EtO 
xm = [SPdev; deltaP]; 
xmO = xm; 

else 
beneath = 1; % 1 tiie same predictor as for ANNPSS 

% 2 the predictor based on mass-spring-damper system 

if beneath = 1 
xml = SpCoePSPdev - dPCoePdeltaP; 
xm = [xml; dPmCoePdeltaP]; 

else 
[t,xml] = onest.deOCMsDo', 0, XXp, DELTAt); % Initial conditions change with tiie input 
xm = [xml; dPmCoePdeltaP]; 

end 

ifrem(count,CNT) = 0 
Xout = XX' 
Xdesired = xm' 

end 
end 

e = XX - xm; 

n = 2; 
V = 1.0*ones(l,n); 
Q = diagCV); 
LAMBDAc = [0 1; -K2 -Kl]; 
P = lyap(LAMBDAc',Q); 
bc = [0;l]; 
Pn = P*bc; 

InMemb 

% InitiaUze the adjustable parameters 
beneath = 0; 
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if beneath == 1 
THtaf(l)=-l; THtaf(2)=-0.8; THtaf(3)=0; THtaf(4)=0.1; THtaf(5)=0.2; 
THtaf(6)=-0.8; THtaf(7)=-0.6; THtaf(8)=0; THtaf(9)=0.3; THtaf(10)=0.4; 
THtafd l)=-0.6; THtaf(12)=-0.45; THtaf(13)=0; THtaf(14)=0.45; THtaf(15)=0.6; 
THtaf(16)=-0.4; THtaf(17)=-0.3; THtaf(18)=0; THtaf(19)=0.6; THtaf(20)=0.8; 
THtaf(21)=-0.2; THtaf(22)=-0.1; THtaf(23)=0; THtaf(24)=0.8; THtaf(25)=l; 
THtafO = 0.05*THtaf; 

else 
THtafO = zeros(25,l); 

end 

THtag(l)=-0.2; THtag(2)=-0.4; THtag(3)=-0.6; THtag(4)=-0.4; THtag(5)=-0.2; 
THtag(6)=-0.4; THtag(7)=-0.6; THtag(8)=-0.8; THtag(9)=-0.6; THtag(10)=-0.4; 
THtag(ll)=-0.6; THtag(12)=-0.8; THtag(13)=-l; THtag(14)=-0.8; THtag(15)=-0.6; 
THtag(16)=-0.4; THtag(17)=-0.6; THtag(18)=-0.8; THtag(19)=-0.6; THtag(20)=-0.4; 
THtag(21)=-0.2; THtag(22)=-0.4; THtag(23)=-0.6; THtag(24)=-0.4; THtag(25)=-0.2; 
THtagO = 10*THtag'; 

THtaf = THtafO; THtag = THtagO; 

save maflab/final/AdF_pss/indirect/tempf/THtaf THtaf 
save matiab/final/AdF_pss/indirect/temp&THtag THtag 

normTHtaf=normCrHtaf,'fro') 
normTHtag=normCrHtag,'fro') 

% Calculate initial Fhat and Ghat 
Fhat = THtaf *ksi 
Ghat = THtag'*ksi 

clear ksi 

u_cont = (-Fhat - K'*e)/Ghat 
if u_cont> vsmax 

u_cont = vsmax; 
elseif u_cont < vsmin 

u_cont = vsmin; 
end 

% InMemb.m % 

% Input membership fiinctions for AFPSS's 

Mxl = 1.6; % Define ranges of the fiizzy membership fiinctions for input 1 
Mx2 = 0.3; % Define ranges of the fiizzy membership functions for input 2 
M1=5;M2 = 5; 
W_inv = 3; 
COEFtemp = 2.0; % Defining maximum range of membership functions graphs 
coefTl = 1.6; % Defining centre of gravity of other m.f for speed deviation 
coefn = 1.2; % Defining centre of gravity of other m.f for acceleration 
coefTEl = 1.2; % Defining centte of gravity of the edges m.f. for sp. dev. 
coefrE2 = 1.0; % Defining centte of gravity of the edges m.f for ace. 
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wl = W_inv/Mxl; wStl = 5*wl; wEndl = -wStl; 
Wmidl_l = 2.6*wl; % width of zero membership fimction (bigger number makes the m.f narrower) 
Wmidl_2 = 0.8*wl; 

forl = l : M l 
if 1 = 1 

Xbarl(l) = -coefrEl*Mxl; 
elseif 1 = Ml 

Xbarl(l) = coefrEl*Mxl; 
else 

Xbarl(l) = coefri*(2*l-(Ml+l))*Mxl/(Ml-l); 
end 

end 

x_Al = [-COEFtemp*Mxl:0.02:COEFtemp*Mxl]; 

I = 2*COEFtemp*Mxl/0.02+l; 

fori =1:1 
xil = x_Al(i); 
forj = l.Ml 

ifj = l 
muel(j,i) = mue_edge(xil,wStl,Xbarl(i)); 

elseif j = Ml 
muel(j,i) = mue_edge(xil,wEndl,Xbarl(j)); 

elseif j = (Ml+l)/2 
muel(j,i) = mue_mdle(xil,Wmidl_l,Xbarl (j)); 

else 
muelO,i) = mue_mdle(xil,Wmidl_2,Xbarl(j)); 

end 
end 

end 

figure(l); elf 
forj = l ;M1 

plot(x_Al ,muel (j,:)) 
hold on 

end 
axis([-COEFtemp*Mxl COEFtemp*Mxl 0 1]); 
clear x_Al, clear muel, clear xil 

w2 = W_inv/Mx2; 
wSt2 = 8*w2; 
wEnd2 = -wSt2; 
Wmid2_l = 20*w2; 
Wmid2_2 = 8*w2; 

f o r l = l : M 2 
if 1 = 1 

Xbar2(l) = -coefre2*Mx2; 
elseif 1 = M2 

Xbar2(l) = coefre2*Mx2; 
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else 
Xbar2(l) = coefr2*(2*l-(M2+l))*Mx2/(M2-l); 

end 
end 

x_A2 = [-COEFtemp*Mx2:0.001:COEFtemp*Mx2]; 
I = 2*COEFtemp*Mx2/0.001+l; 
fori = 1:1 

xi2 = x_A2(i); 
forj = l:M2 

ifj = l 
mue2(j,i) = mue_edge(xi2,wSt2,Xbar2(j)); 

elseif j = M2 
mue2(j,i) = mue_edge(xi2,wEnd2,Xbar20)); 

elseif j = (M2+l)/2 

mue2(j,i) = mue_mdle(xi2,Wmid2_l,Xbar2(j)); 

else 
mue2(i,i) = mue_mdle(xi2,Wniid2_2,Xbar2(j)); 

end 
end 

end 
figure(2); elf 
for j = 1 :M2 

plot(x_A2,mue2(j,:)) 
hold on 

end 
axis([-C0EFtemp*Mx2 COEFtemp*Mx2 0 1]); 
clear x_A2, clear mue2, clear xi2 

% Constract tiie fiizzy basis fiinctions 

M = M1*M2; 
PRODUCT = zeros(M,l); 
SUMMATION2 = 0; 
1 = 0; 
forll = l:Ml 

SUMMATIONl =0; 

xBAR = Xbarl 01); 
if U = 1 

MUEIOD = mue_edge(XX(l),wStl,xBAR); 

elseif 1 1 = Ml 
MUEl(ll) = mue_edge(XX(l),wEndl,xBAR); 

elseifll = (Ml+l)/2 
MUEIOD = mue_mdle(XX(l),Wmidl_l,xBAR); 

else 
MUEIOD = mue_mdle(XX(l),Wniidl_2,xBAR); 

end 

forl2=l:M2 
xBAR = Xbar202); 
if 1 2 = 1 
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MUE2(12) = mue_edge(XX(2),wSt2,xBAR); 
elseif 12 ==M2 

MUE2(12) = mue_edge(XX(2),wEnd2,xBAR); 
elseif 12 ==(M2+l)/2 

MUE202) = mue_mdle(XX(2),Wmid2_l,xBAR); 
else 

MUE2(12) = mue_mdle(XX(2),Wmid2_2,xBAR); 
end 
1 = 1+1; 
PRODUCTO) = MUE101)*MUE2(12); 
SUMMATIONl = SUMMATIONl + PRODUCTO); 

end 
SUMMATION2 = SUMMATI0N2 + SUMMATIONl; 

end 

clear MUEl, clear MUE2 

1 = 0; 
ksi = zeros(M,l); 
forll = l:Ml 

forl2=l:M2 
1 = 1+1; 
ksiO) = PRODUCT(l)/SUMMATION2; 

end 
end 

ksiO = ksi; 

clear PRODUCT 
clear SUMMATIONl, clear SUMMATION2 

% function mue_mdle(x,w,xBAR,Mx) 
% xB AR is the centte of the membership fiinction 
% The width of the membership fiinction is reversely proportional to w 

function y = mue_mdle(x,w,xBAR) 
% this function is maximum (=1) at x = xBAR 

y = exp(-w*(x-xBAR)'^2); 

% fiinction mue_edge(x,w,xBAR) 

function y = mue_edge(x,w,xBAR) 
% width of the membership fimction is reversely proportional to Iwl 
% at xBAR the value of the membership fimction is 0.5 

y = l/(l+exp(w*(x-xBAR))); 

% This function is a mass-spring-damper system 
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% y + lambdal*y + lambda2*y = 0 
%y = x(l) 

fiinction y = MsDo(t,x) 
lambda 1 = 5; % For Latrobe Cogenerator 
lambda2 = 20; % For Latrobe Cogenerator 
%lambdal = 5; % for Crown Cogenerator 
%lambda2 = 50; % for Crown Cogenerator 

xdot = zeros(2,l); 
xdoKl) = x(2); 
xdoK2) = -lambda2*x(l)-lambdal*x(2); 

y = xdoKD; 

% ind_afc.m % 

% On_Une adaptation of the indirect adaptive fiizzy controller 

fimction u_cont = ind_afcO 

global Kd gAmmAf gAmmAg K Mf Mg Ml M2 Xbarl Xbar2 Wmidl.l Wmidl_2 Wniid2_l Wmid2_2 
global wl wStl wEndl w2 wSt2 wEnd2 Mxl Mx2 xm xmO wO Eta Pm Pe Q Pn be n THtaHf THtaLg Eta EtO 
global to vlO EfdO Vref xO DELTAt tol youtO u_cont vsmin vsmax Eb fU gU gL P W DELTAt 
global H SpCoef SPdevp dPCoef dPmCoef CoefXX margXX CNT XX count 

count = count + 1; 

loadmatiab/fmal/AdF.pss/indirect/tempGTHtafO 
loadmatiab/fmal/AdF_pss/indirect/tempf/THtaf 
loadmatiab/final/AdF_pss/indirect/tempfrrHtag 

b = bc(n); 
SPdev = wO*xO(l); 
deltaP = Pm-Pe; 

XXp = XX; 
XX = [SPdev; deltaP]; 
normXX = norm(XX,'fro'); 

if normXX ~=0 
ifEta<0.7*EtO 

xm = [SPdev; deltaP]; 
xmO = xm; 

else 
beneath = 1; % 1 the predictor the same as the one used for ANNPSS 

% 2 the predictor based on the mass-spring-damper system 

if beneath = 1 
xml = SpCoef*SPdev - dPCoePdeltaP; 
xm = [xml; dPmCoef*deltaP]; 
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else 
[t,xml] = onest_deO('MsDo', 0, XXp, DELTAt); 
xm = [xml; dPmCoePdeltaP]; 

end 
beneath = 0; 
if beneath = 1 

if rem(count,CNT) == 0 
Xout = XX' 
Xdesired = xm' 

end 
end 

end 
e = XX - xm; 

M = M1*M2; 
PRODUCT = zeros(M,l); 
SUMMATION2 = 0; 
1 = 0; 
forll = l:Ml 

SUMMATIONl = 0; 

xBAR = Xbarl01); ' 
ifll = l 

MUEIOD = mue_edge(XX(l),wStl,xBAR); 
elseif 1 1 = Ml 

MUEIOD = mue_edge(XX(l),wEndl,xBAR); 

elseif 11 = ( M l + l ) / 2 

MUEIOD = mue_mdle(XX(l),Wmidl_l,xBAR); 

else 
MUEIOD = mue_mdle(XX(l),Wmidl_2,xBAR); 

end 

forl2=l:M2 
xBAR = Xbar202); 
if 1 2 = 1 

MUE202) = mue_edge(XX(2),wSt2,xBAR); 

elseif 12 = M2 
MUE202) = mue_edge(XX(2),wEnd2,xBAR); 

elseifl2 = 0^2+l)/2 
MUE202) = mue_mdle(XX(2),Wmid2_l,xBAR); 

else 
MUE202) = mue_mdle(XX(2),Wmid2_2,xBAR); 

end 
1 = 1 + 1; 
PRODUCTO) = MUE10D'*MUE2(12); 
SUMMATIONl = SUMMATIONl + PRODUCTO); 

end 
SUMMATI0N2 = SUMMATI0N2 + SUMMATIONl; 

end 

clear MUEl, clear MUE2 
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1 = 0; 
ksi = zeros(M,l); 
forll = l:Ml 

forl2=l:M2 
1 = 1+1; 
ksi(l) = PRODUCT0)/SUMMATION2; 

end 
end 

ksiO = ksi; 
clear PRODUCT 
clear SUMMATIONl, clear SUMMATI0N2 

Fhat = THtaf *ksi; 
Ghat = THtag'*ksi; 
uc = (-Fhat + K'*e)/Ghat; 

if normXX > 0.05 
GammalN = gAmmAf; 
Gamma2N = gAmmAg; 
normTHtaf = normCTHtaf'fro'); 

if normTHtaf < Mf I (normTHtaf >= Mf & e'*Pn*THtaf *ksi < 0) 
delTHtaf = GammalN*e'*Pn*b*ksi; 

elseif normTHtaf >= Mf & e'*Pn*THtaf *ksi >= 0 
temp = THtaf*THtaf *ksi/normTHtaf'^2; 
delTHtaf =(GammalN*e'*Pn*b*ksi-GammalN*e'*Pn*b*temp); 

end 

clear temp 
THtaf=THtaf + delTHtaf; 
clear delTHtaf; 
ECJpoint = (M+l)/2; 
THtaf(EQpoint) = 0; 

% If necessary to do the foUowing put Beneath = 1 
Beneath = 0; 
if Beneath = 1 

I = fmd(absCrHtaf) > THtaHf); 
form= l:length(I) 

THtafOdn)) = signCrHtafa(m)))*THtaHf; 

end 
end 

normTHtag = normCTHtag.'fro'); 
if normTHtag < Mg I (normTHtag>=Mg & e'*Pn*THttig'*ksi*u_cont < 0) 

delTHtag = Gamma2N*e'*Pn*b*ksi*sign(u_conO; 
elseif normTHtag >= Mg & e'*Pn*THtag'*ksi*u_cont >= 0 

temp = THtag*THtag'*ksi*sign(u_cont)/normTHtag'^2; 
delTHtag =(Gamma2N*e'*Pn*b*ksi*sign(u_cont)-Gamma2N*e'*Pn*b*temp); 

end 
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clear temp 
THtag = THtag + delTHtag; 
clear delTHtag; 

beneath = 0; 
if beneath = 1 

I = find(absCrHtag) < THtaLg); 
form= l:length(I) 

THtaga(m)) = signCrHttigO(m)))*THtaLg; 
end 

end 
else 

THtaf = THtafO; 
end 

Fhat = THtaf *ksi; 
Ghat = THtag'*ksi; 
uc = (-Fhat - K'*e)/Ghat; 

% Supervisory conttol r 
Ve = 0.5*e'*P*e; 
i f V o V V 

us = sign(e'*Pn)*(abs(Fhat)+fU+abs(Ghat*uc)+abs(gU*uc))/gL 
else 

us = 0; 
end 

if normXX > 0.001 
u_cont = uc + us; 

else 
u_cont = 0; 

end 

if u_cont> vsmax 
u_cont = vsmax; 

elseif u_cont < vsmin 
u_cont = vsmin; 

end 
clear ksi 

else 
xm = [0; 0]; 

end 
save matiab/final/AdF_pss/indirect/tempf/THtaf THtaf 
save matlab/fma]/AdF_pss/indirect/tempfn'Htag THtag 

% wFaF_PSS.m % 
% Response of the Cogenerator after occurence of a fault 
%(four responses: system with a direct AFPSS; system with conventional PSS; 
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% system with rale-based fiizzy PSS; system with neuro-fuzzy PSS) 

GLOB_init; simu_para; COG_data 
adfpss 
deltaD = deltaD* 180/pi; 

C_fault 
deltac = deltac* 180/pi; 

spCOEF = 0.2; accCOEF =1.1; % best for Pt0=0.9, Fp=0.9, Xe=0.15 
uCOEF = 0.5; 

F.fault 
deltaf = deltaf* 180/pi; 

FNJauU 
deltafn = deltafn* 180/pi; 

LW = 1.6; 
main_figs4 % For CPSS, FPSS, NFPSS, DAFPSS 

% adfpss.m % 
% Response of the Cogenerator after occurence of a fault (system with a direct AFPSS); 

Niter = 2 % For the initial FPSS this should be equal to 1 
% For the on-line adaptation it should be 2 

Stit = 2; 
forjjj = Strt: Niter 

Iteration=jjj 
clear tout, clear yout 
clear dwrD, clear usD, clear VtD; clear Etas 
clear J 

global EfdO Efd vlO Vref Eta EtO Pe Q DELTAt Pe_ba xO Pm XX count 

count = 1; 
mainl 
XX = [0;0]; 
YmO = 0; 
PeDot = 0; 

% Initializing the output array 
yout0 = [wO*xO(l); x0(2);x0(3);x0(4);x0(5);x0(6); Eta; EfdO; Pe; PeDot; Q; u_cont; YmO]; 

if jjj = Strt 
u_cont = adpt_fcO; 

end 

ifiij = l 
[tout,yout,J,k] = mloopf_STOcO,youtO,JO,tO,Tf,EfdO,Vref,DELTAO; 
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else 

[tout,yout,J,k] = niloop_STOcO,youtO,JO,tO,Tf,EfdO,Vref,DELTAt); 
end 

main2 
if jjj = 1 

[tout,yout,J,k] = mloopf_ST(kO,youtO,JO,tO,Tf,EfdO,Vref,DELTAt); 
else 

[tout,yout,J,k] = mloop_ST(kO,youtO,JO,tO,Tf,EfdO,Vref,DELTAt); 
end 

yout = [youtp; yout(kO:length(yout),:)]; 
tout = [toutp, toutOtO:length(tout))]; 

ifjjj = l 

dwrf = youtCD; deltaf = yout(:,2); Ym = yout(:,13); PEdot = yout(:,10); Vtf = youK:,7); usf = yout(:,12); 
J f=J 

else 
dwrD = youK:,l); deltaD = youK:,2); Ym = yout(:,13); PEdot = yout(:,10); VtD = yout(:,7); usD = yout(:,12); 
JafD = J 

end V 

end 

% mloopf_ST.m 
% The main loop consisting of the AVR & exciter and the synchronous machine with a fixed initial fiizzy controUer 

%use: 
% u_cont = fixed_fc; 
% in the main loop (see mfile FUZloop_ST) 

% mloop_ST.m 
% The main loop consisting of the AVR & exciter and the synchronous machine 
% with the direct AFPSS with on-line adaptation 

%use: 
% u_cont = adapt_fc; 
% in the main loop (see mfile FUZloop_ST) 

% adpt_fc0.m % 

% Initializing the direct adaptive fiizzy controUer 

fiinction u_cont = adpt_fcOO 

global u_cont Kd gAmmA MTHta 

global Ml M2 Xbarl Xbar2 Wmidl_l Wmidl_2 Wmid2_l Wmid2_2 wl wStl wEndl w2 wSt2 wEnd2 Mxl Mx2 
global THta THtaO THtaR ksiO wrO xO Pm Pe P Eta EtO vsmin vsmax K bL fU VV SpCoef dPCoef dPmCoef 

gAmmA = 1.0; 
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MTHta = 3; 

K1 = 1;K2 = 4;K = [K2;K1]; 
bL = 0.2;fU = 5;VV = 5; 

SPdev = wO*xO(l); 
deltaP = Pm - Pe - Kd*SPdev; 

XX = [SPdev; deltaP]; 
n = 2; 
V=1.0*ones(l,n); 
Q = diagCV); 
LAMBDAc = [01; -K2 -Kl]; 
P = lyapOLAMBDAc'.Q); 

InMemb 

% Initialize the adjustable parameters 

%THtaR = 0.2*(rand(M,D-0.5); 

THtal_5 = [-1; -0.6; -0.2; 0; 0.1]; 

THta6_10 = [-0.8; -0.4; -0.1; 0.1; 0.25]; 
THtall_15 = [-0.5; -0.25; 0; 0.25; 0.5]; 
THtal6_20 = [-0.25; -0.1; 0.1; 0.4; 0.8]; 
THta21_25 = [-0.1; 0; 0.2; 0.6; 1]; 
THtaO = 0.3*[THtal_5;THta6_10;THtal l_15;THtal6_20;THta21_25]; 

clear THtal_5; clear THta6_10; clear THtal 1_15; 
clear THtal 6_20; clear THta21_25 

THta=1.0*THta0; 
%THta=1.0*THtaR; 
save matiah/AdFuz/AdF_PSS/direct/tempf/THta THta 

normTHta=nonnCrHta,'fro') 

% Calculate the output of the conttoUer 
u_cont = THta'*ksi; 
if u_cont> vsmax 

u_cont = vsmax; 
elseif u_cont < vsmin 

u_cont = vsmin; 
end 

clear ksi ^ 

% fixed_fc.m % 

% fixed fuzzy controller before adaptation 
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fiinction u_cont = fixed_fc() 

global Kd gAmmA MTHta Ml M2 Xbarl Xbar2Wmidl 1 Wmidl 2Wmid2 1 Wmid2 2 
global wl wStl wEndl w2 wSt2 wEnd2 Mxl Mx2 THta wO Eta Pm Pe Q Pn Eta EtO 
global to VlO EfdO Vref u.cont xO DELTAt tol youtO vsmin vsmax Eb xm 

SPdev = wO*xO(D; 
deltaP = Pm - Pe - Kd*SPdev; 

normTHta=normCrHta,"fro'); 
XX = [SPdev; deltaP]; 
normXX = norm(XX,'fro'); 

M = M1*M2; 
PRODUCT = zeros(M, 1); 
SUMMATION2 = 0; 
1 = 0; 
forll = l:Ml 

SUMMATIONl = 0; 
xBAR = Xbarl01); 

ifll = l 
MUEIOD = mue_edge(XX(l),wStl,xBAR); 

elseifll = Ml 
MUEIOD = mue_edge(XX(l),wEndl,xBAR); 

e l s e i f l l = a ^ l + D / 2 
MUEIOD = mue_mdle(XX(l),Wmidl_l,xBAR); 

else 
MUEIOD = mue_mdle(XX(l),Wmidl_2,xBAR); 

end 

forl2=l:M2 
xBAR = Xbar2(12); 
if 1 2 = 1 

MUE202) = mue_edge(XX(2),wSt2,xBAR); 
elseif 12 = M2 

MUE202) = mue_edge(XX(2),wEnd2,xBAR); 
elseifl2 = 0^2+l)/2 

MUE202) = mue_mdle(XX(2),Wmid2_l,xBAR); 
else 

MUE202) = mue_mdle(XX(2),Wniid2_2,xBAR); 
end 

1 = 1 + 1; 
PRODUCTO) = MUE101)*MUE202); 
SUMMATIONl = SUMMATION! + PRODUCTO); 

end 
SUMMATION2 = SUMMATI0N2 + SUMMATIONl; 

end 

clear MUEl, clear MUE2 
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1 = 0; 
ksi = zeros(M,l); 
forll = l:Ml 

forl2=l:M2 
1 = 1+1; 

ksi(l) = PRODUCT0)/SUMMATION2; 
end 

end 

clear PRODUCT, clear SUMMATIONl, clear SUMMATI0N2 

u_cont = THta'*ksi; 

if u_cont> vsmax 
u_cont = vsmax; 

elseif u_cont < vsmin 
u_cont = vsmin; 

end 

clear ksi 

% adapt_fcm % 

% Onjine adaptation of the direct adaptive fiizzy conttoUer 

fimction u_cont = adapt_fc() 

global Kd gAmmA MTHta Ml M2 Xbarl Xbar2 Wmidl_l Wmidl_2 Wmid2_l Wmid2_2 

global wl wStl wEndl w2 wSt2 wEnd2 Mxl Mx2 THta wO Eta Pm Pe Q P H Eta EtO tO vlO Vref xO 
global DELTAt tol youtO u_cont vsmin vsmax Eb xO Rfd Xfd Xad Rid Xld Rlq Xlq R2q X2q Eb Xta 
global Xd Xq Xdp Xqp Xddp Xqdp Xaqsp Xadsp Xaqsdp Xadsdp 
global K bL fU VV xm xmO SpCoef dPCoef dPmCoef count CNT NMB XX XXp XXX 

loadmatiab/AdFuz/AdF_PSS/direct/tempf/THtaO 
loadmatiab/AdFuz/AdF_PSS/direct/tempf/THta 

normTHta=normCrHta,'fro'); 
XXX = [XXX,XX]; 

if count > NMB 
XXp = XXX(:,count-NMB); 

else 
XXp = XX; 

end 

SPdev = wO*xO(l); 
deltaP = Pm - Pe; 
XX = [SPdev; deltaP]; 
normXX = norm(XX,'fro'); 
Pn = P(:,2); 
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if normXX -= 0 
ifEta<0.7*EtO 

xm = XX; 
xmO = xm; 

else 

beneatii = 1; % 1 the predictor the same as the one used for ANNPSS 
% 2 the predictor based on the mass-spring-damper system 

if beneath = 1 

xml = SpCoef^SPdev - dPCoef*deltaP; 
xm = [xm 1; dPmCoef*deltaP]; 

else 

[t,xml] = onest_deO('MsDo', 0, XXp, DELTAO; 
xm = [xml; dPmCoef*deltaP]; 

end 
beneath = 0; 

end 
e = XX - xm; 
M = M1*M2; 
PRODUCT = zeros(M,l); 
SUMMATION2 = 0; 
1 = 0; 

forll = l:Ml 
SUMMATIONl =0; 
xBAR = Xbarl OD; 
ifll = l 

MUEIOD = mue_edge(XX(l),wStl,xBAR); 
elseifIl = Ml 

MUEIOD = mue_edge(XX(l),wEndl,xBAR); 
elseifll = 0VIl+l)/2 

MUEIOD = mue_mdle(XX(l),Wmidl_l,xBAR); 
else 

MUEIOD = mue_mdle(XX(l),Wmidl_2,xBAR); 
end 

forl2=l:M2 
xBAR = Xbar2(12); 
if 1 2 = 1 

MUE2(12) = mue_edge(XX(2),wSt2,xBAR); 
elseif 12 = M2 

MUE2(12) = mue_edge(XX(2),wEnd2,xBAR); 
elseif 12 = (M2+l)/2 

MUE2(12) = mue_mdle(XX(2),Wniid2_l,xBAR); 
else 

MUE2(12) = mue_mdle(XX(2),Wmid2_2,xBAR); 
end 
1 = 1 + 1; 

PRODUCTO) = MUE101)*MUE2(12); 
SUMMATIONl = SUMMATION! + PRODUCT(l); 

end 
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SUMMATION2 = SUMMATION2 + SUMMATIONl; 
end 
clear MUEl, clear MUE2 

1 = 0; 
ksi = zeros(M,l); 
forll = l:Ml 

forl2=l:M2 
1 = 1+1; 

ksi(l) = PRODUCT0)/SUMMATION2; 
end 

end 

clear PRODUCT, clear SUMMATION!, clear SUMMAT10N2 

uc = THta'*ksi; 

if normXX > 0.05 
if uc> 0.015 

GammaN = gAmmA/(uc/0.0!5)'^2; 

else 
GammaN = gAmmA; 

end 

if normTHta < MTHta I (normTHta >= MTHta & e'*Pn*THta'*ksi < 0) 
delTHta = GammaN*e'*Pn*ksi; 

elseif normTHta >= MTHta & e'*Pn*THta'*ksi >= 0 
temp = THta*THta'; 
temp = temp*ksi/normTHta'^2; 
delTHta=(GammaN*e'*Pn*ksi-GammaN*e'*Pn*temp); 

end 
clear temp 

THta = THta+ delTHta; 
EQpoint = QA+1)I2; THta(EQpoinO = 0; 

clear delTHta; 
THtaa = THta; 

else 
THta = THtaO; 

end 
normTHta=normCrHta,'fro'); 

uc = THta'*ksi; 

Ve = 0.5*e'*P*e; 
ifVe>VV 

us = sign(e'*Pn)*(abs(uc)+(fU+abs(K'*e))/bL) 

u_cont = uc + us; 

else 
u cont = uc; 
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end 

if normXX < 0.00! 
u_cont = 0; 

end 

if u_cont > vsmax 
u_cont = vsmax; 

elseif u_cont < vsmin 
u_cont = vsmin; 

end 
clear ksi 

else 
xm = [0; 0]; 

end 

save matiab/AdFuz/AdF_PSS/direct/tempf/THta THta 
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Part n i : Shaping figures 

% maiii_figs4.m % 
% Main figures for four responses used in the programs 

figure(l);clf; 
plot(tout,deltac,'b:',tout,deltaf,'g-',tout,deltafn,'r-.',tout,deltaD,'k'); 
xlabeK't, sec','FontSize',14); 
ylabeK'torque angle, degrees','FontSize',14); 

grid 

Y_Y = [deltac;deltaf;dcltafn;deltaD]; 
fig_MAKEUP 

figure(2);clf; 
plot(tout,dwrc,'b:',tout,dwrf,'g-',tout,dwrfii,'r-.',tout,dwrD,'k'); 

xlabeK't, sec','FontSize',14); 
ylabeK'speed deviation, rad/sec','FontSize',14); 

grid 

Y_Y = [dwrc;dwrf;dwrfii;dwrD]; 
fig_MAKEUP 

figure(3);clf; 
plot(tout,usc,'b:',tout,usf,'g~',tout,usfn,'r-.',tout,usD,'k');grid; 

xlabeK't, sec','FontSize',!4); 
ylabeK'stabiUsing signal, pu','FontSize',14); 

Y_Y = [usc;usf;usfii;usD]; 
fig_MAKEUP 

figure(4);clf; 
ploKtout,Vtc,'b:',tout,Vtf,'g~',tout,Vtfn,'r-.',tout,VtD,'k');grid; 

xlabelCt, sec','FontSize',14); 
ylabel(Terminal voltage, pu','FontSize',14); 

Y_Y = [Vtc;Vtf; Vtfn; VtD]; 
fig_MAKEUP 

% fig_MAKEUP.m 
minY = minO'_Y)-(maxOf_Y)-minOr_Y))/!0; 

maxY = !.2*max(Y_Y); 
axis([0 5 minY maxY]) 
hh = get(gca,'children'); 
set(hh,'LineWidth',LW); 
hh = get(gcf,'children'); 
set(hh(!),'FontSize',!4); 
P_g = (maxY-minY)/20; 
P_G = P_g/2; 
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maxP = maxY - P_G; 
minP = maxY - 5.5*P_g; 

patt;h([3.3;3.3;4.8;4.8],[minP;maxP;maxP;minP],'w') 
Y_P = maxP - P_g; 

Une([3.4;3.8],[Y_P;Y_P],'LineStyle',':','Color','b','LineWidth',LW) 
text(3.9,Y_P,'CPSS','FontSize', 16) 
Y_P = Y_P-P_g; 

line([3.4;3.8],[Y_P;Y_P],'LineStyle','~','Color','g','LineWidtii',LW) 
text(3.9.Y_P.'FPSS','FontSize',16) 
Y_P = Y_P-P_g; 
Une([3.4;3.8],[Y_P;Y_P],'LineStyle','-.','Color','r','LineWidtii'X-W) 
text(3.9,Y_P,'NFPSS','FontSize',!6) 
Y_P = Y_P - P_g; 
Une([3.4;3.8],[Y_P;Y_P],'LineStyle','-','Color','k','LineWidtii',LW) 
text(3.9,Y_P,'DAFPSS','FontSize',16) 




